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Abstract

This thesis investigates structurei that are presentable by f nite automata worlting synchronously
on tuples of finite words. The emphasis is on underst'anding the expressivenGss ard limitati,ons

of automata in this setting. [n particular, the thesis studies the classific:auon of classes 0f au-
tomatic.structures, the complexity of the isomorphisrn,problem, and the.relationship between

defi naliility and r,ecognisabilitlr.
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Chapter A

Introduction

The sinrplest conrplexity class that has sorne robustness in terms of the details of the nrachine
model is the finite autotnaton - commonly thought of as a Turing nrachine that uses constant
work space [Odifreddi - 1999, VIII.I]. That is, variations in the machine model - involving
additional work tapes, or the possible direction of the heads, or the addition of non-determinism

- do not alter the class of languages (unary relations) that are recognised. This thesis deals with
finite automata that recognise relations of higher arity. As a result algebraic structures, such as

gt'ollps, otders and algebras, may be described by collections of finite automata. The motivation
for doing this comes from various more or less independent directions. However the unifying
idea is that certain algorithmic problems in these strlrctures - expressible in logical terms - are
computable, and sometimes even feasibly computable.

An abstract definition of finite automaton was given by Kleene [1956], who suggested the prob-
lem of characterising the sets recognised by finite autonrata in terms of logical definability [see
Church - 19631. This problem was solved independently by Biichi [1960], Elgot It961] and
Trahtenbrot-U962). Their work establishes an equivalence between monadic second order de-
finability and autonrata. Particularly, the work of the first two authors establishes the equiv-
alence between weak monadic second order (WMSO) definability in the strlrcture (N, ^S) and
finite automata operating synchronously on tuples of finite words. Here monadic second order
means that there are variables for subsets of the domain \ and weakness means that these set
variables range over finite subsets of N.l

A recasting of these results concerns they'rs/ oder (FO) theory of the structure (N, +, l2) where
rl2y means that z is a power of 2 and r divides A. An important consequence in mathematical
Iogic is that this theory is decidable - there is an effective procedure by which rhe truth of FO
sentences in (N, +, lz ) can be decided. Here is a brief description of a proof of this fact. There is
an effective procedure that transforms a given first order definable relation .R, say of arity k, of
the structure (N, +, l2) into a synchronous finite auromaton.411 operating on &-tuples of finite
words. The automaton Ap recognises an encoding of R. In the present case this is achjeved

lsome authors use WMSO(N,.9) to mean that the set variables range over arbitrary subsets of the domain,
wlrile it is merely quantffication of these variables that are restricted to finite subsets.

I
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by first encoding the natural nunrbers into their base 2 representations, least significant digit
firsto so that there are three autornata lecognising, rcspectively, the encodings of the domain N,

the graph of + and the relation 12. Then proceed inductively on the conrplexity of the formula

defining R. The aLltomata for the atonric relations * and lz and the domain N take care of the

base case. The logical operations V, - and - are respectively taken care of using the irnportant

fact that this class of automata is effectively closed with respect to union, complementation and

projection. Decidability now follows from observing that the truth of a sentence of the folm
3rV(r) reduces to the decidable problenr of testing wlrether the corresponding autonraton for
V accepts sonre word or not (the emptiness problem).

This setting motivated Hodgson U9761to introduce the qualifier autontntic for a relational

structure whose domain and atomic relations arc recognised by finite autonrata. For instance

as in the preceding paragraph, the structur€ (/{, G*,d,2) wherc l/ is the set of natural numbers

written in base 2 notation, Ga is the graph of addition over.lf and d2 is the relation correspond-

ing to 12 on N, is automatic. By the argurnent just presented, the first order theory of every

automatic structune is decidable. This gives a uniform approach for ploving the decidability of
certain theories that were previously proven using methods such as quantifier elimination; for
instance the standard models of Presburger Arithrnetic (N, +) and the rational ordering (Q, <).

The time conrplexity of the decision procedure using this method of translating logical formu-

lae to finite automata is, in general, non-elementary - that is, it exceeds any fixed number of
iterations of the exponential function, namely 2n ,)2" . . ., wher€ n is the size of a sentence. This

upper bound is due to the fact that every alternation of quantifiers in a sentence may incur an

exponential increase in the size of the automaton being constructed. This is because projection

may result in a non-deterministic automaton, and so determinisation, which in the worst case

requires exponentially more states, may be needed to complement the result. In point of fact the

complexity of every decision procedure forthe pafticularstructure (N, *, lz) is non-elementary

[Grldel - 1990], or equivalently for WMSO(N, S) [Meyer - 1975]. In later work they consider

automatic sttuctllres in the general setting of investigating algorithnric properties of certain in-

finite structures [2002]. The structut€s considered are those that can be represented in a finite
way - for example by a finite state machine or by logical formulae - and for which there is an

effective semantics - for example the nrodel checking problem is decidable.

The feasibility of computing with automatic structures is most clear in the related and much

studied concept of automatic groups from computational group theory. Automatic groLlps were

introduced by Cannon et al. [l992] to enable conrputations on certain finitely generated groups

arising in 3-manifold theory. Roughly, an alrtomatic group, say with k generators, in their sense

is one for which its Cayley graph (G,.f-t,. . . ,.fr) is autonratic (in our sense) under a certain

natural encoding of the domain. They prove a number of structural and cornplexity-theoretic

resnlts. Illustratively, that every automatic group is finitely presented and that its word problem

is solvable in quadratic time [Cannon et al. - 19921.

There are other niodels of computation, besides finite alrtomata, that could be used to present

infinite structures. The study of algolithmic properties of computable algebraic structures and

their theories, pafi of an area known as computable model theory, led Nerode, Remmel and
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Cenzer in the 1980's to develop a corresponding theory for polynomial-time structures [see
Cenzer and Remmel - 1998]. The general idea in this area, called complexity-theoretic model
theory, is to fix a complexity class C and ask questions about whar structures can be repre-
sented by nrachines operating with cornplexity in C, called C srrucrurcs. A typical question is
whether a given infinite structur€ is isonrorphic (or C-isomorphic) to a C structure. A funda-
mental result here is that every relational computable structure is computably isomorphic to
a polynomial-time structure coded over a binary alphabet. Khoussainov and Nerode tl995l
rcintroduced automatic structures in line with the definitions and ideas of complexity-theoretic
modef theory. In particular they define a structure to be autontaricalllt presentable if jt is iso-
molphic to some automatic structure. They formulated some basic questions and suggest that
computable, algebraic, model theoretic and complexity theoretic properties of alltomatic str.uc-
tures are amenable to systematic investigation - in contrast with computable or polynomial time
structures- For instance, they characterise the class of automatic stluctures via a generalisation
of the Myhill-Nerode theorem for r.egular languages.

There arc various model theoretic characterisations of the class of automatic structures. A
common theme amongst them consists in identifying a structure that serves to define all the au-
tomatic structures in some logic. A well known illustration of this idea is that every computable
set is first order definable via a quantifier free formula in the structur€ (N, *, .). Comparatively
there are various structtlres for which the definable unary relations coincide with the regular sets
[Benedikt et al. - 2001, see]. The structure (N, ^9) with weak-monadic second order definabiliry
was the first to be discovered, Biichi [960], Elgot tl96ll. Again reserting this rcsult, there is
an effective transformation of finite automata to first order formulae of (N, +, ll) [see Bruydre
et al. - 1994)- The idea is to construct a formula O(z) expressing rhat there is a successful run
of the given automaton on an encoding of i. Consequently the structure (N, +, l2 ) is complete
for the regular relations, not just the regular sets, in the following sense. A relation of arbitrary
arity is first order definable in (N, +, lz) if and only if the encoding of it is recognised by a finite
automaton. A restatement of this says that a structure is automatically presentable if and only
if it is first order interpretable in (N, *, lz), namely isomorphic to a structure thar is first order
definable in (N, *, lz).

In order to avoid the encoding of natural numbers into strings, one can work directly with
strings. There is a similar equivalence between automata and first order definable relations in
the string structure )ry(t) : (D*, (oo)oer, <p,el), where D : {0, ...,k - 1}, the binary re_
lation oo holds on pairs (w,wa), the binary relation {o is the prefix relation, and the binary
relation e/ holds on words of equal length. This seems to have been first noted by Shepherd-
son [unpublished, see Section 4, Thatcher - 1966J. Though Eilenberg er al. [1969] provide a
proof by transforming formulae to automata inductively as above, while the reverse transfor-
mation is done by reducing the problem to showing that cerrain recognisable sets are definable.
They also note that the first order theory of W(D) is decidable but do nor develop this.

What these results mean is that the study of automatic structures is equivalent to the study of
definability in, for instance, the first order fragment of arithmetic (N, *, lz). Ho*ever this logi-
cal view does not immediately tell us whether a given structure is automatically presentable or
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not. The primar) motivation for tlris work is to develop techniques that identify whether a given

structur€ is automatically presentable or not. For exanrple, to show tlrat a structure is autonrati-

cally presentable one can exhibit appropriate automata or formulae. But how does one tell if a

structure, say a particulal linear order, has no autonratic presentation - or equivalently that it is
not interpretable in (N, *, l2) ? In other words there is a need to charactelise the isontorphism

types of (classes of) automatic structures in relevant algebraic terms, For instance, what can be

said about the Cantor nornral form of an automatic ordinal ? Or the Cantor-Bendixson rank of
an aLltomatic tree ? This tlresis presents partial answers to these types of questions. The idea is

to extract algeblaic infonnation about a structlu€ fronr the aLttomata presenting it. Inrportantly

there is no a priori. knowledge of how the domain of a structure is coded. Forexanrple, if one

fixes the base 2 encoding of N, one nray then ask for a classification of the automatic structttres

of rhe fonn (N, +, R) where.l? C N, [compare Bruydrc et al. - 1994). But this is different from

asking whether a given stl'Llcture (N, +, R) is autornatically prcsentable, namely if it is isontor

phic to sonle automatic strLtcturc. In this case there is no predefined encoding of N and new

techniques are required. It is also worth pointing out that Benedikt et al. [2001] prove that the

srructLrre W(X) does not have qnantifier elimination without adnritting binary functions to the

signature. So in contrast to applying model theoretic nreans to the study of automatic structures,

we also see that analysis of automata lends itself to understanding those structures that are first

order definable in )ry(t)

The theory of finite automata supplies alternative types of automata that could be used in the

definition of an automatic structure. Indeed u-automata and various tree automata have been

considered in the literature fHodgson - 1983; Khoussainov and Nerode - 1995: Blumensath -

1999; Libkin and Neven - 20031. In particularLrncolrntable stnrctures can also be treated. The

present work focuses only on automata operating synchronously on tuples of finite words, and

hence with countable structures. The leason for this restriction is that these automata are com-

paratively simple and the algebraic character of the corresponding automatic stntctures is not

well understood. Furthermol'e binary relations are the primary focus of this work - arbitrary

graphs, partial orders (linear orders, well orders and trees), equivalence relations and permuta-

tions.

A.L Summary of results

Following is an outline of this thesis. The reader is referred to the rclevant chapter for formal

definitions and proofs. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basics of finite automata

theory and of first order logic, though to fix notation sonre definitions and results will be re-

peated. Bold page numbers in the index refer to the page on which the definition of the entry

can be found. Finally, since activity in the area has been recently renewed, there is some overlap

of results with other researchers. If a lesult has been independently or subsequently proved by

others then it will be cited as 'also [citation]'.
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Chapter B - Definitions and first results

The preliminary chapter stans by recalling some classical finite automata rheory. These clas-
sical automata are then generalised to automata operating on n input tapes and hence adapted
to recognise n-ary relations - which are called finite autotnaton (FA) rccognisabl.e, or simply
rcgular relations (Definition 8.1.2). The automata have the properry that the reading heads on
the ?r tapes move synchronously. As in the classical case, these automata can be effectively
deternrinised. Furthermorc, they are effectively closed under the operations of union, comple-
mentation and projection and tlre emptiness problem is decidable.

All structures are assumed to be countable and relational (that is one replaces every function
/ by its graph {(",f (")) la € dom(/)}1. e structure isautonmticoveran alphabet X if the
domain and the atomic relations ale finite automaton rccognisable over X (Definition B. l.lZ)-
A structure is called autontaticaily presentable if it is isomorphic to son-)e automatic structure
over some alphabet (Definition B.l.lS). These definitions are followed by sonre explanatory
examples of autonratic sttuctures as well as sonle constructions of new automatic structures
from old ones (Proposition 8.1.22). The inrportant decidability theorem is then extended to
include the quantifiers 3-, due to Blumensath [1999], and f(t,-), respectively interpreted as
'there exists infinitely many' and 'there exists A modulo m many'.

Theorem 8.1.26- If A is automatic overD then there exisrs an algorithnx that given a relation R
which is first order definable (witlz pararnerers) in A with aclelitional quanrifiers 1* ancl3(t,zn)
(0 < k < m Q N) consrra cts an automaton recognising R. Hence the first orcler rlrcoty with
these additional quanttfi.ers of A is decidable.

The chapter finishes with examples of automatic structures, most of which make an appearance
later.

Chapter C - Characterisations of automatic structures

This chapter presents the known logical and structural characterisations of automatic structures.
The first section contains a decomposition theorem for FA recognisable relations. The second
section deals with those structures and their logics that are complete for the class of automatic
structures (Defi nition C.2.1).

Denote by W* the structure

(X*, (oo)o.z, jp,el),

where D : {0, "',k - r}, oo(w) : *n, (o is the prefix relation, and el(u,u) holds if w and
u have the same length. Denote by yVr the structure

(N, +,lr)

where 1169 holds if r is a power of k and z divides g. Denote by S the successor function
n+ n * 1on N. Fora logic L,say first orderorsecond order, a structure Ais L interpretable
in a structure B if .4 is isomoryhic to a structure that is,C definable in B.
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Theorem C.2.2. Let A be o slructure. Then the.followirtg are equivalent.

l. A is aulonnticallv presentable.

A isfirst orcler interpretable inWpfor sonle, eqttivalentll'all, k ) 2.

A is.first order inrerpretable in Nx.fot' some, eqttivalentlt, all, k ) 2.

4. A is wealt ntonadic second order ittterpretable irr (N,,S).

This rheorem allow one to interchange between working with finite automata and logical for-

mulae. This is most useful when constructing automatic prcsentations of structures.

The couching in terms of interprctability rather than definability follows Blunrensath and Grddel

t20001. The equivalence of 1. and 4. is due to Biichi [ 960] and Elgot [ 961] and known as the

Biichi-Elgot Theorem. The proof proceeds by translating formula into autonrata and conversely.

The equivalence of 1. and 2. first appeared in Eilenberg et al. ! 9691. The equivalence of 1 and

3. is known as rhe Biichi-BruyErc theorem. Following the terminology in BruyBr-e et al. [1994],
a rclation R C Fi" is defined as k-recognisable if the encoding of its elements in the least-

significant-digit-first base k representation yields a finite automaton recognisable relation (over

alphabet X: {0, ...,k - t}1.

Theorem C.2.5. A relation.R C X"- is k-recognisable if and only if it is first order definable

in tlrc structurc (N, +, lr).

A Myhill-Nerode type result (Theorem C.3.2) due to Khoussainov and Nerode [1995], charac-

terises the automatic stntctures in terms of congruences of finite index.

The final section presents a reduction of automatic structures to automatic graphs. This follows

immediately from the existence of a complete structut€ under intelpretations, and the mutual

interpretation of a structure with a graph. Two structllres are mutually interpretable if each is

interprctable in the other (definitions in Section B.l).

Theorem C.4.1. For every structu,'e A there is a graph 8(A) with tlrc following properties.

L A is autontatic if and only if g(A) is autonttttic. And an autonl.atic presentation of I(A)
can be constructed in linear time in the size of an autonmtic presentation of A.

A and 9(A) are murualll, interprctable.

Tlrc interpretation of A into 9(A) preserves embetldings. That is A entbeds in B if and

only if 9(A) embeds in q@). Moreover tlrc interpretation presen)es FA rccognisable

entbecldings.

2.

3.

2.

3.
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Chapter D - Unary vs. non-unary

In order to understand tlre isomorphism types of automatic structures, we first consider the
simpler case of structures that can be prcsented by automata over a unar] alphabet. These ar-e

called Lffiata autotnolic sttuctures. Sonre examples are then followed by a characterisation of
unary automatic graphs. In a simple case, the clraracterisation essentially says that the graph can
be partitioned into infinitely many finite isomorphic subgraphs .B,, Such that the edge relation
between the subgraph B, and B; mimic that between Bs and 81, fot' all i, j e N. Such a graph
iscalled an unwinding (Definition D.1.7). Exanrples of unwindings are given, followed by a
proof of the characterisation theorem.

Theorem D-l.f . [also Blumensath - 1999] A graph is auromatisnlht prcsentctble over a unary
alphabet if and only if it is isontorytlzic to sonte unu,incling.

The section concludes with the classification of certain classes of unary autonratic structures.
The main tool restlicts their connected components as follows.

Lemma D.1.13. [also Blumensath - 1999] If Q is an unwindirxg, then it contairts o finite num-
ber of infinite connected conxponents, ancl a finite bound on the siz.es of the finite corutected
cotlxponents.

For example, using this lemma one can characterise the unary automatic equivalence structures
(E,p) (here p is an equivalence relation on E) and the Lrnary automatic injection structlrres
(D, f) (here / : D --+D is a one-ro*one mapping).

Theorem D.1.14, D.l.l6. [also Blumensarh - lggg)

An equivalence structure (8, p) is autontatically presen.table or)er a unary alphabet if and
only if there are finitely matry infinite p-classes antl rlzere exists K < u such rlmt the size
of every finite p-class rs /ess than n.

A injection structure (D, f) is automatically presentable over a unary alphabet iJ'and
only if there are finitely many infinite f -orbits and there exists r; < u such that rhe size of
every finite f -orbit is /ess than rc.

The unary automatic linear orders can be built from orders of the following types: the positive
integers (c,,,), the negative integers (a.'.), and the finite orders n for n < a.,.

Theorem D.1.19. [also Blumensath - 1999] A linear onler (r, S) is automatically presentable
over a unary alphabet if atzd on\, if it is a finite sum of linear orders antotlgst the set u), Lr*, ontl
n,forn < u.

In particular, the order type of the rationals 4 is not automatically presentable over a unary
alphabet. Also the least ordinal that is not automatically presentable over a unary alphabet is
u2.

t.

2.
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The second section illustrates the complexities involved in finding sinrilar algebraic classifi-

cations in the non-unar] case. Automatic equivalence relations and automatic injections are

investigated. We prcsent exanrples that indicate that in cornparison with the unary case a clas-

sification of these classes is non-trivial.

Theorem D.2.5, For every, frnctiort / , N -+ N t/ral is either a polynontial with coe.fficients

in N or an exponential k:o"+b u,ith k 2 2 and a,b € N t/zeru erisls nn autonmtic equivolence

relation 8 : (8, p) such that there is exactly one p-class of size f (n) for every n € N.

The idea is that if 1? c X* is a regular language, then one can btrild an automatic equivalence

relation that has an equivalence class of size lfin t" I for every n € N. But for every polynomial

or exponential function ./ as above, there is a regular language Ry such that ,/ (n) : lRt n t" 
I

for every n.

The class of automatic equivalence rclations is then shown to be closed under certain natural

operations. More specifically, the lteight function / of an equivalence relation has donrain N

and /(n) is defined as the nunrber of equivalence classes of size rz. It is shown that the height

functions of automatic equivalence relations are closed under addition, Dirichlet convolution

and Cauchy product.

One measure of the complexity of characterising a class C of autonratic structures is the isomor-

phism problem; namely, given automatic presentations of two structures in C, are the structures

isomorphic or not ? It is unknown whether the isomorphism problem for automatic equivalence

relations is decidable; it is clearly in n!.

The undecidability of the isomorphism problem for automatic structtu€s first appeared in Blu-
mensath and GrAdel t20021.

Theorem D.Z.ll. Tlrc isontorplism problemfor autonwtic pennutation structures is undecid-

able.

Chapter E - Automatic linear orders and trees

The classical ranking of a linear order 4 is based on iteratively factoring ,C by the equivalence

relation stating that r is equivalent to gr when the number of elements between r; and y is finite,

[see Rosenstein - 1982J. The least number of times, in general an ordinal, before a fixed point

is reached is called the FC-rank of .C (finite condensation). For example, the FC-rank of the

ordinal ar" is o.

Delhommd [2001a] proved that the least ordinal without an automatic presentation is u.r'. We

generalise this result to ranks of linear orders and trees.

Theorem 8.2.7. The FC-rank of evel, aulonxatic linear onler is finite.

The proof proceeds via an analysis of the state diagram of an automaton presenting the linear

order.
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Corolfary E.3.3. The isontot'lthism problemfor outomatic ottlinals is deciclable.

This theorenr is then applied to trees, viewed as partial orders (T, <). One nreasure of the
complexity of a tree is its Cantor-Bendixson rank. The idea is that the Kleene-Brouwer ordering
of an automatic tree is FA rccognisable, since it is FO definable from the tree T and the length-
lexicographical ordering on 7 which is FA recognisable. Applying rhe previor.rs theorem results
in the following necessar) condition for trre automaticity of trees.

Theorem 8.5.9. The c B-rank of et'en' autorttntic tree T : (7, <) is finite.

This is then applied to an analysis of the conrplexity of infinite paths in auronraric trees. The
starting point is the observation of an autonlatic version of Konig's Lemnra.

Theorem E-6-2. I.f T : (7, <) is an infinire finitely branching autonntic tree then it has a
regular ittfinite path. That is, there exis/s a rcgular set P C T so tful P is an infinite path of
T.

This is due to the fact that the length-lexicoglaphically leasr infinite parh is definable from an
automatic presentation of T and the FA recognisable length-lexicographical order on Z.

Clearly if such an auton'latic tree has finitely many infinite paths, then each must be regular. This
is then generalised to countably many infinite paths and with some more work the assumption
of being finitely branching can be dropped.

Theorem E.6.6. IJ'an autonxatic tree has colmtabll, ryo,r, iryfinite paths, tlrcn et,er! infinite patlz
in it is regular

Chapter F - Classifying automatic structures

To show that a given structure is not antomatic, one needs some general understanding of the
way that automata prcsent structures. A relation ft C -l*+t is locally finite if for every T of
fength ft there are ar mosr a finite number of y of length I such that (r, -d € R.

Proposition lLl.2. Suppose that R c Ak+t is a locallt, fin.ite FA recognisable relation. There
exists a constant p, that depends only on tlrc autonzatonfor R, such thar

max{lalla €t}-max{l*l l" ex} Sp

Jor every (7,il € R.

With more reasoning the proposition is ursed in a ploof that there is no automaric infinite field.
Also the automatic Boolean algebras are classified.

Theorem Rf.l2. A Boolean algebra is autotnaticalll, presenrable if ancl onlt, if is isomorphic
lo lhe interval algebra of afor sonte otdinal a, < u2.
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Corollary Rl.l3. The isorttorphism problem.for outomatic Boolean algebras is decidable.

Then next section contains another techniqLre that is used to prove the non-autonraticity of some

ubiquitous algebraic structures, in paLticular certain universal honrogeneous structures.

Coroflary R2.10, F.2.14,F.2.16. The follou:itrg structut?s are not ctLttonmticall; presentable.

t. The random graph.

The universal, hontogeneous partial onler

Tlrc Cr-free ranclom gralthfor evet))p > 2 (Co is tlte complete graph on p verlices).

These rcsults indicate that the class of automatic structur€s is quite limited. Recall that the

isonorphism problem for a class C of autonratic structlrres is: given automata presentations of
two automatic strlrctlrrcs from C, are the structures isomorphic or not ?

It is not surplising that the isornorphism problem for the class of all automatic structurcs is un-

decidable. The leason for the undecidabitity is that the configuration space of a Turing machine

considered as a graph is an automatic str-uctLrre, and the reachability problenr in the configura-

tion space is undecidable. Thus one can rcduce the reachability problem to the isomorphism

problenr for automatic structures. Similar methods yield the following.

A locally futite directed graplz is one for which in the underlying undirected graph every vertex

is incident with only finitely many vertices.

Proposition F.3.1. The contpl.exit"v of the isomorphisnt problent for automatic locally finite
d irected g raltlzs is fI!-contplete.

In panicular the conrplexity of the isomorphisnr problem for configuration spaces of Turing

machines is II!. Hence it was unexpected, to us at least, that the complexity of the isomorphism

problem for the class of all automatic structures is Xl-complete. The Il-completeness is proved

by reducing the isomorphism problem for computable tlees, known to be Xl-complete, see

Goncharov and Knight l2}02l, to the isomorphism problem for automatic structures.

Theorem F.3.5. The contplexin, of the i.somorphisnz ltroblem for automatic struclures is X|-
cotttltlele.

Chapter G -Intrinsic regularity

This chapter investigates the relationship between regularity and definability irt alttomatic struc-

tures. A relation R on the domain of an automatically presentable structure "4 is called intrinsi-

callv regular in A if the image of R under every isonroqphisnr from "4 
to an automatic structure

B is finite automaton recognisable (Definition G. I .l ). If a relation R is first order definable with

additional quantifiers l* and 3(a'm) in an automatic structure .4, then R is intrinsically regular

in "4. This is because in a given automatic prcsentation of ,,4, one may extract an alltomaton

2.

3.
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for tlre image of R from the given definition (Theoreni 8.1 .26). The following are converses ro
this. Denote by IR("4) the set of intrinsically regular relations in ,4, and pgoo,mod(,4) the set of
relations that are first order definable with quantifiers l* and l(4,,") in ,4.

Proposition G.2. lo G.2.2, G.2.3.

/. IR(N, *, 1,. ) - Fom,niod(N, +, 1,,), .fo,. nr. ) 1.

2. IR(N, *) : FO-'-od(N. +).

-1. IR(N, () : FO*,n'od(N. <).

The first itenr follows from the completeness of IR(N, *, l,r) for the class of FA recognisable
relations. The second item follows from the Cobham-Semenov Theorem that states that if the
image of R in base fr is FA recognisable and the irnage of .R in base I is FA recognisable, and
k^ + /" for every rn,n, € N \ {0}, then R is firsr order definable in (N, +). The third item
follows fl'om the characterisation of structures whose domain consists of strings over a single
letter alphabet' due to Nabebin tl976h Blumensath tl999l. These are those rhar are first order
definable in (N, (, (=- )",,e ro), where :* is the binary reration of congruence moduro rn.

For the structure (N, ,S) we have only proved that a unary relation R c I/ is intrinsically regular
in (N, S) if and only if .B € Fo*'-od (N, .S) (Corollary G.2.5). This follows from the fact that
for evety k ) 2, there is an automatic presentation of (N,.9) in which the image of the set
{n' e N I A divides rz} is not regular (Theorenr G.2.4). The proof of this theorem may be
adapted to yield automaric presentarions with pathological properties:

Corollary G-2.7- Tlzerc is an autornatic presentalior: of a graph wirh exactlt, fwo components,
eaclz of which is not regulan

Acut of thesrrucrure (z,s) isaset of rheform {r €z,lr } n} where ne zisfixed.

Corollary G.2.8. Therc is an automatic presentation of (2, S) in which no cut is regulan

Chapter H - Open questions

This chapter contains a sample of possible directions for future work.

4.2 A chronological bibliography

Here is a chronological bibliography and brief description of closely r-elated work.

Biichi [ 1960] and Elgot tl96l I prove the equivalence between weak monadic second order logic
and automata synchronously operating on tuples finite words.
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El-eot and Mezei tl965l study closure properties of subclasses of rational transductions. Their
'finite automaton definable relations' coincide with our FA recognisable relations.

Elgot and Rabin tl966l study decidable and undecidable extensions of WMSO(N,S) as well
as its bi-interpretability with Wz - ({0, 1}*, o0,ot, Jp, e/).

Eilenberg, Elgot. and Shepherdson [969] prove that a relation.R C X*" is definable in the

structure )ry(X) : (X*, (oo)o.r, 4p,el) if and only if it is regular.

Hodgson |9761introduces the ternr 'autonratic sttucture' and studies decidability of structures
presented by autonrata on finite and infinite words. He also discusses closurc properties under

certain products.

Johnson [ 986] studies equivalence relations represented by a variety of autonrata.

Cannon, Epstein, Holt, Levy, Paterson, and Thnrston [ 992] is the standard reference for auto-

matic groups.

BruyEre, Hansel, Christian, and Villemaire [994] is an excellelrt exposition of the Biichi-
BruyBre Theorem and related rcsults.

Khoussainov and Nerode I I 995] reintroduce automatic structlrnes as palt of complexitytheoretic
model theory and initiate a systematic development of their nrodel-theorctic, logical and alge-

braic properties.

Blumensath [l999]; Blumensath and Grddel t20001 explore the theory of automatic structures
from a logical point of view. They provide many of the fundamental theorems. The former is
an excellent introduction to automatic structures over words, c.r-words and trces.

Rubin |9991: Khoussainov and Rubin [2001] study unar] automatic structures.

Blunrensath [2001]; Blumensath and Grddel 120021study a generalisation of unary automatic

stmcturcs. They present several equivalent characterisations for graphs, such as the prefix-
recognisable graphs.

Delhonrm6 [200 ] a,b] pt oves that neither- tl' nor the random graph have automatic presentations.

Benedikt, Libkin, Schwentick, and Segoufin [2001] compare the model theoretic properties,

such as quantifier elimination and VC dimension, and complexity of evaluating formulae in
snbsystems of W(X).

Ishihara, Khoussainov, and Rubin 12002] prcsents some constructions of automatic structures.

Klaedtke [2003] presents an optimal decision procedure for Presburger Arithnretic based on

automata theoretic considerations.

Khoussainov, Rubin, and Stephan [2003a] presents the finite rank arguments for linear orders

and trces, as well as automatic versions of Konig's Lenrma and some variations.

Khoussainov, Rubin, and Stephan [2003b] study intrinsic regularity in subsystems of (N, +, lz).

Kuske [2003] studies two automatic presentations of (Q, S) and discusses issues of automatic
versions of results related to Cantor's Theorenr.
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Delhommdn'Gor'anko, and Knapik t20o3l consider automatic linear orders.

Ly [2003] eonsider automatic graphs and DOl"..sequences of finite graphs.

Lohiey t2003] considers aurornatic strlrctures of bounded degree,

Klioussainov and Rubin [2003] Bre.6ent an overuiew of rhe area and outline possible fi,rture work.

Khoussainov, Nies, Rubin, and Stephan [200a] characrerise the autsmatic Boolean algebras,
show that some Frai'ssd limits have no automatic presentatior,ls, and prove that the isomorphism
problem for automatic struatures is Ef-complete.



Chapter B

Definitions and first results

The purpose of this chapter is to define the concept of an automaric srructure (Definition B. I . I 2)
and establish the important decidability result (Theorem B.l.l7) and its extension (Theorem
8.1.26). The second section contains some examples of automatic structures, most of which
will be encountered and used in latel chapters. A passing familiarity with the basics of finite
alrtomata and first order logic is assumed.

8.1 Finite automata and automatic structures

Finite automata

For the sake of completeness and in order to fix notation for the rcst of the thesis, the basic
definitions and results fronr automata theoly are brieffy repeated here.

Write N for the natural numbers including 0, and 2Q for the powerset of a set Q. Denote by X
a finite set of symbols, called an alplzabet. The set of finite strings, also called words, fi'om X
is written D* and .\ denotes the string with no symbols. The length of a string ,r.u is denoted by

ltul. The concatenation of stlings w and o is written I"u - ,u, or also a,'u.

A (non-deterministic).finile autonxaton.4 over an alphabet X is a tuple (^9,r.,A,F'), where S
is a finite set of states, t € S is the initial state, A C ,S x D x S is the transitiort table and
F C .9 is the set of fnal states. A run (or computatiorz) of .4 on a word oto2. . - on (oi. € D)
is a sequence of states, sey 40, Qt,...,q",, such that q6 : r, &Dd (qr,on*r,Ql+r) € A for all
i e {0, 1,...,n-1}.If qn€ F,then thecomputation is successful and wesaythatautomaton
A accepts (or recognises) the word. The langu.age accepted by the automaton ,4 is the set of all
words accepted by A.In general, D c X* isfinite automaton (FA) recognisable,or regular,if
D is equal to the language accepted by "4 for some finite automaton,4. Two automata ae called
equivalertt if they accept the same langurage. An automaton is called cletenninistic if for every
s e Sando € X,thercisexactlyonet € SwithA(s,o,t). Deterministicautomatahave
the property that for every word u € X* there is a unique run of A on w. For a deterministic

14
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$+e
Figure B.l: An autontaton accepting those strings over {0, 1} that have an odd nunrber of 1's.

automaton, the tlansition table may be written in functional notation, forinstance A(s,o) :1.
The natural extettsion of the transition function ro domain ^S x I* is also denoted bv A. Hence
in this case we write A(s, w) :7. for ru € I*.
We brieffy nrention Biichi automata as they will be used in a lemma in Chapter E. A non-
deterministic Biichi automaton. (S, r., A, F) over I accepts an infinire string a € X. if it has a
run(gi)l6ssuchthatthereissomestate.f'e F with/ _ Qiforinfinitelymanyj € N. These
aLltomata werc introduced in Biichi [962]; for a more recent presentation see for instance
Khoussainov and Nerode [2001].

Finite automata arc usually picturcd as dirccted labelled graphs. The states are represented
as vertices, there is an arrow going into the initial state, arrows leaving the final states, and a
transition (s,o,t) is rcpresented as adirected edgefrom venex s ro vertex I labelled wirh o.

One classical nrethod for proving that a language is not regr.rlar is the Pumping Lemma.

Pumping Lemma. lf L c D is regular Ihen there exisrs a constant k strch that for every worcl
r e L ancl eve6, factorisation r, : abc with lbl > k, there exists a facrorisatiott uutu of b with
lrl > 0 su.ch tltat alt?tntrc € Lforal/ rz e N
An important characterisation of regular languages is that they are exactly the languages of
rcgular expressions:

Kleene's Theorem. A langu.age L c D is regular if ancl onty if it can be obtainecl from the
individual elemenls {o}, for a € X, bt,eryph,ing afinite number of the rational operations,
nantely union, product and Kleene stan

Here the product Lt- Lz of languages is defined as {ry I r e L1 and ,g E Lz} , Define z0 : {l}
and L"+t as .L . Ln. Then the Kleene star I* is defined as l)n6.Lr.
Classically finite automata recognise sets of words, namely unary relations. A finite automa-
ton can be thought of as a one-way Turing machine with one input tape, that operat€s in con-
stant space, see for instance Odifreddi 11999, VIII.ll. If one admits nrorc rhan one such tape,
say n many, then the language computed by such a machine is an n-ary relation. The result-
ing relations are called rational rel.ations in the literature. In contrast to the case n : 1, the
nondeterministic rational relations strictly contain the deternrinistic rational relations. This the-
sis deals with a particular class of deterministic rational relations, nanrely those recognisable by
svnchronousll-tape automata, that essentially first appears in the work of Bijchi t1960]and El-
got [1961]. Here 'synchronous' refers to the n'lovement of the ?? tapes. The following informal
description follows Eilenbery et al. ! 9691. A synchronous n-tape automaron can be thought of

l5
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as a one-way Tllring machine with rz input tapes. Each tape is regarded as semi-infinite having
written on it a word in the alphabet X followed by an infinite successiotr of blanks, J- symbols.
The autonraton starts in the initial state, reads sinrultaneously the first symbol of each tape,

changes state, reads sinrultaneor.rsly the second synrbol of each tape, changes state, etc., until it
rcads a blank on each tape. The autonraton then stops and accepts the rz-tuple of words if it is
in a final state. The set of all rz-tuples accepted by the automaton is tlre relation rccognised by
the automaton. Here is a fornralisation.

Definition8.1.1 [cf.Bijchi - 1960; Elgot -196l]WriteDlfor IU{f} where I rsa synbol
not ittD. The convolution of a tuple (tu1,...,?r,??) € I*' is the string 8(t,r,..',tr,",,) o.f lertglh
nraxr l?r,rl over alplzabet (D1)" defined as follou,,s. Its k,-th svntbol is (a1 ,. . .,on) where oi is
the k-th syntbol of ui if k ( lturl ard I othetwise.

TIte convolution of a relation l? c X*" is tlrc relation 8R c (Xr)"* fornted as the set of
convolutiorts of all tlze tuples in R. That is, @rR : {8tu | ru e n}.

Forexample,fort:{1},theconvolutionof {(1",1"+1)ln€N}ir{(l)"(i) t"e N}.Note
that we often wdte synrbols of (Xs)" ver-tically. Also 8(), . . . ,)) : ).

Definition 8.1.2 An n-tape automaton on D is a.finite atttomaton over lhe alphabet (Dr)".
An n-ata relation R C I"' is finite automaton recognisable or regular if its corwol.ution @R
is recogrtisable by an n,-tape autonxotott.

l-tape automata coincide with the usual finite alrtomata. In this case, 8.R : ft C X*. We
postpone some examples of regular relations of higher arity until after the following useful
constructions.

The next theorem says that n-tape automata can be transformed into deterministic automata.

Theorem 8.1.3 Tlzerc is an effective procedure that given a non-detenninistic n-tape autonla-
ton constructs an eqttivalenl deterministic n-tape autornalon.

Proof Classically, l-tape automata can be transformed into deterministic automata via the

subset construction as follows. Given a non-deterministic automaton (,9,1, A, F) construct an

equivafent deterministic automaton (S', L',L',F') wherc S' : 2s (subsets of S), t' : {r},
A'(Q,o) : UqeeA(q,o) andF' : {Q €,S'l QnF +A}. Henceonecanapplythesubset
construction to n-tape automata, since these are l-tape automata over an alphabet of the form
r'F \n\L'I )

The next definition introduces important opelations on relations.

Definition 8.1.4 Let R C X"".
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I . The projection, -R, of the .first co-otdinate o.f R is

{(r'r,. . .,il:n) l (larr) (r,,. ..,?;,,) € 1?}.

By 6s11vts1x7iort if n : 1 tlzen lfr rJ entpht if R is empn, and {)} oilterutise-

2. The instantiati on of the f ril co-ordinate o.f R is

{(rr,...,itn) l (o, r2,...,r:,,) € ft},

for a fixed a, € X*.

3. The cylindrification of th.e first co-otdinate of R is

{(",,. ..trn*r) | ("r,...,rn*r) e ft,rr € X*}.

4. Tlrc permutation of co-ordinat es oJ' R is

{(r"rtl ,"',rn(n)) | ("r, "',2') e -R}

wltere n is afixed pennutation of { 1,. . .. rz}.

Theorem B-l-5 lzt Rt, Rz C t*' be FA recognisable. Then the foltowing relatiotts are FA
recognisable by autotnata that can be constructed given auromatafor R1 and R2.

l. Tlze union R1 u R2, intersection R1 i R2, relative contplementation ft, \ ft2,

2. the projection of the first co-orclinate of Rt,

3. the instantiation of the first co-onlinate oJ'R1,

4. tlte q,lindrification of the first co-orclinare of R1, and

5. the permutation of co-ordinates of Rt.

Proof Let Ai: (,si, Li, Li,n,) be automata over D, recognising -R;, foli : r,2. Assume these
automata are detenninistic and that ,9, n .9, : 6.

I. Form the product automaton A: (sr x s2,t,.L,Fsp) over x, where , : (rr,q) and
A((q, r),o): (Ar (q,o), Lr(r,a)). For Op e {U, n, \}, define Fop as

(,F,xS2)OP(S1 x.Fr).

Note that the product automaton is deterministic. Then for example with Op : u, au-
tonlaton ,4 recognises g(r?r u ftr) since ,,4 has a successful run on grl if and only if
-4r has a successful run on gur or ,42 has a successful run on gur. Namely, L(A) _
8ftr U 8Rz which is 8(Rr u ftz) from the definition of convolntion. The cases of inrer-
section fl and relative complement \ ale similar.
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2. Therequiredautomatonis.4:(Sr,rr,A,F) wlrereq€A(s.(or,...,on)) if andonly
if 41(s,(or,-.',on))-qfor sonle01 € Xr.DefineFasthosestatesofr4lfronrwhich
there is a path to a final state labelled E'(:t, ), . ' ., )) where il € ti and ,\ is the empty
string. Note that this autonraton is, in genelal, non-deterministic.

Then "4 has a successful rlrn on 8(r:2,'..,r.n) if and only if there is a path labelled

8(yr, ilt2,..-,r,,) in ,4r front the initial state to some state g for some p1 and a path la-
belled 8(rt, A, . . . ,,\) in "41 frorn q to a final state for Soil'le c1, if and only if there is a
successful nrnin Alon6(y,.rt,r2,.'.,.?,.,)forsonreUt'rt So,L("4) : {87 l(:y) O
(y,t) e 6ft,) whichisO{rl(:y) (y,t) e R1},namelytheconvolutionof theprojec-
tionof Rr. Notethatif n,:I then"4acceptsnostringif R1 isemptyand{)}if R' is

not empty.

3. For a given o € X*, transform alltomaton ,41 into an equivalent automaton 6 with the

property that every two paths of 6 starting from the initial state have only got the initial
stateincommonanrongsttheirfirst lol+t states. WritePforthesetof pathsof Bstarring
in the initial state and containing lal + 1 states. Construct an intermediate automaton B'
by applying the following operations to B. Filst rcrnove from B all those edges on finite
paths of P that satisfy the condition that the first component of the path is not labelled
by a. Secondly if sl, . .., slot+r is a path of P that is not removed in the previons step
then delete every edge leaving slol+r where the first component of the edge's label is not
I. Finally for every path of P not removed in the first step ensure that no state antongst
its first lal states is an accept state, by removing it from the accepting set if necessary.

Then B' has a successful run on 8(r1 ,12,'..,r,.) if and only if fit : a and there is an

accepting path in B (and hence ,4r ) labelled by S(o,, rz, . ' ., r,,). Now project the first
co-ordinate to get the required automaton.

4. Fornr an automaton B : (S,, rr, A, Fl) where forevery o € X1,

A(s, (o, o2,' ' . ton*t)) : At (.t, (or,. ' . , or,+i)).

Now the required automaton can be formed by intersecting 6 and an automaton for
B(X*("+tl;, as in part 1.

5. If o: (or,'..,on) e Xi then definezr(o) as (o,e),'..,onb)). Therequiredautomaton
is "4 

: (St, rt,A, .Fr) where A(s,zr(o)) : q if and only if 41(s, o) : q.

Then 
"4 

has a successful run on (r,11;,...,f;,,(r)) if and only if "4i has a successful run

on(r1,,.,,In),sinceeverytransitionisrelabeIledaccordingly.<

The emptiness problem asks whether given an automaton A, there exists a word ur € D* ac-

cepted by A.

Theorem 8.1.6 Tlze emptiness problemfor n-tape autom.ata is decidable.
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Proof ,4 accepts sonre word if and only if there is a parh fi'onr the initial state of ,4 to a final
state.T|tiscanbeeffectivelytestedinlineartinreusitigabreadth-firctsearch.<

Exampfe 8.1.7 Tlrc tmiverse X*,' is FA recognisable.
Figure 8.2 illustratesthe case I: {0,1} and n= 2.

(),(:)

(l),(3),(;),(?)
(i), (t)

Figure B.2: An altrontaron recognising A(I-2).

This example is useful since we may build an automaron rccognising some ft c (Xl). so that
R n @In" is itself the convolution of some rclation.

Example 8.r.8 For k > r, cortsicler strings over arprzabet D1,: {0,1, . .., & - 1} as least-
signfficarn-rligit-first base-k representations o.f natural nuntbers. Then base-k adctition is FA
recognisable.

Fix k > 1 and define a function vall : r* -+ N as mapping the srring x6...f,; to fo.; <*tilei.
Then the temary relation *(a,b,c) c X*3 satisfying those triples such that val6(a[-r'afo(11) :
valt(c) is FA recognisable over X1. The idea is to inrplement rhe usual algorithm for addition
with an automaton that uses its states to remember the carry. Formally, the automaton .4 :
(,5, a,A,F) has S : {"0,sl,...,s*_r},/ : s0,f. : {so}, and for (oo,ob,o.) e Xl,

A(",, (oo,ob,o")) : {", l, *oo*ob: oc+kj},

wherc l- is treated as 0 in the sum. Finalty, to bring the automaton into the correct form (where
nosymbolfrom{0,1}fol|owsa-l-),weintersect.,4withanautomatonfor8('-3).<

The following ae impoftant examples of FA rccognisable orders.

Definition 8.f .9 Let D be a finite alphabet. For r,A € D' salt 7lro, x is a prefix of y and write
napAifA:rzforsornezeD. Ifzisrtottheentp4,string)rlzenrisaproperprefixofy,
writlen r ip A. Then <o ltartialfit orders E.
Fix a linear ordering < on D. Denote lfte lexicographic ordering induced by < as <6*.
Namely for r, A € E* , x. 1.p, y if either

. x:<pA,or

c),f)

(i), (i)
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. fr: aow andA: a|zforsomearuJrz € E*, a,d € Dwitho < 6.

Demate rlre Kleene"Brouw€r order indneed , <p dr.r (p6. Nanrcly s (*o g if either

. g 4p &1 a.r

. r: aowandy: a6zforgonxe at?r1z € E*, ord eEwitho < d.

Then <*u linearly ordersD*.

Denak rhe length leXiaryraphic order fuduaed W <u* aE 111ua. Namely s (nea g tf either

. N;r | < ::lyl, ar

e lrl : IAI anA;a 4t*' U.

TWn 1pe lineariLy ortlersI , a.nd the ardering is isan,rctphie to thz as,u;sl ordering anN

Forexarnple, ifD -' {0, 1} with 0 < 1 then,tr 1u"n A(rtu, I (uec 0 <uo 01 it;Iun .,..

Exampfe 8.1.10 The- orderings {r?*, {&o and ly,'a are FA reaognisab,lc,

For example, suppose E = {0, 1} with 0 < l. Then a regular- expression for the prefix relati-onis 
t(l) + 01. t(i) + (t)1..

So a regular expr-ession for the relation A(Sm), c E*2 is

t(i) + ffi)r ilft) + (ilr + $(sr*)1.
Further.more, if D is a regular subsel of E* then (raa restrieted to D is FA reErognisable. Sirmi-

Iarly, <m and (iles are FA recognisable.

Example 8.1.11 The fa:trlowing relations arc Fi4, reeagnisable overL.

l. The binary relations o" for o, e D satisfyjng (r,ua) E oufor every fi € Y have regular
expressi'ons

U'tm"(i)]"
c,GE.

2" Tho bin,ary relation el(n,'y\ for [rfl : lg,fl has rcgular expression

lU(i}1.'
o,d€E

3. Let E = {0,1}. In the following I is treated as 0.

(a) Tl're tornary relations and(r,g,, s) where; € {0,1}* is the bitwiss and of r and y.
Sirnilarly or(n,g, z) the bitwise or.

(b) Thc binary relation neg(x,a) where .a is the bitwise n;ot,of $.
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.EINITE AUTOMATA AND AUTOMATIC STRUCTURES

Structures

Mathernatical objects arc treated via tlre notion of structures in the formalism of logic, see
for example Hodges tl993l. Basic familiarity with first order logic is assunred, though some
definitions are sumnlarised here to fix notation. A stntcture,4 consists of a set ,4 called the
dontain and alonzic relations and functions on .4. Constants are regarded as functions of arity 0.
The signature of "4 consists of tlre names and arities of the relations and functions of ,4. There
is always a symbol for equality, and so it is not explicitly nrentioned in the signature. If ,4 is a
structure with signature ,9 and ,S' c ^9, then the slructure ,4' fornted by renroving the rclations
or functions nanted in ^9 \ S' fi'onr ,4 is called a recluct of ,,4 and ,,4 is called an expansion of A' .

All structures considered are countable and signatules are finite unless otherwise specified.

A relational structure is one with no functions (or constants). We freely associate the structure

"4 with the relational structure obtained by replacing the functions with their graphs. The graph
qf f : A' -+,4 is defined as {(n,il e /n+r | .f (n) : a}.Write A: (A,.Ri,...,nf)
where ft/ is lll ?z;-or! telation on A: if there is no confusion we drop the superscript A. An A-
fonnula O(rr, ' ' ' , rx) is a formula where the non-logical symbols of O arc fiom the signature
of "4. All formulae are first order unless specified otherwise. Note that the property of being an

" -formula depends solely on the signature of ,4 and not on the particular structune ,4- We often
abbreviate ("r, ' ' ' , r;s) as s when no confusion could arise. Write OA for the ft-arv relation
{teAkl"4Fo(-)}.
The first order (FO) tlzeory of a given structur€ ,4 is the set of all fir'st order sentences (.4-
formulae without free variables) true in ,4. This theory is decidable if there is an effective
procedurc that decides whether an arbitrary first order sentence is in the theory or not.

Two (r'elational) structures .4, B over the same signature are isomorphic if there exists a bijection
u : A -+ B between their donrains such that for every rclation symbol J? (of arity n say) and
every tuple (a1 ,.-.,an) e An,

(or,.. .,an) € RA if and only if (u(a1),..., y(a^)) € RB.

WeextendutoAkforeverykandsowriteu(R)for{(r(ar),.,.,u(a,))l(or,...,an)€n}.
Similarly we extend / to structurcs and so write u(A) : g. In case z is as above but not
necessarily onto, then it is called an em.bedding. If the identity mapping t : A + B is an
embeddingthen"4iscalledasubstructureofB. Ifu:A-+Bandp,:B+Aarefunctions,
then up denotes the map b v-+ u(p(b)).

The binary relation 'is isomorphic to' is an equivalence relation on the set of structures over
a fixed signature. The isomorphism type of a strLrcturc ,4 is the equivalence class of ,4 with
rcspect to this equivalence relation. If "4 is isomorphic to B then say that .4 is an isomorphic
copy of B.

ArelationRisfirstorderdefin.ableinostrucrure,  ifthereexistsafirstorderformulaOp(r,g)
and efements e of ,4 such that for all 7, (e' , a) e rt if and only if A ? An@, Z). The elements
Z are called parameters and may be enrpty, that is Z = A. The formula (Dp is called a first order
definirion in A of th.e rel.atiotz R.

2l
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A congruence rclatior? on a structure .4 is an eqr,rivalence relation r on ,4 such that for every

atonric relation R of A (say of arity r), and for evety e,y strch that (.r:;, Ut) € e for every

1 ( rl ( r' we have that ;x € R'4 if and only if y e RA. In this case therc is an induced

quotient structure Af t over the sanre signature as 14. Its dontain consists of the set of e-classes

[a,] of ,4 and an atonic relation (of arity l say) -Rrl' satisfies those ([n,],..., [o"]) such that

(ar,.'.,4,.) €R/.

Suppose we arc given a B-formula, possibly with parameters, A(a:) and a collection of B-

formulae, possibly with paranreters, Op, (Tr, . . ' , r") sirch that Ofi- is a relation on AB. Then

(au,of;,,...,oH,,)

is a structure. If further there is a B-formula e (r, 9) (possibly with pammeters) such that e 
B is a

congruence relation on this structut€ then the quotient structure

(au, of;, ,,... ,QR,)lr,

is called first order de.fi.nable in 6. In case there are infinitely many formulae Op, it is also

required that the function sending i to Oa, be computable. Here the tuples -i,r and g contain a

fixed number of variables, say ft, called the dintension of the definition.

If a structure ,4 is isomorphic to this quotient structure, say via map u : A -+ Bk, called

the co-ordinate ntap, then ,4 is called first order itxterpretable in B, written A <fo B. The

superscript is sometimes dropped when the panicular co-ordinate ntap is not important. For

every,A-formulaV(tt,...,r^) thereexistsaB-formulaV'(Ut,"',U*) whereeach31 isa
tuple of A many variables, such that for evety (ot,''',a,r) e A^,

A ? V (at,' ' ' , a*) if and only if B I V'(u(a,r ), ' ' ' ,v(a*))'

In fact \U" is defined inductively as follows: If .R(r1,. . .,tr,) is an atomic relation of ",4 then

define R' as On(zr ,...,7,)i define (d Alr)' as S' Atlt' and (-d)" as -(d') and [(Vz) O)' ut

(vr) [A(7) -+ o'1.

Two structules .A and B are first order ntutually interpretabl.e if A Sleo B and B <fis "4 for

some co-ordinate maps z : .4 -+ Be and p : B -+ AI. lffurthernrore up : B -+ Bl& is first

order definable in B and p,u : A ) Atk is first order definable in ,4,, then A and B are called

first o td e r bi - int e rp retabl e.

For ease of readability the qualifier 'first order' nray be omitted from phrases such as 'first order

definable' when no confusion will occur. All these definitions transfer to other logics, besides

first order. There is one occasion, in Section C.2, wherc weak monadic second order logic

(\4/l4SO) is considered. However since this is an isolated case, we defer the definitions to that

section.
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Automatic Structures

The next definition is central since it describes what we rnean
by a collection of allromara. It originally appeared in Hodgson
Khoussainov and Nerode [1995].

L3

by structures that are presented

11976J though more lecently in

Definition B.l.l2 A structure,4 is automatic over 2 if its clonmin A c X* anc! atomic rel.a-
tions R;a C X*4, arc fnire automaton rccognisable over E.

In case A has infinite sigrtature (&)n., one also requircs that tlrc.fu.nuion ntapping i to rhe
co rrc s portcl in g autom at on be contlt ut able.

A stru.cture 
",4 

is automatic if it is automatic over sonte alphabet E.

So in order to show that a given structurc is automatic, one may exhibit automata that recognise
the domain and atomic relations- Herc are sonre simple examples to illustrate the definition.

Example 8-1.13 The slructttre with donnin I* ond unatl function f sen.ding l" to I"+r for
rr € N is autonwtic over alphabet {I}.
81* : 1* and the convoltttion of the graph of / is given by the regular expression (l)- (t) 

"
Exampfe B.l.l4 Tlze structu.re witlt tlomain {0, 1, - ' . , A - l}* and ternary rclation satisfied by
tltose triple.s of strings (a,b,c) for which a * b : c (base k-aclcl.ition in the least-significant-
d igit -fi rsr rep resetxtati on) is atfiontat ic.
Thedomainandrelationsareregu|arasinExamp|eB'l.8.<

For the next example let X : {0, ...,k - 1}, o^(x) : ra for a € y, 3r denotes the prefix
relation and e/(r, g) holds exacrly when lrl : l,Al.

Example B.r.l5 The stru.cttrrew*: (x", (oo)oet,<p,el) is automatic overD.
The domain X" is regular, and the convolution of each of the atomic relations is regular, see
Examples B.l.l I and B.l.l0.

Here is an important theorem that motivates the study of automatic structures.

Theorem 8.l.16 [cf. Khoussainov and Nerode - 1995; Hodgson - 1976] If A is automatic over
D then there exists an algoritlun that gi+,en a.first order definitiort (with parameters) in A af a
relation. R, constructs an automaton recognising gR.
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Proof Proceed by induction on the complexity of a first ot'der forntula Q defining a relation J?.

Assume first that Q has no parameters. If (D is atomic, then the autoluaton required is just the one

that is supplied by the definition of the automaticity of A. Strppose O(21 : Vt(Z)OP{/2(t)
where OP e {U,n,\i. Then by induction and Theorem B.1.5 part 1. there is arl automaton

recognising O, and its constnrction is effective from the autonlata for lltl and \12. Finally, if
O : Jrr i! (e ) then by induction arrd Theorenr B.I .5 part 2. and where necessary part 5., there is

an automaton recognising O, and its construction is effective from the autonraton for itrt. Finally

if O(3;, g) has parameters E then first construct the automaton for O(r:, y) without parametefs

as above, and then apply instantiation of Z as in Theorem B.l.5 part 3. and where necessary

paft D.

As a consequence one has the important decidability lesult-

Theorem 8.1.17 The.first orcler lheon, of an aulontatic structure A is decidable.

Proof Suppose .4 is automatic. Then given a first order sentence O, ,,4 F Q if and only if
the language of the alttomaton associated with Q is non-empty. This condition can be tested

effectively'seeTheoremB.l.6.HerrcethefirstordertheoryofAisdecidable.<

The domain of a given structure may or may not be given as a set (or relation) of strings over

some alphabet. Though even if it is, it may be the case that it is not automatic while ther-e is an

auromaric structLtre that is isonrcrphic to it. As an illustrative example, consider the structure

with domain B : {0n1" I n e N} and unary function ? mapping 0'1n to gn*l1n+1 forevery

n € N. Then (8,?) is not automatic over alphabet {0,1} since B is not regular. However,

(8,:f) is isomorphic to the structure with domain D : \* and unary fttnction lf mapping

1' to 1'+r. This strxcture (lf,D) is automatic over alphabet {0,1} and is isomorphic to the

natural numbers witlr successor, (N,S). The point to note here is that although the structure

(N, S) is not automaric for syntactic reasons (it may be given without mention of an alphabet

coding the domain, say as the unique structure satisfying the t'elevant second order axioms) and

the structnre (8,?) is not automatic (over any alphabet), both can be presented by, namely

are isomorphic to, an automatic structure, for instance (D,,lV). This leads us to the following

definition from Khoussainov and Nerode [1995].

Definition B,f .l8 Suppose A is an autonxailc structure o'ver D isontorphic to B. This is ex'

pressed by sayirlg that A is an autornatic presentation (or an automatic copy) of B; and tlzat

6 is automatically presentable (over L).

It will be convenient to overload the phrase 'automatic presentation' to refer to the automatic

structure .,4 or-even the automata 'presenting' the structure ,4.

Note that if a structr,rre 6 is isomorphic to an automatic structttre ,4, then the first order theory

of 6 equals that of A, and hence is decidable.
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Example B.l.l9 The notural nmnbers v,ith rhe usual adclirion (N, +) is at.ttotnrttiralht prc-
sentable, and hence has decidable.first order theon,.

Fix ft > 1 and alphabet X : {0,1,.' .,1'- 1}. Recall that the srrLrcure (X., +) wlrere + repre-
sents base-&;addition is automatic;see ExampteB.l.l4. Howevereaclr string in the set,r.u0* rep-
resents the same natural nunrber. So define a function l:asel that maps n € N to its shorlest least-
significant-digit-first base-A reprcsenration. So ba.sel(0) : ) and forrz > 0, base6(rz) ends in
the symbol 1. Define an automatic structure (l*,, +u) where A*: i)) u {0,1,..., A: - 1}*1
and *6 is the restriction of + to this set. Then (N. *) is isonrorphic to A1, via the mapping
base6. So r4r. is an autonratic presentation of (N, +).

The first order theory of (N, *) is called Presburger Arithnreric (PA). The tinre cornplexity of
the plesent algorithnr for PA is non-elementary in the size n of the sentence, while the tradi-
tional method of exhibiting this decidability via quantifier elimination yields an algorithm of
ordet'222rn for sonte constant A, see Oppen tl978l. Also Fischer and Rabin Ugln)give a
double exponential non-deternrinistic lower bound on any decision procedure for PA. Recently
Klaedtke [2003] has improved the time conrplexity of the automara theorctic decision procedure
for PA. In fact he ploves that there exists a constanr A > 0 such that the minimal deterministic
automaton for an arbitrary first order fornrula of (N. +) of length n has at most 222rn states; and
that this bound is tight.

Remark 8.f .20 Let A be a structure with ;l c I*. Let I'be an alphabet such thar lX'l : lXl
and X fl X/ : 0. Let d : X* -+ X'* be the (monoid) morphism extending some fixed bijection
fiorn r to x,. Define A, : id(tu) | tu e x). If .B is an n_ary relation of .4 then define
R' : {(d(rt), . . ., d(r")) | ("t,. . .,nn) € n}. The resurting srructure ,4' is an isomorphic
cop1, of "4. Note that if ,4 is automatic over r then .,4' is automatic over x,.

Proposition 8.1.21 [Blumensath - 1999] Ettety autonxatically presenrable structure has an au-
tontatic presenlatiotx over tlrc alphabel "[0, 1 ],

Proof Let "4 be automatic over X. If lll ( 2, then simply take an isomorphic copy over
alphabet{0,li.orherwisesupposelxl > 2.Letk e Nsuchthat2ft > ltl Letu: x -+ {0,r}e
be some function that sends elements of X to binary stilngs of length k. Extend z to E* by
mapping os' ' 'on to u(oo) ' ' 'u(on). Then u(A) is an isomorphic copy of .4. Moreover it is
automatic over {0,1}. Indeed form a regularexprcssion over {0, 1} for z(ft) from one for R
overx,simplybyreplacingeverysymbolobyu(o)'<
An important propefiy of automatically presentable strlrctures is that they are closed under first
order interpretabil ity.

PropositionB.l.22 [cf. Khoussainov and Nerode - |99i:Blumensath - 1999] If Ais automatic
and B is.first order defnabte in A then B is autontaricctllt, presentable.
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Proof Suppose .4 is automatic over X and B is definable in A, with dimension A:. Then B is of
the forn B' f e where

B, : (Ai, of,,. . ., o.i,,)

and A(r1,.'.,rr), Op, and e are, -formulae. By Theorem B.l.l6 each of AA and Of are

finite automaton recognisable relations over X. Or alternatively 6' is automatic over alphabet
F, - /S'. \ku -\ull -

Now define the function F sending Z to the length-lexicographically (with lespect to X') least

element in the e-class [aJ. BV Theorem B.l . 16, F is finite automaton lecognisable over X' since

it is first order definable from the regular predicates e and <71"". So the structure (B', F) is

automatic over X'. Define a substructure C of B' as follows. Its domain is the set

{a, e B'l (rE)F(t) - a}

It has a relation Rc forevery relation Ra' of B'where forevery (or, " ',an),

(F(ar),'.', F(4,)) E llc s (or,"' ,an) € RB' -

The donrain C and relations Rc are first order definable from tegular predicates, so using The-

orem 8.1.16, C is automatic over X'. Moreover B being isomorphic to C, is automatically

presentable over X'.

Corolfary B.f.X If A and C are automalic therz the following are autonmtically presentable.

J. a substruclure o.f A u,ith definable unit,erse,

2. the factorisatiort qf A by a defirmble congruence.

3. the rlircct prcduct A x C (where A and C have the sante signature)'

4. Au, the u-fold disjoint uniorz of A.

Proof For the first item note that if D : O(f) is a definable relation in ,4, then the relativised

structure (D,R?,.--,RI) is definable in ,4 since relation Rf;, say of arity l, has first order

definition

A ofal 
^ 

Rl(ur, ...,ri.
1<i<,

The second item is an immediate corollary of the Proposition 8J.22. For the third item note

that the direct product is definable in the disjoint union of 
",4 

and C, which is automatic. Indeed

if .R is an l-ary relation of the common signature, then -R/'c satisfies ((rt,At), .' ' , (r1, y;)) in
the case that RA(r:;,.' .,x:t) A R" (yt,, "',AL).

For the fourth item define domain D : A x {1}.. Then define RD as satisfying the tuple

((rr,1"')''..,(rl,1^,))ifandon|yif("',..''J,)€.R/andT\:'.._TL1.<
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Remark 8.1.24 Khoussainov and Nelode [ 995] and Blunrensarh [1999] provide the following
alternative definition of an alrtomatic ptesentation. Let A: (;, Rt,...,R") be a structure
where relation .R1 has arity rti,I < j ( r'. An outomatic presentatio,? over X of ,4 consists of
the following:

L Finitealrtomatonrecognisablerelationsl c x*, L, c L2,andLi c L,r, forl ( j <r.
2. A su{ective nrappingu : L -+ J wirh the property rhat

(t:1,x2) € L, <+ u(r1) : u(r2),
(rt,.. .,t:n.,) € L, <+ (u(r1),...,u(r,^i)) e Ri,

forevery :x.i e Land 1 ( J < r.

In thiscase the structut€ (L,Lt,...,Lr,-L.) is automatic overX as in Definition B.l.l2. Hence
by the proof of Proposition B. | .22, the structr.trc (L, Lr, . . . , L,) / L., which is isomorphic to "24,
is automatically prcsentable over (X1)k as in Definition B.l.l8. Conversely if ,4 is automati-
cally presentable over D as irt Definition B.l.l8 then,4 is automaricatly presentable here with
rz being a bijection and L,: { (2, r) | r € L} .Hence the rwo definitions of being an automaric
prcsentation coincide modulo the alphabets.

Definition 8.1.25 Write a* .for the qltantffier inrerprzted as 'there exists infinite$, man)t'. psy
k,nt € N,0 < k < man.dnz) I,write 3(k'zn) fortlrc quanfirterinterpreredas'th.ere existsk
ntodul.o,m tnany'.

Forexanrple,AS (3t0'2)r)O(z) if andonlyif thecardinalityof {r e AIA= O(r)} iseven.
The following theorem says that one can extend Theorem B.l.l6 to include these quantifiers.
The case of l* is due to Blumensarh I I999].

Theorem 8,1.26 lf A is automatic over L then there sisrs an algoritlun that given a relation R
wlzich is f rst order definable (with paranxeters) in A with aclditional quantifiers l* ancl3(t,zn)
constructs an automaton recognislng R. Hence the .first order theory with these additional
quailirters of A is decidable.

Proof The proof is an extension of that of Theorem B.l .I6 but includes cases for the additional
quantifiers. Let O(r) : (3ec;)V(t). Expand rhe presenration of ,4 to include the length
lexicographical order on the domain A (see Example B.l.l0). Then O(u.) is equivalent (in ,,4)
to the first order formula

(Vg)(lr;) IA <r", c1 n V(e.)].

LetiD(91 ,"',ar) - 1l(a'-)r) V(",gr) forfixedk,rn € N. WeconsrructanauromatonoverE
that recognises OA. If there are infinitely many r with 14 ! V(r,y), a condition that can be
tested using the 3* quantifier, then the automaton accepts the empty set. Otherwise assuming
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that there ate at nrosr finirely many such r: it proceeds as follows. Let B : (Q,L.,p,F) be the

(deternrinistic) automaton rccognising 8V'r. Before defining the autotnaton we introduce some

notation to make reading easier. For q, q' e Q, and y € I*i define ll'(q,@A,q') to be number of

stringsr€Xnwithlzl :lsgrl,suchthatthereisapathinBlabelledS(s,'g) fromstategto

state q'. Then for S c I define rz(S,837, g') as Iqe^s n(q,&a,q').

The required autonraton B' is of the form (Q', t' , A,, F') where

l. The state set is 8' - fl,5,s,,28,

2. The initial state is ,.' : {r) * flr<,s,,{0}.

3. For T : (Tt,...,7^) and o € S((X u {)})'), (recall that 8(),"'')) - )), define

L,(T,o): (Sr, "',S-) asfollows. Forevery i,let q € Si if and only if

D ixn'(Ti,o,q) =i(rnodrn) '

1<iSm

4. Define (St, . . . , S-) € F'' if and onlY if

t
TEF

t L ixn(si'({r}')",f)=k(rnodm) '

r<lQlt<1!m.

Here ({-L}l), is the concatenation of r copies of the tuple (J-, . . . , -L) of size l.

This completes the definition of the automaton. Note that it is deterministic. It remains to prove

con€ctness.

Ler u : 8y be the input to B'with lrl ) l and let (^91,"',S-) : L(t',tr,,). Proceed by

induction on lul to prove that for every i,

Q e St fi n(s,w, q) = z (mod m) . (B.l )

For ltrl : 1, rhe definition of A collapses to Q € Sr. if and only if n(t,ru,q) = i (rnod m) since

T, : {r}, Tj : {A} withT l 1. For lrl > t suppose 'M:1r'o'lol: 1 and let (?r,"''T,o) -
A,(l,u). By rhe induction hypothesis, q' € Ti if and only if n(t,u,q') = j(modrn) . So

Tr,.. .,7- partitions Q and for every q e Q,

n(t,w,q) : t L n(,.,u,q') x n(Q',o,Q)-
l<jSm q'€Ti

: I JxLn(q',o,q) (modrn)
\<j<m q'€Tt

: t j x n(Ti, o, g) (mocl m) '

11i4m
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Hence by definition of A, { € Si if and only if n,(t . tr,, q) = i (nrocl ni) , and this completes the
induction.

Let w € 8(X.') and (^91,...,S,,) : A(r,,,u,). It is sufficient to establish that the tuple
(S,,..., S,,,) e F'if and only if

I I n(r,,'ut. ({I}')", ./) = A (urod nr) .

,f€F' r'€N

(B.2)

First note that the range of the r's that give a non-zero value to the summand is finite, in fact
r < lQl, since it is assunrecl that the nunrber of strings r with V(r, g) is finite (recall u., : gy).
Hence tlre snm can be restricted to r < lel.
case l. If lul : 0 then r.u is the empry srring A and A(r,,u) : r,. Also n(t,w.({f },)",/)
equals n(r, ({-l-}')', /). Now since .91 : {r} and 53 : {0} for j I t, n.(53,({_L},)',./) : 0
if .i + 1. Applyingtheserestrictionstothedefinition of F',wegerrhatr € F'if andonlyif
congruence 8.2 holds.

case 2. Suppose lu,l > 0. Now using ldentity B.r and the fact that Sr,. . ., ^g,r, partitions e one
has that.

n(t,w. ({-L}t)', /) :

Applying this congruence to the definition of F, we get rhat (S,,..., S-) e F, if and only if
congruence B.2 holds.

Here are two examples. Suppose (.8,p) is autontatic where p is an equivalence relation on E.
Then the set of elements in infinite p-classes is definable as (J*z) [(r,") € p]. Consider the
structure (N, <), where S is the usual ordering on N. Then the set of even numbers is definable
as (f(o'2)z) l, < r].

Finally we introduce two central structurcs. We present some definable retations that are used
in the next theorem.

Example 8.1.27 Consicler the structure

wlrcre

o X:{0,...,k-1},

I t(,., w,q') x n(q',({I}')", /)
q'€Q

I f r xn(Q',(ialt)",.f) (modm)
I(j(rn g/€S.1

I i x rz(,9x, ({r]')", /) (mod m) .

tSiSm

Wx: (X*, (oo)oe z,{p,el)
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o oo(r:) - ra.,

o {o is tlte prcfix relation ancl

o el(t:,y) exactlv u,hen lrl: lyl.

Here are examples of relations tltat are first order de.finable in Wx.
The binary relation lrl S lyl is definable bV (lp) lt, <r'a A el(r,p)].

The set consisting of the empty string {)} is definable as (Vy) IA <o r -+ A : :r']; and conse-
quently everJ singleton {o,} for a € D is definable as r : o"()) which is really an abbreviation
for (Vy) [y e {f } -+ :z; : o,(y)1.

Also, if w -- ao...at € D* then {y.u,lg € X-} isdefinableas (3g) ly <rrAoat...osry - af.

Fix ur € X". Then tu* is definable as tu € {)i or

w 3p rn (Vz) [2. zu 1o r. -+ z . w . w 3e n).

Nowfora fixed n € N, letu be astringof length n. Then theformula (=a)lA € u" n el(y,r)l
says that lrl is a multiple of n, and is written lrl,,; and the formula el(r,yw) defines the relation
satisfying lrl : lyl + rz.

The unary rclations firsto(c), for a € X, are defined bV (ly) IU <r, Ay : oo)].

The unary relations lasto(r), for a € X, defined bV (lg) lA <o , rt, ooy - r]-

The function maxl(r1 ,tz,y) stating that lgl : max(lrrl,l"rl) is definable by

[l"r | < lrrl -+ el(s, r2)] n |"rl < l"' | -+ el(y, r1)1.

Similarly for rnaxl(cr r . . ' : r*,A) stating that lzl : rnaxi(lnrl).

Let coo(r,p) mean that a is the symbol in the lpl + I'st position of r, where the positions are

counted from 1.

It is definable by the formula

$"(r,p) : (ly) ly <o * A el(p,u) A ooA l, nl,

for a l0 and in case a: 0 we use 6"v lpl > l"l.
The formula

lastl (r) n (Vp) [p <, r A lastl (p) -+ p : rf ,

defines the regular language (X \ {1})"- 1.

Example 8.1.28 Consider the structure

N* : (N, +, [)
where
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o N delotes tl?e noturol nuntbers (that include 0),

r * is tlrc usual addition on N. anrl

. xlxU meansthatx: k"forsonrcn € Nanr/ Lt :n7r.fo,.sonrc ?r?, € N.

Here are examples of rclations that arc.first order definable in N*.
The singleton {0} is definabte by (Vrn) lnt" -r z : nt).

The usual order nz < n is defined by (lc) lc * 0 -+ nr * c -- nl.

Multiplicationbyaconslantcisdefinableasn*rz1-...*r?.,wherctherearectermsinthe
sun'I.

The unary relation expressin-e that n is a power of k, written P1,Qt), is definable by rzllrn.

For0 ( j < h, the formula ei(n-t,,p) defined by

(la)(l}) IPr(p) Am, : a + j.p+ D 
^ 

a < p n k.ltlebl

wlrich for a fixed m., sarisfies m : L,i,i{.i.ko I Nt, I ei(m,ar)}. In words, ei(^,p) holds if
P : ki and the i-th digit in the shortest least-significant-digit-first base /t' representation of zn is
j. Here the least significanr digit has position 0.

The formula

nlpm A (Vc) [cl6m -r cl6n]

says that n is the highest power of k that divides m, wrirren l/p(m) : n.

The fornrula Pp(n) A n ( m < n x,k defines the function sizelr(m) : n saying that n is a
poweIofkandthenumbel.ofsymboIsintheshortestbasekexpansionofnzislog1n.<

TheoremB.l.29 [cf. Grddel - 1990; Blumensath - lggg]The structuresN*anclWi are FO
tl?Lttuallv interpremble, for all j,k > 2. Moreover tf k : j then the structures sre FO bi-
interpretable.

Proof We somewhat follow Blumensath tl999l. It suffices to establish for every k ) 2, that
,A/6 and W6 ar€ bi-interpretable, and thatW2 andWpare mutllally interpretable. We will make
use of some definitions from the previons examples.

So fix k > 2and X : t0, ...,k- 1). Forr : s0 ... nt e_X" definevala(e) : !{r1ki | 0 <
i < Ij For n € N, define base6 : N -+ X* as sending rz to the shoftest string r such that
val6(r) : 4.

yVr. <ro Wp: Definerheco-ordinare rnappingu : n ri base6(n). The imageof lf,, under/
is definable inW* as follows. Define A(r) as r : ) V r € X"1. Note thar nltzn holds if
base;,(n):0o1 andbase6(m) -\by' forsome a,b € Nwith a lbandy, € t*1. Sodefine
01o (2, y) as

r € 0*1 n (lp) [otp : n A p <p U].
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Finally define O* (,rt, y, ,:) as checking that there exists a string r encoding the sequence of carry

bits in the base k sum r +'A: e. Fotnrally let

.9 : { (o,.b.c,d,u) | a + b + c : d,* i:e, for4,, b.,t,d,e € i0,''',,A' - 1}}'

Then O.. (r:,'A , z) is defined as

(-rn.) maxl (r,y, z,m)

n (1r)firste(r)

The formula says that there is a string r encoding the carry so for every relevant position i,

thetupleconsistingof ther.thdigitsof r,y,r.,zandthez,*lthdigitof risinS. ThenMis
isomorphic to

(alr, oll:" oI,).

Wr (ro .A/r: Define the co-ordinate mapping p,: r *+ vall(r' 1); namely

p(xo''' xt) :val6(r6''' *t) + kt+\ .

Recall that size6(m) : n means that n is a power of k and the length of the shortest k-ary

representation of rn is logs n. So if p(A): tn then ual.y(y) : IrL - ft: x size6(nz). The inrage of
W* under,rr is definable in,A/* as follows. Define,A/6-formulae

A(tz) as n*0,
Qo"(nz,n) as n:rn-k xsize6(rn) *ax fr x size6(m,)+k2 xsizelr(m),

Qar(m,n) as m: I V [sizes(rn) < sizel(n) n

(Vc) [c < sizep(m) * (A eo(tn,,c) <--+ e"(n, c))]],
a€D

Q.1(m,n,) as sizes(n) : sizer(rn).

Then Wp is isomorphic to
(4", oy,,of,, o{", ofl1.

Hence ,A/p and W1q are mutually interpretable via 1-dinrensional interpretations p and u and

up, : w *-+ basel(val*(tu1)) and p.u : n + r'al;(basel(n)t). Then u1t(w) is definable in W6 as

up(w) : ot(w), and p,u(n) is definable in,A[ as

[n : 0 -+ 1'tu(n): 1] A [t, > 0 -+ p,u(n) : n I k x Vn(n)],'

where |txfu) is highest power of k that divides n. Hence ,V6 and W p are bi-interpretable, as

required.

n (vp) flpl < lurl * 1 -+

V coo(r,y:) n co6(y,p) A co,(r,lrt) n coaQ^p) n cou(r,ogt)l
(a,b,c,d,e)e S
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Wt (ro W2: Let rt be the least integer greater than or equal to log, A'. Define a mapping
c : X -+ {0, 1}'such that ral2(c(j)) : r7. Define u : D* -+ {0,1}* by u(n0...r,) :
c('ro) ' ' ' c(r,t).Then the image of W * under z is definab le in Wz as follows. Define

A(") as lr;ln A (va)[fu {,, r, A lyl") _+ V s c(r) jp r],
J

Qo,,(t,y) as A:fr,c(a),
o-o (r', Y) as x: Jp a,

O.r(rt, g) as el(t,y)

Then W6 is isomorphic to

(Lw n, @,")Y;, eY,, oY, ).

Wz (po wp: Define the co-ordinate mapping t. : 'u + ru, for tl e {0, l}*. The image of Wz
under r, is definable in Wr as the substr.ucture on domain

A(z) : (Vp <, r)lco6@,p) V co1(z,p)1.

This completes the proof.

8.2 Examples

We use this section to give examples of automatically presentable structures; as well as to fix
sttucturcs and their signatures that will be encountered later. In some instances we give the finite
automata explicitly. In others we show how the srructute is definable from another automatic
structltre, usually W2.

Example 8.2.1 Every fi.nite srructutz is autonmticaily presentable.
If a structule has a finite domain, then every relation is finite, and hence automatically pre-
sentabie (over a unary alphabet).

Aninjectiolxslructure(D,f) consistsof an injectivemap f , D -+ D. Write fifar thez-fold
iterationof /. Anorbitof /isasetof rheform {be A l(li € N), [],: fo(a)Va:/n(b)]]
forsomea€A.Afiniteorbitofsizenisisomorphictotheinjectionstructure({1,...,n},g)
suchthat g(i): d+1for1 < i < nandg(n):1. Aninfiniteorbitisomorphictooneof two
types: either the injection structure (N, .9), called an N-orbit, or the injection srructure (2, S),
called aZ-orbit,where S : n,+ n * i.
A pernwtation structurc (D,/) is an injection structure where / is also su{ective. Note that the
only infinite orbits of a permutation structure are Z-orbits.
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Example 8.2.2 The pennulatiort structure consisting of infniteh, ntamt infinite orbits is nulo-
mati cal ly p res ent abl e.

AsingleZ-orbitisisonrorphictotheauromaricsrructurc (l-,/) where.f(u): ar11 if ltul is
even,./(ui1):.,if|u|isodd,and/(1):).Nowtaketheo-fo|ddisjointunion.<

Example 8.2.3 The injection structure consistirtg of infinirelt, nran), infinite orbits of both n,pes
nnd infinitel.v xx6117v fnite orbits o.f even, size is automaticalh prcsentable.

For the finite orbits, let R C {0, 1}. be the regular language 00*1". Then for every n € \
Rhasexactlynstlingsof lengthn. Defineafirnction J', R -+.Rthatmapsastring r € R
of length ??. to the length-lexicographically next string A e R if lgl : rz and otherwise to rhe

lexicographically least string z of length rz. Note that / is regular since it is first order definable
from the regular predicates (11", (length-lexicographical order) and el (equal length). Then
(R, f) is an injection consisting of exactly one orbit of every finite size. Now take the union of
(R,,f)withanautomaticN-orbitandaZ-otbit,andthentakethea;.fo|ddisjointunion.<

A partiallTr onlered structure (partial order) (D, <) consists of a binary relation { on a domain
D that is reflexive (vr € D)1, { r], symmerric (vz, a e D)W 7 a Ay < x: -+ n: g] and
transitive (Vr,'y,z € D)l* 7 U Ay < z -+ * I zl.

A lirtearly ordered structure (l.inear order) (L, <) is a partial order in which every two elements
arecomparable; that is, for all r,y € D either r < aor g ( c. Write r < Aforr ( a A x * a.
Refer to Rosenstein [1982] for background on linear orders.

Example 8.2.4 The linear orders (N, <) and (2, <) are au.tonzatically presentable.

Fix X and recall that if D is a regulal subset of I then the linearly ordered stlltcture with domain
D and binary relation <ler restricted to D, written (D,<ur), is automatic over X.

Let X : {0, 1}. Then (1*, (r.") is an automatic copy of (N, <). anO (0.1 U I"1, <1",) is an

automatic copy of (2, <).

Exampfe 8.2.5 The orclering of the rationals (Q, <) is automatically presentable.

Here are two automatic presentations of (Q, <). In each case we define an automatic structure
over the alphabet 5 : {0,1}. We check that it is a (countable) dense tinear order with no
endpoints.

The structure (X"1, (r"r) is an automatic presentation of (Q, <). Indeed, (1"" is a linear order-
ing. Let u,w € X*. Then w01 <prtul <p, toll sothercarenoendpoints. Suppose wL lrex
u1. Then ul 1rc, u01 <1", u1, except when u : u0 in which case 'ur1 1ps wll (1"" o1, so

the order is dense.

For the second structllre, define an ordering f on X* as follows. For u, u € X" define u C_ u if
either

l, Ir, A,z €X* with u = r.}Aand u : rlz, or
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2. 1r € X* with ri : ?r0r, or

3. }: € X* with rr : rr1..r.

Considering I* as a trce with 0 to the left of I, zr f u means that either z is lexicographi-
cally less than u, u is on the left subtrce with root u, or u is on the right subtree with root u.
Then (X*, f ) is a linear order. Indeed, for every u and 'rr, let p(u, u) e X. be their longest
conmon prefix. Then u f u is equivalent to p(u, u)0 is a prefix of u or 1t(u, u)1 is a prefix of u.
Hence f linearly orders X".

For every u € !*, t0 f 'u f u1, so it has no endpoints. Let 1r a u. Then in the first two cases,
u E u7 f u and in the third case rr. f trO f u, so it is dense.

Bothstn"rctureSafeauton"laticsincetheyaredefinabIeinW2.<

Example 8.2.6 If L1 an.d L2 are aulonmtically presentable linear orders then so is th.eir or-
dered sunt L1 * f,2 ancl their otdered prcduct Lr . Lz.
For i e 1I,2I let (D;, <n) b* an automaric linear order over alphabet X;. Suppose that X1
is disjoint from X2. Then {1 t L2is definable from fi and L2 as follows. The donrain is
D1 x {0} u D2 x {t}. The ordering is defined as (r, e) < (u,d) if eithere < d orboth e : 6
and.z S, gr. For Lr. Lz, the dornain is {(r:, y) | r € Lt,a € Lz} and the ordering is defined as
(o,")<(|,'y)ifeitherr1zUorbothr:Uanda<1b.<

A well ordered slructure (well order) (r, S ) is a linear order in which every non empry subset
has a (-minimum element.

Well orders are closed under sums and products and we use the usual multiplication and expo-
nential notation. For example, c..r * u) : t ).2, u) . ,i : r^s2.

Exampfe 8.2.7 Evenr well order a € uu is automatically presentable.
Suppose (D, <) is an automatic well order, with D c !*. Then for every d, € D, the induced
well order with domain {r e D | , < d} is definable with a paramerer for d, hence automatic.
So it is sufficient to check that every ordinal of the form a.r' for n < c,,r is automatic.

First note that u.r is automatically presentable. For a given n define the domain

D : {(ri,. ..,rn) 
| ri e,}.

Define the ordering on rhis domain as (21 ,...,rn) < (gr,...,un) if the greatest u for which
h * At satisfies h 1 '!r. Then (D, <) is definable from an aLrtomatic copy of ar and hence
automatic. Further it is isomolphic to the ordinal r,rr.

Alternatively apply the fact from the previous example thar automatic linear orders are closed
underfiniteproductstoanautomaticcopyofo''<

A tree (D, <) is a partial order with a {-minimum and for which every set of the form {y €
D lA < z) is a finite linearorder. Fix X: {0, ...,k - 1}.

35
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Example 8.2.8 The futl k-al, tree (D*, <r) ir outonxalicalll presentable over a k-a6' alpha-

bet,for /c € N.

Recall that the structure Ws,
(X", (or)l.r , el, 1p)

where ot@) - wi, el(r,y) when lzl : lyl and r 4p U when r is a prefix of 3t, is automatic

over I.

Exampfe 8.2.9 Let R C X* be a regular language and let Pre.f (R) be the set of prefixes

of strings in R. Let <o be the prefix relation. Then the partial otders (Pref (R),<o) and

(P U {,\}, <o) are aLttonatic trees over X'

Example 8.2.10 Let R be a regular language. Consider the partial order 7 : (R U {)}, <),

whercr<yifandonlyift:Uorlzl <lyl andr:islexicographicallysmallestamongall

r,€Rsuchthat|r|:|u,|.Then7isatrautomatict[ee.<

Figure 8.3: Part of the tree (0*1", l)'

A semigroup (D,.) consists of an associative binary operation . (considered as a ternary rela-

tion) on domain D. A group (D,',L,2) is a semigroup with identity L and an inverse operation

i. Note that we consider groups in the signature containing one binary function for group mul-

tiplication ..

ExampleB.2.||Thesemigroup(N,*)andgroup(Z,+)areautomaticallypresentable.<

Exampfe 8.2,12 Every finitely generated abelian group (,4, +) is automatically presentable.

Every finitely generated abelian group (,4, +) is isomoryhic to a finite direct product of cyclic

groups. That is, Zn,@V,kt Q'. .@2k,, for some n,m,k1,'" ,k^ € N, where Znis the direct

producr of n copies of (2,*) and Zi is the cyclic group of order i. Now note that the groups

V, andZi are automatically presentable and that automatically presentable groups are closed

undel group sums.
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ExampfeB.2.l3 The subgroup qf (Q,il@,*) generoted bt, {# | ,i e N} pr a fiteet b €
N \ t0, Ij is autonmticallt, prcsentable.

Let X : {0, ...,b - 1}. Every non identity element of the group is a finite suni of generators,
sayXf=,a;fiwhere0(ar<b-landa1, l0.Codethiselenrenrasstringat...a*iandcode
theidentityas0. ThedonrainDisthenX.(X\{O}) ui0}. Let P c D3 bethegraphof ttre
addition. Now the reverse of 8P is finite automaton recognisable since this is simply addition
in base b as in Example B.1.8 except that the final carry is ignorcd and l- is interpreted as 0. But
the reverse of a regular language is also regular, so BP is finite automaton recognisable. Hence
(D, P) is the requircd automatic presentation.

The following extension of (N, *) plays a centlal role. Recall that for A € N, the binary relation

16. satisfies (r, gr) when r is a power of k. and e divides y.

Example 8.2.14 Th.e stuctu.rz (N, +, lr) is autontatically presentable over the alphabetE :
{0,...,ft - 1}.

Recall the automatic presentation (,4a, *p) fronr Example B.l.l9. The formula

(!p) [p € 0* n tr : orry Ap <p U AA # 0*],

where <o is the prefix relation, defines the image of the relation lj on domain A1r.

It is not known whether the group of rationals (Q, +) is automatically presentable.

An equ.ivalence structure (equivalence relation) (D,p) consists of a reffexive, symmetric, tr?n-
sitive binary relation p on D.

The next example show that automatic permutation structures are at least as complicated as

automatic equ ivalence rclations.

Exampfe 8.2.15 Let (8, p) be an automatic equit,alence rclation. Then there is a bijection g
on E, other than. the identity, which is definable fr-onr p such tlnt (", skD e pfor all e € E.
Given (E,p), define g on E as follows. Fore € E,letmin(e) (respectively man(e)) be the
(11r"-least (respectively greatest) element d such that (e, d) e p. Then for e : mar(e) let
g(e) : min(e), and otherwise let g(e) be the (11"r-least element lsur-greater than e, say d,
suchthat(d,e)ep.Then(E,g)istherequircdpermutationStructure'<

Example 8.2.16 Let (E, p) be an equivalence rclation with no fnite p-classes. Then it is
automaticallT, presentable. Furthen if therc arc on.h finitely nxany infinite classes, then it is
automatically presentable over a unan, alphabet.
Let D : 0*1* and (d,e) e pwhen the numberof 0's in d and in e arc equal. Then (D,p) is an
automatic equivalence relation with infinitely many infinite classes. Let E : 1* and (d,e) e p
if ldl is congruent to lel modurlo n, for a fixed n. Then (E, p) is unary automaric and has exacrly
n infinite classes.
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A Boolean algebra (D, U, n, \) is a stmcture wherc U, O and \ satisfy all the basic properties

of sertheoretic union, intersection and relative conrplementation respectively.

Example 8.2.17 The Boolean algebra of firtite and co-finite subsets o/N is autonmtical\t pre-

sentable.

Let X : {0,1}. Define the domain D as {0} u {0,1}*1. Let.{ c N be a non-empty finite

set, and let rn be the largest element in -\ . Define the characteristic string of f as r;6 ' ' 'f,,1,

where ,.rr : 1 if and only if i € -f,. In case -\ is empty, define its characteristic string as ).
Codethefinitesetfasthestringc(,\):0:16...:r,,,.Codetheco-finitesetN\Xasthestring
c()') :1:ro.'.r,r,. Notetheemptysetiscodedas0andtheuniverseNiscodedasl.

Let X,)' c N. Then c(X) is the same as c(X) except for the first digit which is inverted.

Treating I as 0, c(X u )') is the bitwise [.(X) orcQ)] if .\ and ]'are both finite, and the

bitwise c(X) o,ndc()'-) if both arc co-finite, and the bitwise [not C(f )] and C()') if X is finite

and),.isco-finiteandthebitwiseC(x)and[notC()'')]ifXisco-finiteand)/isfinite.<

Thereisanatural partial orderonaBooleanalgebradefinedas:nCgrwhenr,irA:r.The
partial order has a least element, written 0, and a greatest elentent, namely B, written 1,.

Anatom in aBoolean algebraisa non-zeroelementa suchthatthere isnor with0 C r C a.

A Boolean algebra is atont.ic if evely non-zero element is f an atom. A Boolean algebra is

calted atonil.ess if it has no atoms. There is a unique countable atomless Boolean algebra which

embeds every countable Boolean algebra.

Given a linear order f, with a least element, one can form the interval algebra as follows. The

donrain D consists of all finite unions of half open intervals [a, b). This forms a Boolean algebra

with gleatest element .L. For example the interval algebra of L : [0,1] n Q is the countable

atomless Boolean al gebra.

Example 8.2.18 For even,n € N lhe interval algebra fornted from the ordi.n.al u ' n is outo'

rnatic.

The interval algebra formed from ordinal ar is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of finite and

co-finite sets of N. But the Boolean algebra formed from c.r . n is definable from the one formed

fi'om o.

Example 8.2.19 The confguration space of a Turing Machine is automatically presentable.

Recall that a Turing machine M (say with only one tape, infinite in one direction, say to the

right, and scanned by a single head) consists of an alphabet X (here X includes a symbol for the

blank cell of the tape), with state set 5, a set of initial states .I c ,S, a set of final states F C S
and transitionfunction d :X x S -+ X x,S x {L,R}. Aconfiguration of Misa tupleof the

form (r7, x;t,x;2) where Lr-irlz € X* is the relevant content of the tapei q € S is the current state

of M and the position of the liead on the tape is lell * 1 cells from the left. Write c, for the

symbol on the tape underneath the head, nanrely the first letter of n2. An initial (respectivefir
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final) eaffigwratian is ooe for which q is an initial (respee:tively final) srare. The ,confi,garation
space c(Jv1I is t-he directed graph with domain {(q, r;1, n2) l,$t,fr2 € En., E € ,s} ar,rd an edge
between (qr,nr,.rs) and (qb, gr, 92) exaetly when.rVf has a transitjon frorr the ftrst configurarion
to the second. That is, when d(ro, qr) = (U,,QI,D) where D = Land lgrl : 1",l-l or D - R
md l,ghl _ lr:l + 1. Ttre configuration space C(M) is an automatie structu,r€ over alphabet
X'u S' In:dced, the, dornain is defrnable fro'm the regularlanguages: D* and ,9. The edge relation
is definable by the formula

V firstn(nz)iAfirst6(g2) A (D:L-l;prl =l*rl-1)
d(a;g)=(0,r,D)

n (D: n+ lYil : l"tl+ t).

But.firsto(r) and therelations frl = JVI- tand Jrl : lgrf + I ar.eFArecognisab.le(seeExam-
ple 8.1.27)" ltenee so is the edge relation, Note also that th'e .set of initial (final) configurations
is FA recognisable.

Firuilly variations in the machine model" such as additional tapes, two-wa]l heads et6., can also,
be treated in this, way. For example, if ;Vl has two tapes then d : E2 x ,S -r x2 x .g x {L, R},
and a sonfiguration of M is a tuple (q, (or,oz), (dr, d2)) where ot . va is the csn:tent of the first
tape and its tape head is on the lor l + lost cell from the left" and & " 6z is the content of the
seqond tape and irs tape head is on rhe ld, | + I'st cell from the left, and the rnachine n4 is,in
'sta[eg!Then.simi|anlytheeonfigurationq)aceC(M)isautomatic.<

The content of this chapter is primarily from Khou:ssainov and Nerode tl995l and B,lurnensath
[1999]. Theorem 8,1.26 was first reported in Khoussainov, Rubin, and Stephan [20o3b].



Chapter C

Characterisations of automatic structures

In classical automata theory the ctass of regular languages can be fonnalised in a variety of

equivalent ways. Speaking loosely, deternrinistic automata give an operational view of regu-

lar languages. The addition of non-detelminism or alternation allow sttccinct representations

of regular languages. The Myhill-Nerode theorenr gives a handle on the minimal determin-

istic automaton recognising a given regular language. Kleene's Theorem introduces regular

explessions as alternative descriptions of regular languages. A particular formalisation may be

suited to a particular application. This chapter presents the known characterisations of the FA

recognisable relations and of automatic strLlctures.

C.l A decomposition theorem

This characterisation of FA recognisable relations is from Eilenbelg, Elgot, and Shepherdson

I I 969, Theorem I I . I ]. Roughly, it says that the convolution of an FA recognisable relation can

be written as a finite union of regular languages, each of which is a product of factors satisfying

a certain syntactic condition.

For instance, rccall the prefix relation over X : {0, 1} from Example B.I .l0- It has rcgular

exprcssion Ro.Rt where & : t(l) + (!)1. ano Rr : t(i) + (t)1.. So a machine reading

a string from Ro . R1 would, while processing a (non-empty) string from fts, have non-blank

symbols below both its heads. Subsequently while processing a (non-empty) stling from R1 it

wogld have blank symbols under its first head. This is captured in the following definitions.

Let A be a non-empty subset of {1,...,n}. Define the alphabet X4 as consisting of every

element w : (wt,.'.,wn) € (Xr)" with theproperty that tu1 : -L exactly when i / A. For

exanrple,'f a + At c Ao c {1,...,n,} thenforall u € xa,,tu € x1o and 1 1i l n,if
ut: L then tr; : 1.

Then in the example, R6 c Xi,,rl and R1 c Xizi-
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Theorem C.l.l (Decomposition) Let R C I*". Then R is FA recognisable if and onlt, if &R
is the.finite union of sets which arc ptoducts

fi0...ft1,, A€N,

wherc each factor & c (X.u,). is FA rccognisable and A1,C .. . C .40.

Proof Strfficiency is due to the closure of FA rccognisable languages under concatenation and
union. Necessity proceeds by induction on the conrplexity of recognisable languages. We use
Kleene's rheorem for Dl restricted to sers of the form gR. That is, gR is FA recognisable if
and only if AR is a rational subset of Xi in the sense rhat it can be formed by a finite number
of applications of the operations union, product and Kleene star fi'onr tlre elements of X!. Write
t for the set of sttbsets of X]- that are finite unions of products of the form stated. Clearly, f, is
closed under finite union.

To prove closure under product, suppose that g/?. g.g € t and that gR . g^9 : 6le for
some Q C I*n. We show that 8Q € f,. By distributivity it suffices to consider the products
8R : ft6.".R6 where A* C... C Ao and 8S -,90....91 where Bt C ... C Bo. Now for
r € Rr andy € ,56 the definition of convolution inrplies that if ri e {J-}- then ya e {I}"; so
i/ Ax impliesthatic_ Bp. Hence Bsc Atr,so.R6...Rr.^96. ..91 hastherequiredform,and
hence eQ e t.
To prove closure under K]eene srar, suppose rhat afi € f, and that (gR)" : ge for some
Q C Z*". We show thar 88 € t. Again let Re . ..R1, and ,56.. .Sl be two products of gft.
Then as above Ra ' " Rr ' ,So " 'Sr e (8ft). has the required form with Bo C 46. Similarly
S0...,Sr.Ro.--Rx € (8fi).hasrherequiredfor.mwith Aa C 81. Hence Ao:...: At :
Bo : ' ' ' F1, call it .4 say. Consequently AR is an FA recognisable subset of Xi and then so is
(AR)-.Hence 8Q € t.
For every word ar € X*t, the definition of convolution implies that €)?ll can be written as
o1 ' ' ' o6 for some k € N, where oi € D1, and Ai : {j I the 7-th letter of o; is not a I }. In this
case.46 C'. - C A, c {1,...,n} and soA{ur} e f,.

C.2 Completestructures

Loosely speaking, a structure C is complete for a class of structures K in case that a structure
belongs to K if and only if it is definable in C in a suitable logic. For example, the struc-
ture (N. +, x) is complete for the class K of arithmetical srructures using FO logic. Also the
quantifier free fragment of (N, +, x ) is complete for the class K of computable structures.

Definition C.2.1 Let C be a structurc and L a logic. Suppose that

L C is automatically presentable, and
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2. A is autonratically trtresentable if and onh if A is L interpretable in C, for ever), structure
A,

Then C is called complete.for the class of au.tonmtiselh prcsentable strnctures.

It turns out that there does indeed exist a complete structure C for the class K of antomatic
structures. This fact has been independently proved in various forms, summarised in the next
theorem. Let X : {0,.'.,A: - i} and recall the srructure

Ws : (X*, (oo)o.r,lp, el),

whete o"(w) -'u)a,for o € I, u {o u if u is a prefix of u, arrd el(w,u)if u and u have the
sarne length.

Also recall the strlrcture

Nx: (N, +, l*),
wlrere nlg if r is a power of k and r; divides y.

Finally ,S : n -+ n * 7 is the successor function on N.

Theorem C.2.2 Let A be a structure. Tlrcn tlte following are equivalent.

1. A is automatically presentable.

2. A is first order interpretable in W p for some, equivalentb all,

3. A is first otder interprelable in N1,for some, equivalentb, all,

4. A is weak nnnatlic second otder interpretable in (N, 
^9).

We now outline the statements and proofs of these results in the present terminology.

k>2.

li, ) 2.

Btichi [1960J, Elgot [196U, Bruybre et al. 11994], Blumensath and Griidel
[2000]

The existence of a complete structurc for the FA recognisable relations is usually attributed
to Biichi and Elgot who essentially proved the equivalence of 1 and 4 in the above theorem.
However their respective proofs of the implication from 1 -+ 4 differ slightly. We first provide
a Biichi-like proof, by coding runs of an automaton into a formula, of the equivalence between
1 and 2. Here the structure W6 deals dilectly with strings, as opposed to natural numbers.

Theorem C.2.3 Suppose k : lXl 2 2. Then a relation.R C D*- is FA recognisable if and
only if R. is first order definabl.e in W p.
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Proof Sufficiency follows from observing that the structure )zVr is automatic over X and then
applying Theorcm B.l .16.

To prove necessity, suppose gR is FA recognisable over I. We will construct a fomrula
@n(rr,.' .,r,r) of Wrso that forevery (ar,. .., o,r),

Wr ts On(a.t, .-., o,,) if and only if R(or,.. ., o,,,r). (c.l)

Let (,S,0r, A, F) be a deternrinistic automaton over alphabet X! rccognising 6lR. The idea is
that 04 expresses that there exists a successfulrun of the automaton. It does this by stating the
existence of l^91 many strings r"r,' . -, r;sg, where r'; has a 1 in the rz-th place exactly when the
automaton ,4 is in state Ql when processing the rz-th symbol of g(o.1,..., o*)i that 11 (corre-
sponding to the initial state) starts with a I and that there is soffie Q1 e F such that r; ends in a
1.

Before defining Op recall some definable rclations of W1, see Exanrple B. | .27. The statement
nt'aal(r1t' '' trrn,/) says that the length of I is tlre largest of the lengths of the u;. We also need
tobeabletopickoutthesymbol inagivenpositionof astring. Moreprecisely coo(n,p) holds
when the lpl + 1'st symbol in r is a. This is definabte inWaby

6"k,p) : (1A 3p n)el(p,y) A ouu 7p r,

for a.l0 and in case o : 0 we use @o v lpl 2 lrl.
Then Op is

(3r1)(3r2) . . . (Jr1s)(lt) [STATE n rNrT 
^ 

TRANS 
^ 

FrNALl.

where

l. STATE is

maxl(x1,.--,r^,1)A A lr;l :lll n A (yp<pI)l-(co1?r,p)nco|ri,p))1,
lSrSlSl s,*qt€S

INIT is co1(r1, )),

FINAL is !,,."(3p <p r;,)V,lo,p : ri A coy(ra,p)] and

TRANS is

J.

4.

(Vp Jp /) A [[co1(r;,p) n A cooUifuo,,p)l ) co1(ri,pt)),
L(qi,o)=qi 71h1rn

where o € tl and o(h) is the h-th component of o except when this conponent is -1, in
which case o(h) is 0.
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A minor technicality is that OR(8(A)_) never holds since for example INIT fails. So if the

automaton accepts the empty tuple 8()) tlren tlre desired formula is Qa V E\4PTY where

5. EI\4PTY it A,.0.,,, i,u,; : ).

For correctness we check that Oa satisfies Property C.l. To this end suppose that the state set

of the automaton S is {q1,...,{tst}. Then if 8(ar ,...,an.), a string of length I say, is accepted

by the autontaton and (sr)11ia1 is the successft-rl path, then On(ar ,"',a,r) is true by defining

r,,foreveryl < ? < lSl,asthestringof length/consistirrgof al inthei-thplaceif andonly

if si : q1. Conversely if (Dn(,rr,...,or,r) then the autonraton accepts the input 8(ot, "',a,r)
as witnessed by the run (si)1aia1 defined 0S ,sj. : q1 if and only if r; has a 1 in the j-th position.

In fact STATE ensures that the r, Lrniquely determine a sequence of states, INIT ensures that

the first state is the initial state, TRANS ensures that the sequence respects the transition table,

andFINALenSureSthatthelaststateisafinalstate.Thiscomp|etestheproof.<

Proposition C,2.4 Suppose A is bi-interprelable wilh W1,, with co-ordin.ate ntaps u : A -+ D*

and p,: X* -+ A, and l.et R C A^. Then relation R is first orcler definable in A if and only tf
u(R) is M tzcogrtisable over L.

Proof For the forward direction let R c A* be first order definable via an .,A-formula {r. Then

for every a: (ar,. .',0-) € A*,

de R 2 lFV(d) s l\)6 f !Ir"(z(a)),

where ![' is the corresponding Ws-formula. So by Theorem C.2.3 there is some automaton 6E

over X such that for every r € t*-,

8(r) is accepted by Bn if and only if Wx I U"(t).

But rhe set u(A^) is also first order definable inWn, say by formula A, and so again by

Theorem C.2.3 there is an automaton Ba over D such that for every fr e D*^,

8(r) is accepted by Bd if and only if W* I A"(t).

So restricting the automaton B1.to the regular set Ba yields the required automaton. Indeed,

form B by intersecting Ba with the automaton (B t)^, the rn-fold cross product of 6a. Then

forevery ae A ,

S(v(a)) is accepted by 6 if and only if Wa I V'(z(d)).

For the rcverse direction, fix ,R C A* so that rz(.R) is FA recognisable over I. By Theo-

rem C.2.3 there is a W;-folmula Vp such that for evety T : u(o.),

d € R if and only if Wr I Vn(u).
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Sonsingtheinterpretation of Wpin,4,thereissonre,,4-formularlrfisuchthatforeveryz,

Wr I Vn(r:) if and only if ,a F Vfi(lr(r)).

By bi-interpretability, pru is first order definable in .4, say via forntula @. So for every a,

a € R if and only if A 
= 

Vt'R@(d)).

Hence.Risfirstorderdefinablein,,4asreqirired.<
Fork > 1, tecall the structure.,Vr = (N,+, lr)where mll,nif nr is apowerof k and rndivides
n. The following theorem implies that ,A{. is complete, and is known as the Biichi-Bruydre
Theorem, see BruyEre et al. ll9g4, Theorcm 6.1].

Recalf Theorem 8.1.29 in which it is proved that,A/e andW* are bi-intelpretable, where the
co-oldinate mapping z from;Vt to Wi, is defined as sending n, to basek(n.), the shortest least-
significant-digirfirst base-k reprcsentarion of n. So for R C N' define 6r-R C X''* as the
set

{e(base6(nr),. . ., base6(n,,,)) | (", ,... ,n^) € R}.

TheoremC.2.5 A relation l? c N'" isfrst otderdefinable inNx: (N,*,[) if and onlyif
8rfi is FA recogni.sable over X : {0, ..-,ld - l}. '

ProofFollowsimmediatelyfromTheor.emB'|.2gandPropositionC'2.4.<

As an aside, we note that Michaux and Point [ 986] prove rhe reverse direction of the previous
theorem by induction on the complexity of a regular expression for @6r?. It is also worth
mentioning that Bruydrc et al. 11994, Theorem 5.t] state alternative characterisations of the
relations definable in (N,+, lE) in terms of notions called A-substitution and k-algebraiciry.
These will not be pursued here.

Theorem C.2.6 [Blumensath and Grridel - 2000, Theorem 5.4] Let A be a structure. The

following a re equivalent :

l. A is automatically presentable.

2. A is FO interpretabl.e in W sfor sonle, equit,alenth, all, k )_ 2.

3. A is FO interpretable in N*for some, eqwivalently all, k > 2.

f In Bruydre et al. [1994] rhe srrucrure considered is (N, +, V1) where lix(m) = nif n is rhe highest powerof
/t that divides rn. Nole that 11 is definable in (N,+,11)and I/p is definable in (N,a,lr.) and so rhe formulation
above is equivalent.
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Proof The equivalence of the last two items follows from the nrutual interpretability of Wp

and,A/y, Theorem B.l.29. The equivalence of the first two itenis is as follows. Suppose "4 is

autonratically presentable. Then it is isonrorphic to some structure.4' that is autonratic over X.

Bytakingisomorphiccopies,wemayassumethatX: {0,1,..., i-I} forsomej > 2.Then

by Theorem C.2.3 A' is FO definable in Wi, and so by Theorem B.1.29, A' if FO interpretable

inWp for every k. ) 2. Conversely, sr.rppose "4 is FO interpretable with dimension j in Wp

for sonre k > 2. Let A' be the isomorphic quotient structlrre that is FO definable in Ws. Then

for every atomic relation of A', and the domain and the congrlrence. there is an automaton over

alplrabet t : {0,1,..., A' - 1} that accepts it. Hence y4' is automatic (by Proposition B.l.22
overalphabetxl1),andso,4isaurtomatical|ypresentab|e.<
We remark that taking k: :2 implies that a binary alphabet suffices for automaticity, see Propo-

sition B,l.2l.

Elgot U96U, Eilenberg, Elgot, and Shepherdson U9691

This section presents an altemative proof of the translation fi'om automata to fornrulae. Elgot

tl96ll originally gave this proof in the setting of weak nronadic second order logic of (N, S),

though we follow an equivalent first order presentation from Eilenberg et al. [1969].

Theorem C.2.7 Suppose k : lll 2 2. Then a rclation R C I*" is FA recognisable if and orily

if R is.first order defnable in W p.

Proof Sufficiency follows frorn observing that the structure W6 is automatic over X and then

applying Theorem B.l . 16.

For necessity, we follow the proof in Eilenberg et al. [ 969]. Define the basic /acal subsets of
X* as {)}, oX", X*o and X*odX* for o,d e X. The proof is in two steps. The first step is to

prove that if R C X*"' is FA recognisable then R is fir'st order definable in terms of basic local

sets. The second step is to prove that the basic local sets are first order definable in Wr.

Let R C X*" be FA recognisable, say 8^R is recognised by automaton ,4 : (S, r, A, F) over

alphabet (Xi)". Since lXl > 2, there exists r such that ,S embeds into I', say via embedding

j. Consider a new alphabet f) : D1*''. Let .f be the projection f , Q" -+ XT extending the

nrappingsending (or,".,on+r) to(o1 ,--'on),foror € Xr.Definealanguagel{overQas
the intersection of the following basic local sets. For every o,5 e D\,

a) (o,f (s))f2" when s : r,

b) O*(o,f (s)) when A(s,o) € F, and

c) 0*(o,"r(s))(d,J(t))Q- when A(s, o) : 1.
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Note that /i is regular since it is a finite intelsection of regular terms. Then 6lR : /(/().
Indeed, u : ot "'otr € 8R if and only if there is a successful run ss, ... ,sn of tr on ,r4, that is
ru: (ot,.i (so))...(o,,.7(su_r)) e /r, and so f (ut): u. Conver.sely, if ut € Ii,then there isa
successful run of A on f Qu), and so /(u') e gR.

So (a1 ,"',an) € Rif and only if g(a1,...,o,) € gR if andonlyif thercexists b1,...,b, €
X*snchthatS(ar,...,ar,Dr,...,0") € /i if andonlyif thereexists bt,...,1r" € X* suchthat
(4r, "',{t,,,b1,"',b,) € z where L c (x*)"+'' has theproperty that gz * I{.Note that.L is
well defined since (o,,. . . ,o,n,h7,..', D,) e /i inrpries that (n1,. . ., ar) € (sn) . {J_}". and
(lrt,.. -,0,.) € (eI*) . {-L}"-. In sumrnary we have

R : {(or,...,o,,) | (1b,,...,10")(o,,.. .,a,,,b1,...,0") € r},

and this completes the first step. So to prove that P is definable in II,i it suffices to show that
for every nr. € N, if L c Xn satisfies 8Z - /i for some basic local subset 1{ of X'l', then I is
definable in l4/r.

lf Ii : {-L},' rhen Z: {)}- which is definable by

A ri: )'
l(i(m

wherer : ) is definable by (Vg 7p r)A : r. Fora6 € X U {)}, if K : (or,.. .,a*). XT"
then

L : {(rr,. .' , t;,,, ) | ot <, *t} .

If .I( : tT. - (or,. ..,a-) then

L : {(rt,. . .,rn,) | (1, l, r.;) oo,z - t}

with the convention rhat o^(z) : e. Finally it I{ - t?*.(or,. . . ,a^).(b,, . .. ,b*).Xf" then

L: {("r,.. . ,r*) | (), 3, r;) o6,ooo2 ap r}.
This completes the proof.

Nabebin U97 61, Blumensath U9991

This section prcsents a complete structure for automatic structurcs whose domain consists of
strings over a unary alphabet, namely lll : 1. Theorem C.2.7 does not hold for,t : 1 since
for instance the set of strings of even length is regular though not definable in Wr.
Note that W1 is isomorphic to (N,,5, S,:) where ,S(n) : n I I and ( and : have their
usural interpretations. By adding predicates that enable defining rhe missing relations like
{n e N I n is even} one gets a structure complete for those automatic structures whose do-
main consists of strings over a unary alphabet.
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First we characterise those relations tlrat are FA recognisable over a unary alphabet. Define

z : N -+ {1}* by n r+ 1" and notice that this is an isomorphism between the monoids (N, +)
and ({1}'.,-).Write:o forthe binary relation of congruence modulop, nanrely

i(*, y) | p divides a - xrj.

A set F C N is et,,entuall),periodic if thereexists athreshold t € N andaperiodp e N such

thatforrlt,itholdsthatr:€F'ifandonlyifs*p€F.NotethatifFhasperiodS;thenit
also has period f,:p for every k > 1. The following fact is elementary.

Fact C.2.8 For D : {o}, fi c X* is tugttlar if and only if

,-'(R1:{k€NlofteR}

is eventually periodic.

The following characterisation is due to Nabebin 11976) and Blumensath [ 999].

Theorem C.2.9 Ler R C N andD: {1}. Thenu(R) is FArecognisable overDif and onllt if
R is first order definable in tlze slructilre

U: (N,9, (=n)peru).

Proof For the duration of this proof, definable n'leans first order definable in U. The structure

u(U) is automatic over {1}. Hence if R is definable then by Theorem B.l.16, z(,R) is FA

recognisable over {1}.
Conversely suppose R c Nl" is such that z(R) is FA recognisable over {1}. By the decompo-

sition theorem, .R is a finite union of sets of the form R6.rtl '-' Rp whene k e N and each u(R")

regular overalphabet {1}.4,. Note that we may assume that the.41's are distinct since if v(&)
and u(Riay) are regular subsets of {1}1, then so is u(R" - Rt+r). Hence we have that ic < n.

Furthermore since the union is finite, it is sufficient to establish that R : Rn' ' ' RN is definable.

In this case since A,i ) Aia1, there is a bijection zr : {1, "', n} -+ {1,'", n} such that for

every r : (nt,. . . ,rn) e ^R it holds that

rr 1)Srne)5"'1x,b)'

Write n(E) for the relation obtained by permuting the co-ordinates of J? via r. Note that it is
also FA recognisable over { 1}. It is sufficient to establish that u(tr (R)) is definable since in this

case so is rz(R) by Theorem 8.1.5. In other words, we may assume that n is the identity j v+ j
and so each A1 is a final segment of {1, ' ' ' ,n}.
We proceed by induction on n, the arity of .R, and prove that there exists p € N and for 1 < e <

n there exists 4 C N, eventually periodic sets with period p, with the following property. Fot'

every r, it holds that r € .R if and only if for each ti there exists aa € Fi such that

11 : at and for 1 ( k < n,

Ik+t:Ip*Apa1.
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For fixed p and.fl's this can easily be exprcssed as a first order definition inl,l, as required.

case ??. : 1. Then z(,R) is a regular subset of {1}-. Hence by the Fact ,R is eventually periodic,
as rcquired.

case ??. > l. Say iAol : j in which case y's being a final segmenr, is equal to {n- j + 1,. . .,,n}.
If I < n then consider the,i -ary relatiotr

S: {(",,'..,rr) | (y,,'..,g,,) €.Rn x:t : !Jn-j+t.j

Since z(S) is FA recognisable over {1}, (it is firsr order definable flonr ft), by induction (which
is applicable since j < nand,S - S0.. ..S4 where each,S; is a final segment of {i,...,J}) it
satisfies the claim for some p, and .f,, for i < j. Hence .R too satisfies the claim with p and sets
Gi defined as F",_r+, forr. ( j and Gi : {0} for i > j.
So assume that 36 : {1, '.-,n.}- Then r(Re) is a regular subset of {1}"* and so there exists
po € N and evenrually periodic set G6 c N with period p6 such that

fto:{(t,..../) l/eGe}.
Since lAtl < nas before R1 '...r?6 satisfiestheclainrforsome p'andG; for I < i, < n. Make
the periods uniform by replacing both p6 and p,by q: lcm(po,p,).

Now (16, "',r,-) € R is equivalent ro rhe condirion that there is some (/,...,1) e ,R6 and
(9r, ' ' ' , Un) e Rt - - ..Bs sltch that ri: / * y; for every 1 < i < n. By assumption there exists
ao € Go and aa € Gi such that

l: o,o and y1 : ol, ztfld for 1 ( k < n,

Uk+t:Ur*a*+t.

So define Ft : {oo * ar I a6 € Ge A a: € G1} and Fr : Gtfor i I 1. Then _R satisfies the
claimwithrcspecttoq€Nandeventua||yperiodicsets.Q.Thiscompletestheproof.<

Coroflary C-2.10 A sl.ruclure A is automatically presentable over a unary alphabet if and only
if it is interpretable (with dimension 7) in ttze structure (N, <, (=, ),rerv).

Weak monadic second order theory of (N, .g)

This section presents a complete strlrcture for automatic structures in ter.ms of second order
logic. Precisely the weak monadic second order \VIi4SO logic consists of individual variables
r, A, ' ' ' that range over elements of the domain and weak monadic variables X, )", . . . that range
overfinite subsets of the domain.2 Quantification is possible over individual and weak monadic

?Note that a formula with free set variables, say O(,{, )'), defines a relation in which tlre elements are finite
subsets of the domain. This should be distinguished from an alrernarive clefinition of WMSO in which ir is mere lv
the quantified set variables thar are restricred ro finite subsets.

A
I <i<j
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variables. There is always a symbol € where r: € )' is interpreted as meaning that individual
elenrent c is contained in the set )'.

The following theorenr was essentially proved in Biichi If 960] and Elgot [961], directly as

in the proofs of Theorems C.2.3 and C.2.7 rcspectively. However we follow Elgot and Rabin

[966] and show that \AINISO(N, S) is nrutually interpretable with FO(N, +, lz). We first define
these notions.

If O(t, X; is a \V\4SO forrnula of structure 6, herc 7 are the fi'ee individual variables, and

,{ are the free weak monadic variables, rhen (D8 is defined as {(z,T) | B F O(r,,T)}. This
relation is then said to be \AIMSO deJinable in B. As in tlre first order case, if A, OR, and e are

6-formulae, and Ofi- is a relation on AB, and eB is a congruence relation on the structure

(A", of,,," '),

then the quotient structure is called WMSO-definable in B. If ,4 is isomorphic to this quotient
structure, say via map rz, then "4 is W1\4SO- interprctable in B. In tlris case we write ,4 Sivr,aso
B.

Now if A contains only fir'st order variables, then for every W\4SO fonnula O of "4 one may
effectively find a WMSO formula O' of B such that for every T and X,

"4 F O(t,X) + B 
= 

Q'(u(7,X)).

However if A contains some weak monadic second order vadables, then we can only conclude
that for every FO fornrr-rla O of .,,4 one may effectively find a WMSO formula O" of B suclr that
for every F,

A=a@) s s lo"(z(r)).
In this case we write FO(.4) <' \ryMSO(B).

Simif arly write WMSO(B) Su FO("4) ro mean that 6 <fo A and furthermore rhar for every
WMSO formula O of B one may effectively find a FO formula Op of ,4 such that for every r
and X,

6 F O(7,x) + Al Or'(p(r,I')).

In case FO("4) <" WMSO(6) and WMSO(6) </, FO(,4,) we say that FO(,4) and WMSO(6)
are mut ua lly interp retable.

Theorem C.z.ll A structurc A is aulontatically presenlable if and only if it is weak monadic
second order interpretable in (N, S).

Proof We will shortly establish that FO(N, +, lz) and WMSO(N,,S) are mutually interpretable.
First notice that ,4 (po (N, +, lr) and FO(N, +, lz) < WI\4SO(N,,5) imply that FO("4) <
WMSO(N, S). So assume .,4 is automatically presentable. Then it is first order interpretable
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in (N, *, lz), and so FO(,4) < WI,{SO(N, S), and in particular,4 is WN{SO interprerable in
(N,,S), as required.

Conversely notice that

.,4 (rvuso (N,,S) and Wl\zlSO(N,.9) < FO(N, +, lz)

imply tlrat WI\{SO(..4) < FO(N, +, lz). So assume,4 is \AIMSO interpretable in (N,.S). Then
WI{SO("4) < Fo(N, *, lz), and in particular,4 is isomorphic to a srructurc that is first order
definable in (N, *,lz); hence 14 is automaricalry presentable as requircd.

FO(N' +, lz) S' WMSO(N,.9): Considel the bijection z from N onto rhe finite subsets of
N where m e u(n) if and only if the m-th position of the shorrest binary expansion of n
contains a 1 (counting the least significant digit as rhe zero'rh position). For instance u(0) - Q,
u(1) : {0}, u(2) : {1}, u(J) : {0,1}, and u(4): {2}. Note that u(2"): {rz} for every
n€N.

Let O be a first order (N, +, l2)-formula. Proceed by induction on rhe complexity of e to
construct a weak monadic second order (N, s)-fornrula (D, such that

O(r.11, . . ., r.rr) sa @'(12(ur),.. . ,u(uk)). (C.Z)

We will use rhe following abbreviarions:

{0} for' -(3r) [S(z) : s1

Sing(X) for (:z)(Ve) [r e X 
^ 

(a e -X -+ y : 
")]X c Y for (Vz)[z e -y -+ z € )']

Pred(z) :y for S(a):,
Pref(X) for (Ve) [e € X -+ pred(z) e X]

r 1 a for (VZ) [Pref (Z) -+ (y e Z -+ x € Z)]
Min(X) :y for y€-{n(Vz) [aeX-+A<z).

The atomic relations ale defined as follows: Div(N, IVI) is defined as Sing(N) n Min(N, M) and
Sum(D. E, F) is defined as

whercS: {(d,€,c,f ,g)ld,*e* c= I +2g}ford,€,c,f ,9 € {0,1} and €k interpretedas
€ if k:1and /if k:0. Then

n,l2m ++ Div(z(n), z(m)), and

d+ e : f <=+ Sum(z(d), u(e),u(f)).
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Suppose V and E are formula with conesponding formulae i[' and 3' satisfying condition C.2.

If(D:itr/V=thendefiningO':E'V='satisfiesthecondition. IfiD:-VthendefiningO':
-{r' sarisfies the condition. If qr : (3r) [V(r,3)] then defining (D' : (1.{) [{,'(f, ) )] satisfies

the condition. This completes the induction. Also note that z(N, +, 1r) : (Delta, DIV, SU\4)

where A(-\ ) is the formula X : X.

WMSO(N,,9) <, FO(N, *, lz): Let p be the bijection from finite snbsets of N onto N where

p(-Y) is defined as l,er 2". For instance p@) :0, p({0}) : 1, /,,(tl}) : 2 and p({0' 1}) :
3. Extend trr to individuat elements and so define p(n) for p({n}), for ?} € N[. Note that

p(rt) : 2".

Let Q be a weak monadic second order'(N,,S)-formula. Proceed by induction on the complexity

of O to constrlrct a fir'st order (N, *, l2)-formula Qi such that

O(Xr,"',-Xa,ur,"',iDr) a- 4t(p.(Xt),"',,rr(Xt),p(rr),"',p,($t))' (C'3)

Recall the following definable relations (see Exercise B.l .28): P2(n) says that n is a power of

2, and ei(m,n), for n a power of 2, j € {0,1}, holds if and only the coefficient of n in the

binary representation of m, is j.
The atomic rclations are defined as follows:

In(n, m) is defined as Pr(n) A e1(m,n)

Succ(n) :rn is defined as Pr(n) n P2(m) n -(3c) [Pr(") An < c < m]

Then

r € X 43 In(pl(x),p(X)), and

S(r) :'s <+ Succ(P(x)) : P(Y).

Suppose V and E are formulae with corresponding formulae ttrt and Ft satisfying condition C.3.

Then [V v 3]t ;t defined as il't V 3t, [-V]t is defined as -Vt, [(]v)V(y' ' '')]t ut (1v)lP2@) n

V-(y, . . .) and [(fy){/()r, . . .)]t ur (lg)iPt(g, . . .). The resulting formulae satisfy condition C.3.

This completes the induction. Also note that p(N, .9) : (Ae, Succ) where A(r) is the formula

Coroftary C.2.12 The weak nrcnadic second order theon, o/(N, S) is d.ecidable.

Proof Let O be a WMSO-sentence of (N, ^9). Then Op is a FO-sentence of (N, *, lz) such that

(N, S) F O if and only if (N, +, lr) F O'.

Now use the procedure deciding (N, +, lz) to settle the latter.
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C.3 A Myhill-Nerode type theorem

This characterisation is due to Khoussainov and Nerode [1995, Theorem 3.2] wherc it is stated
in slightly differcnt notation. As in the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem C.l .1, recall that
for tr.r € X*n, the definition of convolntion gives us that @w : r'o...rk.Define A1 as the set

UltheT-thpositionofr;isnotrlsorhatr'1 €(x.r,)*.ThenrrC...c.{oc{1,...,n}.
Define the sorl of ur as ;l1.

An n-congruence 4 on X*" is an equivalence relation satisfying the following two properties:

l. If ru 4 u then ru and tr have the same son.

2. For every u. € x*', say with sofl,4, and every u,u of the same sort, say B,if A c B
then tu na e (, .u) Tt @ .u).

Theorem C.3.1 Let R C X*". Then R is FA recognisable if and only tf R is the wtion of
equivalence classes of sonte n-congruence rl on Dn of .finite inclex.

Proof Suppose 8ft is recognised by the deternrinistic autonaton (S, r, A, F). Then define the
n-congruenceqn as satisfying (tu,u) exactly when tu and u have the san'le sort, say B, and for
everyz € X*'of sort Ac B,wehave uu€ R <+ uu €,R. Then4phasfiniteindexsince
the mapping sending [tr],," lthe equivalence class of u) to the state A(r,,Eltl) is one-ro-one.
Further ft : {[r]n* | A(r, gtu) e ,F].

For the convel'se, suPpose R is the union of equivalence classes of some finite n-congruence ?
of finite index. If Bu - ?'6 . . . r1 &s above, then [tu]n : [ro]r . . .1r*lr.so gR is the finite union
of sets which are products as in the decomposition theorem. Hence .E is FA recognisable.

Alternatively, define an automaton accepting €)R as follows. The state set is [trr]n for ur € X"".
The initial state is {)}". The final states are those [r], c r?. There is a transition from state

[n']n to [u]n on input o € D[ exactly when w.6 e [u]n, where gd : o. Then u e L(A) if and
onlyif.,4hasasuccessfulrun[,u9]a''..,[,n),on8uifandonIyifu:wneR.<
As an immediate corollary we have

Theorem C.3.2 Let A be a relational structure u,ith,A c X". Then A is automatic over L if
and only if for the donuin cutd every alomic relatiort R af A there is so,ne n,-congruence 11 of
finiteindex(herenistheari4,67p1sotlzatRistheunionofequivalencecIassesofr7.<

C,4 Reduction to automatic graphs

This section shows that it is sufficient, in some sense, to study automatic graphs. We describe
a procedure that given an automatic structure A (of finite signature) prnduces an automatic
undirected graph 9(A) so that ,4 and g(A) are murually interpretable. The transformarion

53
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of .4 into g(A), for arbitrary structures, is from Hodges [993, Theorem 5.5.1]. Then as a

consequence of Proposition C.2.4 we have that ,,4 is autornatically presentable if and only if
I (A) is automatically presentable. However we directly check that the interpretation preserves
automaticity (and regularity of embeddings), rather than appealing indirccrly ro inreryrctations
in complete structut€s.

Theorem C.4.1 For evetl strlrcIure A there is a graph 9(A) u,irh the follou,ing properties.

A is automaric if and only if I (A) is au.tonnric. And an aatonmtic presentation of g (A)
can be constructed in linear time in the siz.e of an autotnatic presentation of A.

A an.d 9(A) arc mutu.all! interprerable.

TIze irtterpretatiotl of A into 9(A) presentes ent.beddings. Tlzar is A entbeds in B if and
only if 9(A) embeds in 8(B). Moreover the interpretation preserves FA recognisable
entbeddings.

We renrark that the proof implies that if ,4 is automatic over X then 9("a) is automatic over a

possibly larger alphabet. So by Proposition B.l.2l, g(A) is autonratically plesentable over a

binary alphabet.

Ann-tag, where n > 1, is an rrndirected graph isonrorphic to ({0,1,..., n,c},,8), where the
set .E of edges consists of all pairs |i,,i + 1) for 0 < ? < r't, {n,1} and {2,t}.The vertex 0 is
the start of the n-tag. The element c is needed to make the tag rigid, that is a structure without
nontrivial automorphisms.

With each element a € A we associate a 5-tag denoted by T(a) so that the vertices of 7(a)
are the words ac,a,al,... , a5 and edges {a, a1}, {ak,a(k + 1)} for 1 ( k < 4, {a5, a1} and

{aZ,ac}. Here a is the stafi vertex of the tagT(a). We say that every element of this tag is
irzdexed by a.

List the relations of "4 as Rt, . .' , .Ro. Then code relation & of arity ni as follows. Firstly, with
each tuple a: (a.t,...,o,,i) forwhich R"(d.) is true we associate a (5 * i)-tag ?(i,a,) with
vertices a,aI,...,4(5 *i,),ac andedges{a,a1}, {ak,A(k +1)}for1( k < i *4,and
{a(5+z),4} and (aZ,ac). Wesay thateveryelementof this tagisindexedby a. Secondly,with
each tuple d, : (at,. . . , on;) for which R"(A) is true and where the kth element of this tuple is
o6, W€ associate the graph L(i,a, k) consisting of the k vertices a1,, akl, akz, ak3, . . ., alik, a
and edges appearing between every consecutive pair in this list. Thus, L(,i,a,A;) establishes a

path of length k + 1 between a and a in case a is indeed the kth element of the tuple a. We say
that every element on this path is indexedby a.

Lemma C.4.2 If the domain A and the pretlicate R, of the structure A arc regular over L thett
the following relations are regul.ar

t.

2.

3.
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l. Tlrc language ln (.4) - U,..u 7(n) and the binan, rclarion

Er(A): {(r, y) | (1r,, e J) [{r, ,s} is m edge in f (o)]}

2. The language ?(i?n) : Uaen, T(i,,a) and the ltinan,relarion

Er(&): {(z,y) | (la e .&) [{.t,y} is an edse inT(i.,a)]}.

3. The language L(i) : lJu.o,,r.*.,,, L(i,a,k) and the binant relatiort

Es@,) : { (r:, y) | {r,, y} is an edge in some L(i, a, k)} .

Proof Let r be the largest arity amongst the p-many predicates of R; and define the alphabet
Q : {c, I,2,'",r * p + 5}. Assume that X is disjoint from 0 and denote theirunion by X,.
Then the specified rclations are regular over Q. We illusn'ate part 1, the other-two being similar.

T(A) : A. {}, c,I,2,3,4,b}

and 8Er (,a) is the union of the convolutions of

lA.ij x {4. j}
for(a,j)€{(),1),(1,2),(2,3),(3,4),(4,5)'(5'1),(2,c)}.<
Analysis of this proof shows that the sizes of the aurornara that recognise the Ianguages T(,4)
and -81(A) are linear in the size of the autonraton recognising A. Similarly, for the rest of the
relations.

Now define 8(A) : (.I,'(,4), E(A)), where I,,("4) is

r@) u,.Vrr,",', , 
,*U.rr(,)

and E(,4) is

E,(A) u U Ez(&)o [J afal
lSilp t<i<p

Here is the proof of Theorem C.4.1 .

Proof Lemma C.4.2 shows that if .,4 is automatic over X then Q(A) is automatic over X,. And
the remarks after the lemma show that one can construct an automatic presentation of g(",4)
from one of "4 in linear time.

We now prove that .,4 is first order definable in g (A).The property of a vertex being on the start
of an n-tag, for a fixed n, is definable by the formula

Start,,(z) : (lrs) ...(lr")(lc)lr: ro A { (rz,c),(xn,rr)} c nV) fi {",,rr+r) € E(A)].
01i1n
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Given l: € N, the property stating that there is a path of length A between r and g is definable

by the fot'nrula

Pathn(r,y):(lco) ".(-:rp) [r:c6 AA:rr,A A ("n,rr+r) € E(A)].
0si<&

Define a mapping ru sending a e Ato the unique element r € I'(,{) that is the start of the 5-tag

indexed by a. Define a domain D -- {* € I''(/4) | g(A) I Start5(e)}. For relatiott R, of A
define the relation Plrr.,. . . ,rn;) by the fornrula

(lr) [Startu+,(") A Pathp.'1(26, r:)],

saying that there is a path of length k + 1 from rs to the start of some 5 -F ri tag. Then z(,4') :
(D,R,r,..., Ru) is definable tng(A). So if g(.A) is automatic overX'then 14 is automatic over

X(sinceDcX.).

For the convet.se we skerch a proof that g(r4) is interpretable in "4 (see Hodges [1993] for a

slightly fuller rrearmenr). Recall that in the construction of 9("4) there arc thrce main types

of vertices. There are those that occur on 5-tags, indexed by elements of '4. There are those

that occur on (5 * i)+ags, indexed by tuples T € Il4.There are those that occur on paths of

length 1 ni * 1, where ni is the arity of Ri, indexed by tuples T e Il". Within each main

type, there are a variety of species, which can be thought of as formulae in the language of

undirected graphs. For instance one species consists of those vertices that are the stalt of some

5-tag. Formally species can be represented by formulae Ea@) in the language of undirected

graphs where E, (r) says

(lco) "' (J"n-r ) (3rr1r ) "' (lt'*1 ) [Tagr (16,' . -, ri-7, r, ri+l, "', t",+r)]

where Tug",(go,'At,...,Urr,Z) expresses that {ys,Ur,"^,Un,z} forms an n-tag with start 3ts,

edges {An,A+ri for 0 ( zl ( n and edges {Un,yt} and {at,r}. Likewise there are species

(formulae) for elements occurring at specific positions on paths that are indexed by some tuple

T.

Let m be the number of distinct species; the exact value is not important, mercly note that it

depends only on the number p of predicates of ,4, and the largest of their arities. Let a, b be two

fixed distinct elements of ,4. The ,zt-formula

Choosel(3r1,"',U*) : U,i :o A n ai : b,

j+i

is used to pick onr rhe f-th species. Define a map pr, sending a vertex e e V(A), of species i
say,rorheuniquetuple(z,9)inAof length p*m withthepropetlythatif eisof speciesti,

then e is indexed by 7 and ,4 | Choose,(y). Furthelmore, the edge relation between pairs of

7t * m tuples is given by the relationship between species as in the construction of g(A)' So p,

is a p * m.-dimensional interpretation of 8(A) in A'

A
1(A'(n;
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Fin:ally,an,embedding .f : l{ -+ B naturally extends ro an embedding g : g(A) _, g(B).
Morcover if f is EA reeognlsable then so is g since, for examBla if /("1 = gr then g(nil : ui,
a aondition that can be cheeked utilising rhe fini,te automaton for !.
Convu'sely if l : g(-4\ -+ 9{B) is an embedding then the resrriction of / to D is an embedding
of v4 into 6,,Indeed, l:etR)r be an atsmie relation i:n l, and F = gT. Then I F A(z) if and only
if r is the index of a (5 + ri).tag if and only if /r is the ind€,L of I (E + ii)-tag (sr'ncc g(-A) h;,as

no nontrivial aut'ourorph,isms) if and only if ,4 F E(t). Furt1rer if / itg FA recognisable, then so
is its re-srriction to the regular d,olnain D.



Chapter D

Unary vs. non-unary

This chapter presents an initial step in classifying classes automatic structures. First some

classes of unary automatic stluctllres are classified. Then the complexity involved in the morc

general case is investigated.

D.l, Unary automatic structures

As an initial step in classifying automatic structLues, we consider the unary automatic graphs.

That is, those automatic structures f satisfying the following constraints:

t. I : (G,E) is a graph.

The domain G consists of unary strings.

We define a procedure l,l that is used to describe the isomorphism types of the unary automatic

graphs. The procedurel,,{ takes finite graphs and finite relations as input parameters, collectively

denotedbyFsay,andyieldsapossiblyinfinitegraphU(P), thatwecall an unwinding of the

parameters IF. Valying the input parameters lF over all syntactically valid possibilities, yields

exactly the required class of graphs. Unwindings are formally defined in Definition D.1.7. The

main result is then:

Theorem D.1,1 (Unwinding) A graph is au.tomalicalll, presentable over the alltlmbet {I} if
and only if it is isomorphic to an unwinding U(P) of some paranteter set P.

The name wmtinfling stems from the pictorial view of the procedureU. In a simple case,U

takes a finite graph B: (8,E6) and a relation R C B2 asparameters. It then "unwinds"6by

spreading countably many disjoint copies of it in a line, and placing edges between vertices of

these copies as prescribed by the binary retation .R. That is, the unwinding has domain N x B
58
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and for every ?1 € N an edge fi'onr (n, D) to (rz, c) wherr (b. c) € En, and for every ??, € N an
edge flom (n, b) to (n + 1, c) when (0, c) e ,R.

We begin by describing the 2-tape autonrata over a unarJ alphabet. In the decomposition the-
orem (Theorenr c.l.l) wirh n :2 and r : {ti,each rq, is one 

"f {(l)},{(i)} "r {(1)}.
So each of the factors .R1 is rccognised by a l-tape unary automaton. But the structure of these
automata are easily understood.

The following will be a simple running exarnple to help illustmte the concepts.

Example D.|.2 The structurc (V,,S) is autonratically presentable over a unary alphabet.
Indeed the structure with domain {1}. and relation.R given by the regr:larexprcssion

(N (N u (i) u (i)l(l)(l)t''(1)(i) u t(l)(i)1.(1) (jJ,

is an automatic presentation where ,\ codes 0, and for n. € N\ {0}, the string 12'+1 codes rr and
12" codes -rz.

Let X : {o}. Since the nronoids X" (with concatenarion) and N (with addition) are isomorphic,
we implicitly may interchange a unarJ string o" with its length rz.

A set .'4 c N has period p (p e N) if for every ?] € N, it holds tlrat n e A if and only if
n + p € A. A set is periodic if it has some period p. lf A has period p then,A also has period
kxpforeverykeN\{0}.
The following facts are elementary.

Fact D.1.3 I. Every regular unary language ,-t c {o}- can be expressed as ? u P where T
is finite and P is periodic.

2. SayT c {o}- befiniteandletP c {oi-beperiodic. Foreveryf € Natleastas
large as rnoxp67 ltr,'l and every period 7t of P, there is an automaton B recognising T U P
of the following form: The states S of 6 arc {qs, -.. ,Qt+p-t}, the initial state is qs, the
transitions are A(g;, o) : qt+t for 0 ( i, < t *p, and L(qr*r,o) : qr, and accepting
states {qu I i€ ? U P and0 < i < t + p - t}.

Note that it is not assumed that T and P are disjoint. So l, p, and F uniquely characterise the
automaton 6. Call the parameter set (i, p) the looping constant of the automaton.

lf At,"',A* are unaly automata with looping constants (t,,p) respectively, then there exists
automata Br,'" ,66 where for each rl the autonraton B.i is equivalent to .,41 but B; has looping
constant (t,p) where t : rr&Xr t;. and p : (t. + 1) x f|tpt.

Note D.1.4 Let.R be as in the Decomposition Theorem for n : z and lxl : 1. Say L(A) :
8ft for some autontaton ,4. Then each factor,Q is recognised by a l-tape unary automaton ",4i.
As in the previotts paragraph we can simultaneously choose these automata so that each has the
same looping constant, say (1, p). In fact since yt ) t, we can choose automata so that each has
looping constant (p,p).Write p(A) for p.
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Coltinuing Example D.I.2 let .r4 be an automaton recognising R. It is nol hard to see that '4
rinalr be ch'osen with p(,4) = 2.

W€ now irntrsduce some additional notation, that considembly eases ttre leadability of what

forllows.

Definitior D.1.5 Given a periodp de$ne

T={n€Nl0<n<p}

andfari. € BX diffnr
4 : {n eN fp(i + 1) S n < p(i+:2)}.

InpanicularPs- {r1, e N lpSn < 2p}. Forn€Fwlett?,r € N beashnrtltawlfotn+?.pso
thatn; € Pa.

Lemma D"f,,6 l,et.A be a ?--tape autanxaton ouer aXphaber {f } with p - p(A) € N c}rosez as

in note D..1,4,. Then L,(A) - B U D whcre D is af,ni,te. ser and B, is a'fuire rstiort of sets otthe

faltrowing tJPe fuhere aib € Ps and d eT)i;

a. {e(d, bn+t) lt e N},

h {a(,ba+r ,d) l'i' € }v},

e. {@(ai,,h,) li€N},

d. {@(olnbe+r) lz € N},

a {@(Dr+r ,ar) li € DV},

t f. {a'(oo, h*au) ll{,i €= Ntr}'

l

] 8' {@('bo*u+i,ar) l'd,i € N}'

I

I Proof By the decomposition theorem and the Frevious, remarks we see that t(.4) consists

exactly of words of the rorm (l)'(6)s whpre (d) e {(t), fi)} and either

7. n,y €?or

2. n €Tand U - etforsome e E hand all i € I$; or

3.. * - eaarrd y € ? f'or sorne e E Poand all ? € N; or

4.. fr: E;andU: t:tforsorme e,X € Po and alli, j e N.
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In case 1. there are only finitely many such words. so tlrese are placed in D.

Incase2. say {(l)'(i)"'lr e N} c L(A). Then @(d,d+e,) € L(A)toreveryf € N. Bur
d.*es:0. forsomea.( € P0u4.So {o(d,br+.) li € N} c L(A) whichcorrespondsrorype
a. and if e : 0 then therc arc finirely many words of the form g(rJ. b6) which can be placed in
D. The case of (l)"(1)"' is symmetrical.

Incase3. say i(i)"'(i)'ti e N) c L(A). Then B(e;, ct+ei) € L(A)foreveryi € N. But
d+es: D, forsomeb, € P0uPr. so,io(er,br+,) lz e N) c L(A) conespondingtocasesc.
or r/. as required. The case of (l)"'()" ir symnrerrical.

In case 4. say {(l)"'(i)l t i € N} c L(A). Then as before &(er,.fi * e,) € l(.,4) forevery
i,j e Nand.fo*es: lro € hUpp soinparticular{g(e;,.0r*o*i) li,j € N} c L(A)
corresponding to cases .f. or d. as required. The case of (l)"'(,1),, ir symmetrical. <

continuing Example D.1.2for p(A): 2, rhe ser ? : {0, 1} and ps : {2,3}. Then ^c(,4)
viewed as a subset of NJz can be exprcssed as .B U D where D : g{(2,0), (0,1), (1,3)} and
letting a :2 and l : 3, .B is the union of followins sets:

r {8(a,;-1-1, a) | i € N}, (conesponding to irenr e. in the Lemma), and

. {8(D1, Do*r) I f e N}, (corresponding to itenr d.).

Unwinding construction for graphs

The following informal description should serve as sufficient introduction ro the definition of
the unwinding procedule which is central to the characterisation of the unary automatic graphs.

The unwinding procedure takes a set of parameters IF as input, consisting of two finite graphs
B and D and binary relations r?, and Li where 7 < j < 4. It yields a graph Z/(F) which copies
these relations with certain regularity. In particular this graph, called an unwinding, contains
one copy of 2 and countably many copies of 6, where we denote the ith copy by 6i. pictorially,
the procedure "unwinds" the copies of B in a line, from left to right say, so that the Bith copy
precedes the Bt+lth copy for all z € N and 2 precedes 80. All that remains is to specify the
edges amongst the 6"s and between the Bt's and D. The relations R; and I; suggest edges
directed to the right and left respectively: the edges between D and its adjacent copy in the line,
namely 80, are realised by the parameters Rr and .Lr; while edge relations between D and the
copies of 6 not adjacent to 2 (namely 6i for i > 1) are prescribed by the parameters -82 and
L2' Analogously, edge relations between adjacent copies of B areprescribed by parameters -R3
and 23. Finally edge relations between non-adjacent copies of B are prescribed by parameters
Ra and La.

: (B,Ee) is a graph, then for, € N, the i-th copy of B is the graph with vertex ser

B x {f}. We write L,i for the ordered pair (&,i). The edge relation of B, is defined as

{(oo ,bn) | (o, b) e En}.

IfB
Bt:
flx_uB-
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ffi

Figure D.I : An unwinding of some parameter set.

In preparation for the formal definition, let B and D be disjoint finite sets of symbols. Choose

a parameter set IP : (D, B, R4, L;)i=r,z,s,a consisting of graph parameters and relational param-

eters. Thatis,D : (D,Ep) and B : (B,EB) are (possibly empty) graphs. The relational

parameters are possibly empty relations where Ri C D x B and Lt C B x D for i : I,2
and .Q, L,i C B x B fori :3,4. The parameters D,R;Lafor i : L,2 are called extensiott

paranxeters.

Definition D.|.7 (unwinding) The unwinding of the pardmeter set, writtenu(P), is the graph

withvertexset U;spBi U D. The edge rel.ation consists of UiEsE's, Ep and thefollowing edges.

Fora,beB,deD
(d, bo) when (d, b) e fir; (bo, d) whett

(d,,bo*t) wlrcn (d,b) e R2; (b'*t, d) u'hert

(oo, iro*t) when. (a, b) e R3; (on*t,bu) when

(ai,bt+z+i1 wlzen (a, b) e .Ra; (ai+2+i lbi) when

A graph is called an unwindi ng if it is isom.orphic to U (P) for sonrc P.

Continuing Example D.l.2 define lF as follows. LetD be the graph with vertex set {d,e}
and edge (d,").Let B be the graph with vertex set {o,b} and no edges. Let J?1 : {(e,b)},
Lt : {(r,d)}, Rs : {(b,b)} and.L3 : t(a,a)}. Let & and Li Q : 2,4)be empty. Then

U(P), the unwinding of the parameter set lF, yields a graph isomorphic to (Z' S).

Here are some other examples of graphs that are unwindings. One half of the Theorem D. | .1

says that each such graph is automatically presentable over a unary alphabet.

Example D.1.8 Every finite graph is an unwinding.

LetDbethefinitegraph,and|eta||theotherparametersbeempty.<

Example D.f .9 (N,.9) is art unwinding.

Let B have verrex set {e} and no edges, let R3 : t(r,,e)} and let all the other parameters be

empty.Thenunwindingl/(F)isisomorphicto(N',9).<

(b,d) e L1;

(b,d)eL2, z€N;
(a,b)e\, i€N;
(a,b) € La, i,7 € N.
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Exanrpfe D.l.l0 Ever), ordinal< c.r2 is an tnm,incling,
Every ordinal < r,'2 is of the formwB * n.for sonre B, a € w. LetD be the graph with vertex
set{dr,"',do} andedgerelation {(d,i,,d) l1< t S r S o,i. Let6bethegraphwith vertex
set {bl,"',bp} and edgerelation t(Du,l;r) l r s i < j <0}. t-er Lt : Lz: {(br,di) l r s
i'<0,1 s j <ft).Let-R3-ftE: {(b,,b) l1s,< j-< B}.Letailtheotherparametersbe
entpty.Thent/(F)isisonrorphictotheordinalul3+o,'<

Exampfe D.l.ll rhe finire disjoint union o-f unwindings is an unw,inding.
Let IF(1) and F(2) be two paran'reter sets and define IF as theirdisjoint union (taken componenr-
wise).ThenZ(1P)isthedisjointunionof7(F(1))andt/(F(2)).<

Example D-1.12 The countable disjoint union of a finite grctph is an unutinding.
Let B be the finite graph and let all the other paramerers be enrpty. Then Z/(F) is a counrable
disjoint union of copies of the graph 6.

Proof of Theorern D.1.1 (Unwinding)

Proof If the domain of G is finite then it is both an unwinding and automatically presentable
over {1}. So assume that the domain of g is infinite.

(-+) ,Withoutlossof generalitysuppose thatg: (G,.8) isanauromaricgraphwithdomain
{f }.. Let Abe a 2-tape automaton recognising the convolution 6l-8. The domain {1}" can be
partitioned into 7 and Urero4. (Definition D.l .5). LetPo and T be the subgraphs g with vertex
set P0 and r respectively. we are required to find a parameter set Ip : (D, B, R4, L.i)Et,z,t,s
and show that G is isomorphic to U(tr).

Define the graph parameters as follows: D : T and B - Ps. We now define the relational
parameterc R; and remark that the parameters Li arc symmetrically defined. For all a,b € Ps
and d, e T,

(d,b) e ft <=+ (d,bil € E, (d,,b) e R2 -> (d,b) e E,
(a,D) e ft3 <+ (o,o,br)e E,(a,b)eRa <=+ (ao,bz)€E.

Now, U(F) : (U,Eti) is isomorphic to I under the isomorphism which sends ai ro a; for
a € Ps, and fixes 7. Indeed, for all d, € T, a, b e. po and i, j € N, we have

(d,bo) e ELr 
-> 

(d",b) e R1
(d,bt+t) e E, €+ (d.,b) e Rz
(ai,6t+t) e Eu -+ (a, lr) e .R3

(ai.bt+z+i1 € Er, <+ (a,b) e Ra

In each row, the first equivalence follows from the unwinding definition and the second equiv-
alence follows from the definitions of ,R, above. In the last three rows, the third equivalences
follow from Lemma D.1.6 parts 1,2 and 3 respectively. Analogous statements are true about

<+ (d,bs) e E,

-+ (d,b1)eE €+
<+ (as,b1)eE <+
++ (a6,b2)e E €+

(d,bo+r) e E,,

(an,h*t) e E,
(ar,b+z*) € E .
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the parameters .L1. These cases accoLrnt for all the edges in U(F) and 9. So we have described

a parameter set IF and exhibited that the unwinding U(F) is isomorphic to the given autonratic

glaph f, as tequired.

(<-) 
'Let //(F) : (U,E1r) be an unwinding for some choice IF : (D,B,R;,Li)i=t,2,3,4 of

paramerers. We show that U is isomorphic to an automatic graplr g over the domain {1}..
We first define f. Suppose D : {d0,.. .,dn't} and.B : {b1, "',bn}. Then by the notation

pleceding the unwinding definition, Bi : {(bl, ?), ''', (Dn, i)i. Define the bijective mapping

OfromthedomainUonto{t}.assendingdr.to1t-1 for0( i 1mand(lr.i,i) to1-+j+'ifor
I3 j ( rz. Thendefine Q: ({ 1}.,8) where.EistheintageunderOof therelation.Ey,namel}

O(Eu) : {(O(r),O(E)) I (,r,g,) a Eg}.We finish theproof by showing that I is automatic.

Indeed, we show there exists an automaton ,4 which recognises the convolution 8.8. It follows

from the unwinding definition that we can write Eu as EL, : Ute xEb U EolUtUUzlJUsUUq
where

Ut : t(d,l,o) lde D,beBj u
[Jt : t(d,lrn*t) ld, e D,b e B,e e N] u
tJ3 : {(ai,bi+]) lo,be B,ie N} u
Ua : {(ai,bi+i+z) lo,b e B,i,i € Ni u

{(to,d) ldeD,beB},
{(bn*t,d) | d e D,b € B,i. € N},

t(o.'ot ,bn) | o,b € B,i € N),

{(oi+i+2,bn) lo,b e B,i, j € Ni

SoE: O(Eu) : O(UrenrE';UO(ED)UO(Ur)UO(Ur)uO(I/3)UO(U4)'Butthesetof allFA

recognisable n-ary relations is closed under union. Hence it is sufficient, and routine, to show

that each rctation in tbe above expression is FA recognisable over {1}. So we have constntcted

anaL|tomaticgraph9whichisisomoIphictothegivenunwindingu(P),asr.equired.<

Application of the unwinding theorem

The followirrg results can be used to show that a particular strLlcture does not have a unary

automatic prcsentation. For our pur?oses, all graph{heoretic ploperties are in the underlying

undirected graph of G. For example, a path is a sequence of vertices with the property that

successive vertices at€ connected by an edge in either direction.

Lemma D.1.13 If a graphis an unwinding then il contains afinite nunzber of irzfinite connected

components and there is a bound on th.e size of the Jinite connected componenls.

Proof Consideran unwindingl/(D,B,R4,Lt)i=t,z,J,,t.Then since the graph 2 is finite it is
sufficient to show the clainr for graphs with empty extension parameters . Let'Jl : (H, E) be

such a graph. Let f : (F, Ep) be a finite connected con'tponent of H. Then for all a e B,

if a., e F and ai e F then .i : J. For otherwise, by the unwinding definition, oi would

be connected to infinitely many aft, contradicting the assumption that f is finite. Hence the

number of vertices in the finite connected components of ft is bounded by lBl.

Consider an infinite component L of ?t. Then by the unwinding definition there is some c € B
such that.I contains infinitely many c'. But if ci and ci+t are in / then so is ci+ft+'for every

rz€N.HencetheIeareatmoSt|B|manydistinctinfinitecomponents.<
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In order to characterise the isomorphism types of a parricular
Lemma D.l- 13 it is sufficient to characterise tlie isomorphism
automatic graphs in that class.

Equivalence structurcs

65

class of automatic graphs, by

types of the infinite connected

Theorem D.l.l4 [also Blumensath - 1999] An equival.ence strltctltrc is autonmticalll, ltresenrable
or)er o unary alphabet if and snlv if it has,finitefi,mant, inrtnirc equivalence classes ancl there is
a finite bound on tlrc sizes of the fnite equit,alence clrtsses.

Proof Necessity is just an application of Lemma D. l. 13. For sufficiency note that each infinite
equivalence class is an unwinding, the conntable disjoint union of a finite equivalence class is
an unwinding by Example D.l .12 and by assunrption the equivalence relation consists of a finite
unionofunwindingS'sobyExamp|eD'l.llisitselfanunwinding.<

Injections and permutations

Theorem D.1-f5 An injection structure is autontalisallv presentable over a utzary alphabet if
and only if it has finitely ryav1t infinite orbits and there is a finite bouncl on the sizes of tlrc finite
orbits.

Theorem D.r.16 [also Blumensath - lggg)A petmutation stncture is autamaticallv ptzsentable
over a unan) alphabet if and onQ if ir lns finitelt, rnany infinire orbits ancl tlrcre is a finite bound
on the sizes of the finite orbits.

Linear orders

Write i,.r for the (linear order of the) type of the positive natural numbers, o* for the type of
the negative natural numbers, and n for the type of the finite Iinear order with exactly n € N
elements. Each has an alrtomatic presentation over a unary alphabet. Also, if linear orders 11
and L2 are unwindings then the ordered sum 11 * L2 is also an unwinding.

Proposition D.1.17 If t. : (L, <) is autonmtically presentable over a Lmary alphabet tlzen f.
contains a finite nuntber of elenrcnts with no inmtediate successors.

Proof Suppose that (I, <) is isomorphic to an unwinding, say U(P), wherc Ip is as in Defini-
tion D.1.7- Write s for the partial function on .C rhar sends ,r to irs successor (if defined). Let
b e B and suppose b'o has no successor for some io ) 0. Then from the unwinding definition
s(bl) is undefined. Suppose, without loss of generality, that bl < b2. Then again fr-om the
unwinding definition we see that for every ri > 0, bt < bi+t and s(Di) is undefined. So for every
i > 0 there exist infinitely many z € I between iri and Dt+1. In par-ticular; forevery,i there
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exists ce B suchthat bi < c!'a 6i+1 forevery k> 2. ButsinceBisfinite,thereexists i < j
andc€Bsuclrthatlri<c2<Di+landN<c2<U+l,contradictingthefactthatbi+l <bi.
Henceifr€.LhasnoSucceSsorthenT€.DUB0,afiniteset.<

Coro||aryD.l.r8Th'eorderQisraloLl,tonmtiCa||ypresentableoverQunan|nIp|nbet'<

Suppose a linearly ordered structure L : (L,() is autonratic over a Lrnary alphabet. Define
a binary relation p as satisfying those pairs (2, y) where there are only finitely many elenrents

between u and gr. Indeed therc arc finitely many elements in [e, g] (for r < y) if and only if

(32 € lr,y))(Vz' e [r,uD lr'l < ltl.

Hence p is FA recognisable in the given unary prcsentation of L. But p is an equivalence
relation, so by Theorem D.l.l4 there are finitely many infinite p-equivalence classes. The

following arc now inrmediate.

Theorem D.1.19 [also Blumensath - 1999] A linear order L = (L, <) has atx autom.atic pre-
sentcttiort over a unan, alplmbet if and only if it is isomorphic to a finite swl of linear orders
chosenfronz u), {,)* or n, for n € N.

Coroffary D.1.20 [cf. Rubin - 19991 [also Blumensath - 1999] A well order is autonxatically
presentable over a urlary alplmbet if and only if it is < r,.'2.

CoroffaryD.l.2t [Blumensath - 1999] The unary autonmtic structures are not closed under
n-dintensional interpretations for n > 1.

Proof The ordinal u.,2 is 2-dimensionally definable in terms of the unarv automatic ordinal a.r. {

PropositionD.l.22 Blumensath The monadic second order theory of every unary auto,natic
structure is decidable.

Proof Recall that a structure is unary automatic if and only if it is first older interpretable (with
dimension 1) in the structure U : (N, (, (= modulo n),,ero). We establish that Z,/ is monadic
second order definable in the structure (N, S). Then since (N, ,9) has decidable monadic second

order theoly Biichi 119621, so does every Lrnary alrtomatic structure.

The formula Seg(X) defined as

(vz € x)(ly e X)S(y):2

says that X is an initial segment of N. So the formula Leq(X) defined as

(VX) [(Seg(x) 
^ 

m e X) -+ n € x]
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says thar n. I yn. The formula /'11,, (.\) defined as

)e f n(Ve) [r:e .y (* A1q?a,,.gt(r) f _dnS"(r) e tl
says that I consists of those :r that arc rnultiples of rz.

Then the fonnula N4od,,(r, y) defined as

&x) [n/r(-Y) -+ (r: € .Y e a € x)]

saysthat r=A modulon.
in (N, S).

So (N"Leq, (A4odr),,erq) is a monadic second orderdefinitionof ll

Most of the content of this section has been reported in Khoussainov and Rubin t200ll, Ru-
bin [1999] and independently by Blunrensath t1999). Indeed, rhe latter proves rhe unwinding
characterisation of the unary autotnatic graphs essentially via a method sinrilar to the proof of
Theorem C.2.9. Note that if ,4 is a unary automatic structure then by Theorem C.4.1 there is a
nrutually interpretable automatic graph g(A).However the proof of g(A) does not give us that
9(A) is autonlatic overa unary alphabet. See Blumensarh Ilgggfior an algebraic characterisa-
tion of relations of arbitrary arity that are FA recognisable over a unary alphabet.

D.2 Automatic equivalence and injection structures

The isomorphism types of unary automatic equivalence relations and injection structures are
identified in Theorems D.l.l4,D.l.l6 and D.l.l5. This section illustrates rhe complexities
involved in characterising classes of automatic structures in the non-unary case. The classes
of equivalence and injection structur€s are chosen since classically their isomorphism types are
easily described in terms of natural invariants. Also, a full characterisation of the automatic
equivalence relations will probably precede one for trces, linear orders etc.

Automatic equivalence relations

An equivalence structure t is of the form (8, p) where p is an equivalence relation on domain
6- Define theheighrhg oft asthefunctionNu{r,,'} -+ Nu{c,.'} sarisfyinghg(r) : mif and
only if m is the number of p-equivalence classes of size n. The value u.r means that the number
or size is infinite.

Note that equivalence structures t1 and t 2 ffe isomorphic if and only if hg , : h,g,.

So to characterise the autontatic equivalence structures one should describe the behavio ur of hg
exactly when 6 is automatic.

Theorem D.l.l4 says that € is unan, automatic if and only if hg(u) is finite and for all but
finitely many ?? € N, izg(r) : 0. The results of this section show that the situation in the
non-unary case is complex.

67
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For an equivalence structure t we define t, (respectively f1) as the restriction of t to those

elenrents that are in infinite (respectively finite) equivalence classes.

Lemma D.2.1 If tlte equivalence structlue t is autontalic lhen so arc t1 and tr. Morcovet t
is autonttrtisall\ presentable if and onlv iJ'€ t is.

Proof The set of elenrents that are in infinite p-classes is definable by l*y p(r,'a).So if f, is
agtomatic then so is t, and ty. Furthermore t, only consists of infirrite equivalence classes.

There are either finitely nany or infinitely many of them. But such equivalence l€lations are

a|waysautomatical|ypresentabIeasirrExamp|eB'2.l6.<
Thus, in characterising alltonatic equivalence structures t.,we can assume that each equivalence

class is finite. Therefore, from now on assllme that h6(,1) : 0.

Lemma D.2.2 If t is an autonlatic equi'valence structLtre then it has an automatic prcsentaliort

(E', p') satisfiing the proper4' tlzat i.f (", y) e p' ilrcn l"l : l3/1.

Proof Suppose 6 is automatic over l. Recall the length lexicographic ordering (11u" is auto-

matic over X, Example B.l.l0. It has order type u.r and if t <y", g then lrl S lEl. Define a new

domain E over alphabet ((X U {1}).)'as the set of pairs (r,1") where r is in the domain of t
and rz is the length of the (11""-longest word in the p-equivalence class containing r. Note that

E' is FA recognisable. Define a new equivalence relation p' containing pairs ((", 1"), (g, 1-)) if
and only if (r, y) e p and n : m. Then (.E', p') is an automatic equivalence relation isomolphic

to f,.

Next we burild equivalence structures fi'om languages .L C t*. Define an equivalence structul€

t(L):(L,-t)where -t(r,y) exactlywhenlrl : lyl. If "tisregularoverXthen6(I) isan

automatic equivalence relation over X.

We would like to characterise automatic equivalence structures in tenns of hg. The next series

of r.esults provide several examples and standard constnrctions for building autonatic equiva-

lence structures whose height function exhibits nontrivial behaviour.

LetLbealanguageoverl. Thegrowthof Iisthefunctiongldefinedasgl(n) : lt"nrl
for n < r,.'. The following is implicit in Szilard, Yu, Zhang, and Shallit 11992).

Lemma D.2.3 For any polynonrialfunctiort p whose cofficients are positive inlegers there is a

regular language L, wlrcse growthfunction is p.

Proof Note that if /,r and L2have growth rates pl and p2, respectively, and 11 )L, -- 0 then

their union has growth rate p1+ p2. So it is sufficient to exhibit for each k e N a language -L,,t

with growth rate ne.

For ru € X", write'ur+ for r.u'u*. Note that Ar, :0+1+'''ft+ has growth (";t)- Consider the

languages Bt : 0+1+ . . (A - l)ok.. Then .86 : Ak-t lJ Ar. Hence the growth of B* is
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(";t) + (l-l) : (i). Considerthe lan-euages C6 defined as the disjoint union of A:! copies of
81. Then Ct has growth n,(n. - 1) . . .(" - ft + i) which we wrire as n&. We now nrake use
of the standard identity r:ft : Xl=o^9(k, i);r1 wherc rhe .9(&, i.) are Stirling numbers of the first
kind; that is the nunrber of ways of parritioning a set of size ft into i non-empty subsets. So
Ln'k:Uf=oUs(l'',1Cl,wherctheunionsaretakentobedisjoint,hastherequircdgrowth.<

Lemma D.2.4 For anv e-rponential function e(rt) of the fonn lca"+t', ulrcre 2 < k ancl a, b arc
positive inlegers, there exists a regular language yvlrcse growrh functiort is exactly e.

Proof Let x : {1,2,'..,k'}. Then .L : x* has growth A:o". The disjoint union of &;D many
copies of .L has growth Ttan*b.

Theorem D-2.5 For evet),function .f u,hich is either a polvnontial p u,lnse cofficierlts are
positive integers or an exponenticrl functiott lrott+b, u,herc k > 2 and a,,b are fixecl positite
integers, there exisls ot't autontalic equivalence rcIation t such tlzat hE(/(n)) : cfor a// n € N
antl where c I w a constant.

Proof From Lemma D.2.3 and Lemma D.2.4 there exists a regular language I whose gt.owth
function is identical to ./. So d(1,) is automatic and the desired equivalence structure. The
theorem for case c : 1 is proved. Now note that for , I @; the c-fold disjoint union of
auton.laticequivalenceStructuresjsautomatic,byPropositionB.1.22'<
Consider two functions f , g with domain and range N. Their Dirichler convolution is

(f *g)(rz) : llto)utu),
ab=n

and their Cauclty product is

ff#g)(') : f (")g(b).

Proposition D'2.6 Let 'll be the class of lrcighr functiotzs of au.tomatic equivalence structures.
Then ?{ is closed under addition, Dirichlet convolution antl Cauchl, product.

Proof Let €i : (Et,p1) for i : I,2 be two automatic equivalence structures with height
functions f and g respectively. Without loss of generality, assume that the domains E1 and E2
aredisjoint. Definetheautomaticequivalencestructrrretsr\)6rastheirdisjointunion; thatis,
the domain is.E1 U E2 and the relation is p : h U pz. Then the height function of Es,ur, is

f+g.
For the Dirichlet convolution define the direct product t1 x t2 as the eqpivalence srructure
with domain,E'1 x 82. Define two pairs (rr,a) and (r2,,uz) to be related if (r1, n) € p1 and
(gt,az) e p2. Then this equivalence structure is auromatic and has height ,f * g.

T
a+b=n
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For the Cauchy ptoduct, let I c Eibe the unary predicate that picks out rhe length lexico-
graphically least elenrent fronr each equivalence class of t1. Define an equivalence structure
f,withdonrain(7r x Eiu(Tzx E1). Definerwopairs(r:1,y1) and (ttz,yz)toberelatedif
either [", : x:2tnd(Ar,uz) € hu pz]sr [(r,,yr) e p1 and (rr,yr) € pz].Then this is an
equivalence structure and is automatic. We now check that it has height /#g. Suppose -X is
a p1-equivalence class of size a, containing c' € fi, and )' is a p2-equivalence class of size
b, containingy' < 72. Associate with the pair (X,l') thet-class Ccontainillg (u',y'). Then
bydefinition,ccomprises {(*',u) lv e l,'} and {(a',r) lr e -{}. Hencechas sizea*b.
Conversely, every t class C of size n contains some (r;', g') for r' € T1 and y, € Tz, and so
urniqnely determines the corresponding p1 and p2 classes, say -Y and )" rcspectively, for which
lxl +l)'l :rr.

Exampfe D.2.7 There is an autornatic equival.ence structurc E so that hg(n) is the nuntber of
divisors of n.

LetT be an equivalence strlrcture witlr h7(n) : 1. It is automatically presentable by Theo-
rcnr D.2.5. Then by Proposition D.2.6 there is an automatic structure t with height hTxtryQt);
that is, hg@) is the nunrber of divisors of n.

We have not been able to characterise the automatic equivalence structures. We think that
the characterisation is closely related to the question of whether the isomorphism problem for
automatic equivalence relations is decidable.

Automatic permutation structures

An iniection structurc "4 is of the form (A, f ) where / is a one-to-one map of ,4. Writing /-1
fortheinverseof /,anorbitof /isdefinedastheset{/i(a) li,e V,} forsome a€ A. Notethat
an orbit of an injection structure may be finite or isomorphic to (t,'l, S) or (v,, S).

If / is a bijection then (,4, /) is called a pennutation structurz. As for equivalence structures
define the height h,4 : N u {r} -+ N u {r,r} where ha(n) is the number of olbits of size n. In
Theorems D. I . l5 and D.l . l6 it is shown that an injection (or permutation) "4 has an automatic
presentation over a utzary alphabet if and only if ha@) is finite and ha(n) : 0 for all but
finitelymanyn€N.

An automatic equivalence structure t over X* can be turned into an automatic permutation
strllcture A(t) as follows. Consider the automatic linear (11ga on X* type ar; see Exam-
ple B.l.l0. For each r € E we proceed as follows. If r is nor the maximal element in its
equivalence class, then define /(r) as the rninimal g p-equivalent ro z. Orherwise define /(r)
as the minimal element in the equivalence class containing r. Note that if a e €, then / trans-
forms the equivalence class into Z-type orbit, namely the structure isomoqphic to (2.5) where
S is the successor function on the integers. Clearly then hg : hAttl.Hence, we can replace
equivalence structures with pernrutation structures in Theorem D.2.5.
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We now show that the height functions h.a of automatic permutation structules can be related
to the running tinres of Turing machines. Let M be a Turing machine over input alphabet X.
Its configuration graph C(M) consists of the set of all configurarions of M,with an edge from
c to d if 7 can move from c to d in a single transition. Recall that the configuration graph is
automatic, see Example B.2. 19.

Definition D.2.8 A Turing nmcltine R is reversible r/eue r'\,l'errex in C(R) has borh indegree
and outdegtce at nxost one.

Bennett [1973] proved that every deterrninistic Turing machine M can be simulated by a re-
versible Turing machine R.

Lemma D.2.9 For eve4' determinisric Turing machine M tlrcre is an eqt.tivalent reversible
Turing ntachine R.

Proof Suppose M is a deternrinistic machine. The idea is that rnachine 7l' simulates ,&4 and
records the transitions that M perfornred on a separate 'history' tape. Recall Example B.2.lg
for notation of configuration spaces. Formally, machine R has the sanre state set as M, the
same initial state and the same halting states. Suppose rhat the transitions of M are numbered
{7,2,.. ., k}. Then the transitions of 7?, are of the form

An((or, oz), rt) : ((d,, 6z), q', (dt, d))

where Aaa(or,q) : (5r,q',d1) is a transition of Mnumbered 1 ( 6z ( A and dz : R and
oz = A is the blank tape symbol. That is, if R is in state g and has or under its first (simulating-
tape) head and nothing under its second (history-tape) head, then it does exactly what 14 would
have done on its first tape, and records (the number ofl that transition of M on a cell of its
history tape and moves the history tape-head one cell to the right. Note that M and R accept
the same language.

configurations of R are of the form (c, y) where c is a configurarion of M and y : (at,az) is
the content of the second tape of R with the head placed lgrl + 1 cells from the left. If there is
no edge leaving c in the configuration space C(M) of M then there is no edge leaving (c,y) in
C(R)' If there is such an edge in C(M) then since /V{ is deterministic it is unique. Now since
7l also ignores the contents of its second tape, there is a unique edge leavin g (c,d in C(R).
Hence every configuration of C(R) has outdegree ar mosr one.

Now suppose that (r,y), with y : (gr, 92), configuration of R that has indegree more than one.
Say it has predecessors are (d, r) and (d.' , n').Write I (respectively t') for the unique transition
t of M that sends cto d, (respectively d').Since this transition is recorded as the first symbol
of y2 it follows that f : t'. Furthermorc I uniquely determines the state and content of the tape
underthe heads. So if d : (h,at,az) and d : (q\,a\,a!) rhen q1 : gl and the first symbols
of o,2 and a!, are equal (namely those symbols underthe respecrive heads). Similarly the tape
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contents not under the head are recorded in c and hence deterrnined, so o.1 : a1 and a,z : a!c.

Hence d,: d'.

Now if r: (rt,12) and fr' : (r't,:r!) thenbyconstructionof R,Ut::r1.t::r:! .lsor;1 - r:'r.

Similarly x:z : x:tz since their first syrnbol is the blank and the rcst are the same as the rest of y2.

Hence r : r' and so (c, y) has a unique prcdecessor in C(R).

So every configuration of C(R) has indegree at most one and so R is rcversible as required. <
LetTi,nteT (ur) be the number of steps 7 takes to halt on ,ro, so that Ti.me7(tu): a if ? does
not halt on ru.

Theorem D.2.f 0 For evet! reversible Turing ntachine R, there corrcsponds an automatic per-
nxutaliotl structure A(R) such thatfor everyt trr € X* therc is an orbit irz A(R) of si<.eTimep(ut).

Proof Let the configulation graph of ft be C(R) -- (C,.8) over alphabet X. We may assume
that the unique initial state of R is not a final state and that once the machine leaves the initial
state it never rcturns to it. Then Time(r.u) > 0 for all 'u. Let I,O c C respectively be the set of
configurations with indegree 0 and with outdegree 0. These sets being definable are automatic.
Let C' be a disjoint isomorphic copy of C over alphabet X' as in Remark B.l .20 and write c' for
d(c) where6:C-+C'istheisomorphism.Defineapermutationfunction/ondomainCUC'
asfollows. lf (c,cl) e Ethen f (r): dand f (d'): c'.lf c €.Ithen f(c'): c.lf d e O then

f (d') : d'.

The structure (C u C' , E , I , O,6) is automatic over alphabet ! u X'. Conclude that the structure
(C t-t C', /) is also automatic. Factor this structure by the congruence relation satisfying pairs
of the fornr (c,c') and (c',c) for c e I U O. Write (D,g) for the resulting automatic permu-
tation structure. lf Timey(w) : n then (D, g) has a corresponding orbit of length 2n. And
if TitneT(w) : , then (D,g) has (two) corresponding Z-type orbits. Note that (D,g) may
have Z-type orbits corresponding to configurations of C(R) that are not in any of the orbits
generatedbywordstr,,.Thedesiredstructureis"4(7):(D,h)whereh:9og.<
The following is essentially from Blumensath and Griidel [20A2].

Theorem D.z.ll It is wrclecidable whether two autonxatic pernxutation structures are isontor-
phic.

Proof Define an automatic permutation structure f as consisting of infinitely many Z-type
orbits, see Example 8.2.2. For a deterministic Turing machine ,it4, construct an equivalent
reversible machine R and then the automatic structure A(R).Then &1 halts on no word if and

only if A(R) is isomorphic to f. So the complenrent of the halting problem is reduced to the
isomorphismprob|emforaLltonraticpermutationStrL|cturcs.<
Blumensath and Grddel 120021originally proved undecidability of the isomorphism problem
for automatic structures by an inrplicit construction of reversible Turing Machines. Mosr of
the content of this section has been rcported in Ishihara. Khoussainov, and Rubin [2002] and
Khoussainov and Rubin [2003].



Chapter E

Automatic linear orders and trees

An interesting problem concerns characterising the isomorphisnr types of classes of automatic
structut€s. The main resull.s in this chapter (Theorenrs E.2.7 andE.s.9) arc necessary conditions
for the automaticity of trees and linear orders. The conditions arc stated in tenns of a natural
rank function on linear orders and trees, closely rclated to the classical Cantor-Bendixson rank
of topological spaces. It then follows that the isomorphism problem for automatic ordinals is
decidable, Corollary E.3.3. In fact, the Cantor normal form can be extracted from a presentation
of an automatic ordinal. AIso presented arc automatic versions of Krinig's lemma.

E.L Linear order preliminaries

All classical definitions and results on linear orders can be found in Rosenstein [1982].
A partial order is a pair (-4, <) such that {, the partial orclering, is a reflexive, transitive and
anti-symmetric binary relation on the dornain.ul.

Alinearorderfisapartial order(1,<) inwhich<istotal,thatis(vrvg) lr3yvy<r].
If f is a linear order, then untess specified we denote its dornain by L and ordering by (1 or
simply (. Similarly if S c Z then we write S : (S, <s) for the order with domain S and
ordering ( restricted to ,s. In this case we say that .s is a subord er of L.
Recall that the lexicographic order (11";6 ald the length-lexicographic order z-llur ;1raFA recog-
nisable (Definition B.l.9). The linear orders (x*, (r"r) and (x", Ktrc") are auromatic.

NoteE.1.1 A A: (A,(R)o) is an autonzatic stru.cture or)erD, tlrcn (A,(&)r,<tu") is also
autonxatic over L- Consequently svs71, autontatic presentation of A can be expanclecl to irt-
clude the regular relatiorts 1p, afld 1p", (reilricted to rhe rlomain A). Thisfact will be used
repeatedh.

Other examples of automatically presentable linear orders are (N, <), (2,<) and the order on
rationals (Q, <). Moreoveq if h - (rr, Sr) and L2 : (Lz,Sz) are automaric linear orders

73
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then so are their sum and product. Hence the ordinals c.l" for every ??. € N are automatically
presentable.

Classically linear orders are characterised in terms of scattered and dense Iinear orders. We
saythat Lisdense if forall distinctaand binL witha < bthereexisrs anr € Z with
a < r. < b. There are only five types of countable dense linear orders up to isomorphism: the
order of rational nunrbers with or without least and grcatest elements, and the order type of the
trivial f inear order with exactly one element. We say that L is scattered if it does not contain a

nontrivial dense suborder.

Write a.r for the (order) type of the positive integers, u;* for the negative integers, ( for the
integers, 4 fol the rationals and n for the finite order on n elenrents. The enrpty older is written
0 and the ot'der with exactly one elenrent is written 1. A suborder S of f is an interval if for
everyt:,y1=Swithr{r,lJitisthecasethatz.eSforeveryz€Lsatisfyingrz-yz.--tU.
Aninterval isclosed if itisoftheform{z €Llxlz<-y}if r (yand {r<LlA<"<r}
otherwise; either way the interval is written Lr,Al.

Definition 8.1.2 Consider a linear order I as an inclex set for a set of linear otders {At}u.
Tlze I-sum

L:D{AilieI}
is the linear order with domain l);Ai (we nmy assutne tlzat the domains Aa are pairwise dis-

joint). For n € At,U € Ai define r 1r A if(i <r j)V (i : j A r 1t, U).

We refer to the case when I is dense as a dense swn. If every "46 is scattered and Z is scatteled
then the sum is scattered. If Ai: B forevery i < I, then the sum is written as a produclBI,.
For instance r,.r2 is w * u. The classical chamcterisation, whose proof is given below, says that:

Theorem E.1.3 [Hausdorff - 1908] Evety countable linear order L can be represented as a
dense sum of countable scattered linear orders.

In turn the scattered linear orders can be characterised inductively, whele to each linear order
one associates an ordinal ranking, called the VD-rank. VD stands for very discrete.

Definition E.1.4 For each countable ordinal a, define the setYD, of linear orders inductively
AS

/. VDo :: {0,li.
2. VD" :: all linear ordersfonnecl asI,-suttts where I, is of the tlpe u,w*,( ornfor sonre

n < u ancl every A.i is a linear orderfront U{VDe | 0 < o}.

Define tlze class VD as lhe union of the VDo's. The YD-rank of a linear order f e VD,
written VD(f), is the least ordinal a such that L € VDo.
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Example E.1.5 Let fr : I{(* n I n, € r}, Lz : (e (). (. Then \iD(C r) -_ 2,VD(C2) _ 3
and \/D(41 * L2): 4.

Ingeneral,ifa:nrax(VD(/l),VD(f2)),theno.<VD(IttL2)(a*1,(seeRosenstein
Il982l, Lemma 5.15).

Example E.1.6 Let o:. g be countable ordinals. Then VD(/J) <
particular; \,'D(ur") : o,.

n if and only if 13 1 w". In

TheoremE.l.T [Hausdorff - I908] AcotntablelinearonlerLisscatteredif andonlvif Lis
irt VD.

There is an alternative definition of ranking that generalises VD-rank and assigns an ordinal
rank to non-scattered linear orders as well. We proceed with the definitions.

Definition 8.r.8 A condensation (map) of L is a nmpping c front L to non-empfit intervals
of L such tlmt c(y) : c(r) u,henever y € c:(r). Tlze condensation of L is rlrc linear orcler
c[L] whose domain. conslsrs ofthe col.leuion of non-empD, inten,al.s c(t) for r € L orderecl b1,
c(r) < c(y) if c(r) : c(y) or (yr'e c(r)) (yy, e c(il)[x, <t a,].

The rclation n ris condensed (b,c) to g defined as ? € c(y) is an equivalence relarion.

As an illustration of the definition we prove that every countable linear ordering can be repre-
sented as a dense sum of scattered linear orderings (Theorem E.1.3).

Proof Themappingcs: 
" + {y e Ll[x,gr] isscattered] isacondensationsince if y € "r(r)then for all a,['g,a] does not contain a dense subordering if and only if [2, a] does not contain a

densestrbordering. Now L _ D{a la e c[A]] andeach a: cs(c) e cfL]isscartered. Finally
cs[4] is dense since for.s(*) < cs(y), if there is no z wirh c-s(e) o 

"r(") < cs(g,) then [r,yJ
is scattered

Definition E.1.9 Define cpc(r) as {y € L I lr,y] is afinire interval of L}.
For ever)' ordinal a clefine a corulensation map cfts of L inductiveb,:

c?c@): {g e L, a - xv (-13 < *)lcrc("Po.fu)): crc(fic(r))l}

In the expression crc({rc(il ) the Lerm cFC is a condensation map of the linear order 7FILJ;
hence crc(Crc(il ) is the set of elements of colLl rhat are condensed to the element fr"irj'.
Note that this definition implicitly gives "l.@): {r} and crr"(r) : crc(x).
Here FC stands for finite condensation and indeed 

"Fc 
is a condensation nrap of f . The idea is

that cfc,(r) is the set of elements of ,C that ae only finitely far away from n; ,rrc@) is the set
of ef ements of ,C that are in intervals of cpgfL] which themselves are only finitely far away in

"t"[f,] from the interval clo"@), etc.
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DefinitionE.l.l0 Theleastordinalasuchthatc1r"(t:) : cFc(r) forallr € Land p 2 cis
called theFC-rank of L, u'rirten FC(f ).

For instance a non-empty linear order ,C is dense if and only if its FC-rank is 0. A dense sum

of orders of FC-rank c has FC-rank o,. From now on we write c for cps.

ExampleE.l.ll The FC-rank of 4 is the least ordinal or such that ca[f] is dense. So.C is

scattercdifandonlyifc"|L]=1forsomeordinala.<

The following theolenr connects FC-ranks and VD-ranks of scattered Iinear orderings.

TheoremE.|.|2[Harrsdorff-l908]IJ.LisSCat|eredthenitsVD_rankequaIsitsFC_ralzk.<

For instance the ordinal r..rn is scattered and has VD-rank and FC-rank n.

Given linear order .C and A C Z we will use c to denote the condensation of f, and c.a to

denote the condensation of the linear order ,4. For instance if a € .4 then ce^@) : {A e
All",ala A is finite). Herc are some useful propelties.

LemmaE.1.13 /. [Rosenstein - 1982, Lemma5.l4) If L is scattered and AI C L then

FC(Ir) S FC(f,).

2. [Rosenstein - 1982, Lemma 5.13 (2)] FC(c"(")) S a and c"(z) is a scattercd interval of
Lfor every ordinal a and r € L.

3. [Rosenstein - 1982, Exercise 5.12 (l)] If I is an interval oJ'L then ci@) : c"(r) n I for
everlordinalaandt€1.

4. For every r,U € L, if th.e interval [t, g] * scattercd then cft,01(") : ci,,o1(U) if and only if
FC([r, aD < d.

proof Weprovethelastitenr.Let r,y e ,Landabeanordinal.ThenbydefinitionFC([r,Y]) <
o means that (t) for every z € lr,y], ci,,n1k) : ci,+,;(t), which necessarily equals [e, y] since

[r, g] is scattercd. Denote the condition cf,.,r1(r) : cf,r1(U) UV (tt).

Then (t) clearly implies (tt)UVconsidering z € {u,y}. Fortheconverseslrppose (tt). Wefirst

claim that cfi,,r1(t) : lr,a).Indeed (tt) implies that g e cfi,,r1(r) since cf,,r,.is a condensation,

whichrn.unr'ihut [:r:,g] is a subset of the interval cft.,u1(r). But also cf,,r1(r) c lr,Al by item

(3). Hence c,",,r1(r) : lr,9] as claimed. So if z e [r,a] . c[,r1(r) ,h.n..[,qt(:l :. cft,g(z)

bytheproperti'of beingacondensation. Hencez e [r,g] impliesthat ci,,o1k): [r,y). In
panicularthenalsoc[*,](z)__|*,aJwhichimplies(t)asreqtrired.<
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8.2 Ranks of automatic linear orders

we now prove the central technical resnlt, Tlreorenr E.2.7, via three
alise the ideas in Delhomm6 [2001a]. As a matter of convenience we
variation of VD-rank.

plopositions that gener-

introduce the following

Definition 8.2.1 If L is scattet'ed define i/s VD*-ranK vtritten VD* (L), as rhe least ordinal
a sttclt that L can. be written as a finite sum of otclerings oJ'vD-rank I a.

For example it is not hard to check that VD(t,,) : \/D* (r) : I and that w2 + I has VD-rank 2
but VD.-rank 1. We list some basic properties.

Property 8.2.2 Suppose L is scattered.

I. c"fL] is a finite linear orcler if and 6pl1t if \tD.(L) < a. .So VD.(C) is the least orclinal
such that c"[^C] is a finite l.inear order

2. If A'f C L rhen VD.(,,{t) < VD.(^C).

-t. VD.(C) S VD(C) < VD"(.C) + 1.

4. VD.(L) : u irttplies th.ar L conlains an interttal, sa), A,[, withYD(M) : a ancl
VD-(.zt4) : a.

Proof For the first item observe that for every cu, L : E{a I a e c"[L]]. Each a is an interval
of the form c"(e) for some r € L. So by Lemma E.l .l3 every a has VD-rank at most cv. So if
c"[] is fnite then vD.(c) ( a. conversely let L : Lt * ...* L* and vD(l;) < cu. Then
L6 c c" (r) if c € .Lt. since for c € r the c" (r) are pairwise disjoint, c"["C] is finite.

Fortheseconditemsuppose4canbeexpressedasafinitesum Lrt...*Lx whereVD(^Cr) S
o. Define A[i - A/[ a Li. By Lemma E.l.l3 (l) rhe VD-rank of A46 is at most a. But
M : Mt * -.--l Mr so VD. (M) ! a.

The third item follows from item (1) above and the property that VD(4) is the least ordinal p
such that co[f] is isomorphic to 1.

For the last item suppose VD-(,C) : a. Then L can be expressed as a finite sum of orders of
VD-rank (and by item (2) also VD*-rank) at most a. There is a summand with VD.-rank a
for otherwise every summand can be written as a finite sum of linear orders of VD-rank < cu,

and hence .C could be written as a finite sum of linear orders of VD-rank < a, conrrary to
assumption.Finallybyitem(3)ifasummandhasVD*_rankathenithasVD_ranka.<

Lemma 8.2.3 Suppose L is a scarrcred linear orcler containingDietAt as a suborclering ancl
vD.(r4i) - B, uhere T has onler Dtpe u or u* and each A; is non-emph,. ThenvD-(L) > lJ.

17
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Proof By Propefiy E.2.2 (4) we can assurne without loss of generality thar VD.(r41) :
\iD("4,) : /9. This means that A; can not be written as a finite sum of orders of VD-rank
< 13. Suppose that Z has order type c..r, the other case being similar. Let A: Z.iAi.For every zi

choose sonle ar, € -4,.

Suppose that cdo(e1) -- ,lr@r*r) for some r,. In other words r:1 is condensed ro ria2 inat mosr p
steps. Then ,6 > 0 since 

"9r(r) 
: {ri for every;r. Morcover there is sonre -y < P so rhar rhere

are finitely many elements in c] [,a] between 
"lt@) 

and c] (r,,*r). These finitety many elements
arc of the fornr c\(t:) for r € A and so have V'D-rank at most 7. In particular ,4.i+r can be

written as a finite sunt of orders of VD-rank at most J, contrary to assumption. We conclude
nat fo@) * cln!,;*2) for every d.

Hence ,PotAl is infinite and so \/D.(.4) > fr by Properry 8.2.2 (I). So \rD.(I) > 0 by
Property 8.2.2 (2).

PropositionE.2.4 Supltose L is a scattercd l.inear orclering antl consider a finite partition of
tlte domain L : At o A2U .. .U Arr. Tlrcrt tlzere exists sonrc 6 € {1, . ..,k} witlzYD*(.,40) :
\iD_ (4).

Proof The proof is done by induction. So assume that VD.(,C) : o is the ordinal to be

addressed and that the proposition holds for all 0 < a. Let L,k,Ar,...,Ar be as in the
statement of the proposition.

If a : 0 then VD-(f) : VD* (4,) :0 for every nonempty subset A, of L.

Otherwise by PropertyE.2.2 item (4), there is some interval of .C, say M,with VD(I4) :
VD-(M) : cr. Then M is an Z-sum of linear orders {M,} of VD-rank < cv, where I is an

infinite linear order of the type u),ti* or(. So slrppose thatT, is of type ar (the other two order
types are similar).

Suppose a is a successorordinal, say o : P +1. There are infinitely many z such that
VD.(Ilr) - B, for otherwise we could write.A4 as a finite sum of orders of VD-rank 6,
and concludethatVD.(I4) S B. Foreach such iletA6,;: A,I;.rrAa, whered e {1,...,k}.
Appf ying the induction hypothesis to every Mi we see that there is an e € {t, ' . - , /c} and in-
finitely many 7 such that VD* (A,,i) : VD.(&l i) : 0.Hence ,4, contains an u-sum of linear
orders of VD*-rank 0. By Lemma E.2.3 VD- (Au) : a.

Supposethataisalimitordinal. Thesupremumof theVD-ranksof the Mtis cl. Usingthe
notation of the case above, and applying induction, we see that there is an e € {1,. . ., k} and

infinitely m^y j such that \/D.("4.,r) : VD.(Mr), and the supremum of the VD*-ranks of
these,4o; is a. Then VD.("4.) : o as required.

Proposition 8.2.5 Let L be a scattered order with VD-rank at least a. Thenfor every 0 < a
there exists a closed interval oJ'L of VD-rank fi + 7.
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Proof Recall that VD-ranks and FC-r'anks coincide on scattered linear orders, Theorem E.l.lZ.
Fix p ( ar. Since f has FC-rank > fl,bydefinirion there is some r € Z such that c7(t:) I
cF+'(r).Pick g E s7+t(r:) \ cr(r). Then c|k) + cr(y) and cpor(r) - gl+r(y). Recall that

"fi,nt 
it the condensation mapping cd within the inrerval [r,g]. Hence by LemnraE.l.l3 (3),

'jyr.r!,) l l"pt(v) and ,f"*,i,t-l - ,f":;(y). BvLemmaE.t.l3 (a) the firstfacr inrptiesthar
,F'u([r' YD > lJ and the second fact implies that FC([.2. aD < 0 * 1. So rhe FC-mnk of [2, y] is
exacrly F + t.

PropositionE.2.6 The VD-rank of even, autonntic scatterctl linear orclering is fi.nite.

Proof Given an automatic scattered linear order f over X" let (Qq,t<,A<,F5) be a deter-
ministic 2-tape automaron recognising the orderin g of L. Similarly lei(ee, to, Ao, f'r; b" u
deterministic 3-tape auromaron recognising the definable relation {(*, r, il | r < z 3 y}. we
assun'le the state sets Q.a and Qa are disjoint.

Forr,a e L andu € x*,define l*,al,asthesetof ail z € rsuchthatz 3 z < gandzhas
prefix u. For lrl l l"l, lyl define I(x,u,y) e en and J(x) € e< as follows. I(x,u,y) is the
state in Q a that results from the initial state lr1 after reading the convolution of (r, u, g), namety
(sI",u,ul*) where n,nt, ) 0 are chosen so that the length of each component is exactly
lul. That is define I(x,u,!J) ,: Ae(ta,@(r,u,y)). Similarty define J(u) :: As(rs, A(u, u)i.
Write K (r, a, y) for the ordered pair (1(r, a , y), J (u)).

Now if I{(n,u,a): I((r',a',u') then the subordering wirh domain[r,y],, is isomorphic to the
subordering with domain [r', U'fr, via the map aw F+ u'w for ?{,l € X*. Indeed the domains are
isomorphic since for every u € X",

uw e [r,,'g],

if and only if
Ar(A.q (trs,@(r,u,a)),8(e ,'u.r, €)) € F/

if and only if
Ae(Ae (t,a.,&(r',,u',u')),8(e, u, e)) e re

if and only if
u',tt; € fz',y'\u,.

The map preserves

't)''uJ1,'ut'uJ2 € f7'','Atfu,

if and only if

if and only if

the ordering since for ut1,w2 € X* such that uw1,uw2 € lr,y], and
we have

UW1 { l4ry2

A<(As(r<,8(u, u)), B(u1 ,w2)) € Fa

As(a<(r..,8(u', u')),8(Tr.r1, u.,2)) e Fa
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u'Ia1 1 ut'1u2.

Hence the numberof isonrorphisnrtypes of suborderings with domain [*,a], for lul > l"l,lyl
is bonnded by the number of distinct pairs .I((r, u, g) which is at most lQ.ol x lQs l, denoted by
r/. In particular (t) therc arc at most d nrany VD*-ranks among suborderings with dornain of
the fornr [*,y1, for ltrl > lrl, lyl.

Nowsupposethereexistsaclosedinterval [r;,y] of f withVD-rankatleast2(d+2). Using
Proposition 8.2.5, for every 1 < i < 2(d, + 2), the interval [r:,y] contains a closed interval,
say [r:1, U;), of VD-rank i. So by Property E.2.2 (3) at least d + 2 many of these interva]s have

different VD*-ranks; and at least d * 1 many of these intervals have non-zero \ID,-rank. Say

[ri,yi] isoneof thesed+ l nrany intervals. Setn: rnax{lrrl,lyrl} andpartition [ri,yr] into
the set l*i,yil n t<" and the finitely many sets of tlre form l*i,yi\, where lrl : ,r. Since the
finite set [*i,ai]a t<" has VD--rank 0, by PropositionE.Z.4 there is Som€ uy with luil : n so

that the suboldering on domain lri,Ail,,, has the same VD*-rank as l* i, Eil. Hence there are at

least d+1 many intervals of the form [r:r, Ai],, all with different VD*-ranks. This contladicts (t)
and so we conclude that the VD-rank of every closed interval [r, y] of 4 is at most e :2(d+2).
Soforeveryr,a€L,cu(l):c"(a)andsoVD(c)(easrequired'<
As a corollary of the proposition just proved we derive the following result for all automatic
linear orderings:

Theorem 8.2.7 The FC-rank of every automatic li.near order is finite.

Proof Let L be a linear order and write it as !{Q I I e D} where 2 is dense and each f,;
is scattered. We will show that for every i e D and every a,,b € Li, the VD-rank of [a,b]
is uniformly bounded. Let (Qa, rs, A<,Fk) U" a deterministic 2-tape automaton recognising
the orderingof L. Let (Qa, t.A,LA,.F1) be a deterministic 3-tape automaton recognising the

definable relation {(r,r,a) | a S z < y}. Now consider an interval [a,D] of .C1 for some

i e D. The proof of the previous theorem ensures that the VD-rank of the scattered interval

[o, b] is at most e. wherc the constant e does not depend on [a, b] or i but only on lQel and lQq l.
Therefore the VD-rank of interval [a, ll] is at most e. Hence VD(,Cr) ( e for every i e D and

so FC(f) < e.

Remark 8.2.8 This result is a necessary though not sufficient condition for a linear order to
be automatically presentable. Indeed there are linear orders of rank 2 that al€ not automatically
presentable. For instance if R C N is a non-computable set, then the linear order Xr,6a(( + n)
does not have decidable first order theory and so is not automatically presentable.

Corollary 8.2.9 [Delhommd - 2001 af An ordinal a is autontalically presentable if and onl-v if
A < crJ-.
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Proof Strppose o is an automatically presentable ordinal. Then by Theorem E.2.7 tt has finite
FC-rank and so by Example E.l .6 a, 1 ua as required.

Conversely given n' I uu there exisls ?l < u.r strch that a < r,)" . But a;" is autonratically
prcsentable' Say (llf, <) is an autonatic presentation. Let p e III be the string corresponding
to or. So the suborder of W on the definable donrain {r e I,t'' | ,, < p} is isomorphic to c.
Hence o is automatically presentable

Proposition E.2.10 Suppose L is an alilontotic linear oruler

Tlze FC-rctnk of t is contputnble J'rom L.

It is decirlable uhether or not L is scattered,

IJ't' istxot scattered then a regularden.se suborclering is effectit,el), conrputableJrom L.

Proof Let t be an automatic linear order. The condensation cp6., viewed as the equivalence
relation r related to y if r e cp6;(y), is Fo*-definable in ,c since cpsk:) : cFC(y) if and
only if [2, y] is finite. Since the orderin g on cps[L] is FO definable in .C (see Definition E.1.8)
tlre linear orders cTc[L) are FO*-definable for every i € N, and so by Theorem 8.1.26 each
is aurtomatic. So successively compute automatic presentations for ,t,c[L], 

"rrclLl,. 
. . and stop

the first time c'rsfLl is dense for some r € N. This procedure must terminate since, being
automatic, the FC-rank of .C is finite. Moreover since denseness is a FO propeny the procedure
is effective. So the FC-rank of L is r. Now by Example E.l.ll the linear order ci.[4] is
isomorphic to 1 if and only if 

^C is scattered. Again testing whether an automatic linear order is
isomorphic to 1 can be decided by using rhe senrence (!r)(ly) [.2 < y]. In case c,r"lLl is not
the singleton it must be an infinite dense orclering. Viewing c'r" as an automatic equivalence
relation on / (the ,'trc'@) partition .C), the (11"3-silallest reprcsentatives fronr every equivalence
classformadensesuborderingof^CthatisareguIarsubsetofI.<

8.3 Decidability results for automatic ordinars

Theorem E.2-7 can now be applied to prove decidability results for automatic ordinals. Contrast
this with the fact that the set of computable strucrures that are well orderings is fl|-complere
Rogers [1967).

Proposition E-3-l Let L : (L, <) b" an autonxatic structure. It is deciclable wlzetlzer L is
isomorplzic to arz ordinal.

Proof First check that ( linearly orders L, by testing whether I is reflexive, transitive and
anti-symnetric - all first order axioms and hence computable properties. Although being a
well-order is not first order expressible, see for instance Theorem 13.13 in Rosenstein [1982],
the following algorithm can be used.

1.

2.

3.
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l. Input the prcsentarion (2, <) of f,.

2.LetD:L.

3. While (D, <) is not dense and (Vr e D)[u'does not embed in the interval c(u)]

Do Replace (D, <) by a presenration for clDl.

4. End While

5. lf D is isomorphic to 1 then Output ,C is an ordinal,
else Output L is not an ordinal.

Every step in the algorithm is computable. Indeed the equivalence relation on pairs (*,A)
salisfying c(r) : c(y) is definable as (-3o""; l* < " < A]. So a presentarion for c[2] is
computed by factorin gD by c. The while test is expressible as

-(Yr*a)Fz)lr<r<yl

(Vz)(-3*r) (.(t) : c(y) Aa < r).

The final test is expressible by (3r) (Vs) [r : g].

The FC-rank of 4 is finite, say ft, because the structure is automatic. So the algorithm terminates
after at most & * 1 many while-loop tests. If C is an ordinal then c[f] is an ordinal and for every
r € L, c(:r) is either finite or isomorphic to r,r. By induction on k, for every 0 < ? < k, cifL)
passes the (? + 1)-th while-test. The resulting order D : ct'[L) is isomorphic to 1 as required.

If 4 is not an ordinal then there exists an infinite decreasing sequence of elements, Suppose
thercexistssuchasequence 11 ):t2 ) rr... andan?ze € Nsuchthatforall i > nsc(r,.i):
c(nn).Then the while-test fails the first time it is executed and the resulting order D : Lis
not isomolphic to the ordinal 1. If there is no such seqLtence (r1) and ns then there exists a

sequence,saygr ) az> us )...such thatc(y;*1) < 
"(at) 

forall u € N; thisisan infinite
decreasing sequence of elements in c[,C]. Continue inductively in this way with c[f] in place
of L. Suppose the while+est fails the rn-th time for some 1 { m 1 le . If it fails because
thereissome.tr e c*-r[,C] forwhicho"embedsinc(r)thenD:6m-1[,C] isinfinireandso
not isomoryhic to 1. If there is no such m, then the while{est must fail the (k + 1)'st time.
In this case D : ck[L]is dense but as before there is a seguence At ] Uz ] at ] ... with
ck(y;+t)<ck(y,)foreveryieN.InthiscaseDisnotisomoryhicto1.<
We now show that the isomorphism problenr for automatic ordinals is decidable. Recall that
by Cantor's Normal Forn"r Theorem if a is an ordinal then it can be uniquely decomposed as

u)o'nlluta2l72+...+uo&r?A,where&r,a2,,...,c"kareordinalssatisfyingal)o2)...)aj
and i;, Ttt,fi.2,.. .,Tt.k are natural nunrbers. The proof of deciding the isomorphism problenr
for automatic ordinals is based on the fact that Cantor's normal folm can be extracted from
automatic presentations of oldinals.
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Theorenr 8.3.2 If n is an autornatic ordinal then irs nonnal form is contputable from an auto-
matic prcsentation of a.

Proof Let (-R, (o,.a) be an aulomatic prcsentation over X of the ordinal cr. Recall that the
unknown ordinal is of thefolm o : u)'n,t'Lt, *ri,,-1nrn-r *...*wzn2J-wn1* ns where
In'i'l'tmt11.nt-t,. ' . , ?ll 

' 
??g 6l'e natural nunrbers. Now one can compule the values fir, TLg,17t, . . .

by the following algoritlrnr.

l. Input the presentarion (1?, Ko,a).

2. Let D : R, n7 : 0,fl'n : 0.

3. While D I ADo

4. If D has a maxintLlm u

Then Letr"tn:fl^* 1, letD:D-{'u,}.
Else Let L c D be the setof limitoldinals in D; that is .L is rhe setof alj r € D wirh no

irnrnediate predecessor in D. Replace D by L,let rn : m * r,let n_ : g.

5. End While

6. Output the formula

u)^n^ * us*-tn*_r * . .. * u2n2 I wn1 *,ng

using the current values of rn,flo,. . . ,rlm.

The algorithm is computable since the set of limit ordinals of an automatic tinear order .C is first
order definable, and hence computable , in L by the fonnula

{" | (ly) [a < *n (Vz) la < t< ir -+ a : z)]].

Removing the maximal element from D rcduces the ordinal represented by D by 1 while the
conesponding n,n is increased by 1. Replacing D by the set of its limit ordinals is like dividing
the ordinal represented by D by r^.r; the set of limit ordinals (including 0) strictly below una**
... * uLal has order type w^-tan" + ... * ura2 * ar. So the next coefficient can start to
be computed. Based on this it is easy to verify that the algorithm computes the coefficients
Tl0,T7I,...inthisor.der.Thealgorithmeventuallyterminatessincernisfinire.<

The following is immediate.

Corollary E.3.3 The isomorphism ltroblemfor autom,atic orclinals is deciclable.

Compare this with the fact that the isomorphism problem for permutation structures is not de-
cidable, Theorem D.2.11. It is not known whethel the isomorphism problem for automatic
linear orders is decidable.
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8.4 Automatic tree preliminaries

The rcmainder of this chapter deals with trees viewed as partial orders. Theorems E.5.6 and

E.5.9 give a necessary condition for certain trees to be aLttomatic. The condition is sinrilar to

that for lineal'orders and says tftat the Cantor-Bendixson rank (Definition E.5.1) of the tree be

finite.

A trce T : (7, <) is a partial order that has a least element r', called the root, and in which

|y e T l,A 7 r) is a finite linear order for each 'r € T. So we think of trees as growing

upwards.Writer.llgifrlAandylr.Apartial order(7,<)isaforestifthereisapartition
of the domain T : UT,i. such tlrat every ([, <) is a tlee. The subtree rooted at r, writtenT(t:),

has donrain T(r) -- |y e T | , 3 'gj with order < r'estricted to this dornain. The set S(r) of

imnrediate successols of t' is defined as

S(r) : {'ae Tl*<UA(Vz)[z <zia-+G:.?V z:A)]].

A tree T is.finiteltt bran.ching if .9(r) is finite for each r € T. A path of a trce (f, J) is a subset

P C T which is linearly ordered (by <) and maximal (under set-theoretic inclusion) with this

property. A path with finitely many etements is called a.finite path; othetwise it is called an

infinite path.

Recall that (rrer, the length lexicographic order on I", has order type ur. Thus if 7 is an

automatic tree with T c D* then the length-lexicographic order on X* is inherited by each set

S(r). This permits one to talk about the first, secondo third, . .. successorof r.

The Kleen.e-Brottwer oldering of a tree (f, J) is written (66 and defined as follows' Let r,g be

nodes on 7. Then x ,,-na g if and only if either A < r. or there are LL)u, ur such lhat u, tu € ^9(u),
,u <x,,u < A andu 1u"*'ur. In words, l, z-kb yif andonly if eitherr isabovegin the

tree or z is to the left of y (with respect to (11gs restricted to imniediate sllccessors). Note that

(66 linearly orders T and (7,3u) is first order definable from (7,4,(-u",).Write KBr for

the structure (7,<*r). W" remark that a teeT has no infinite path if and only if (7,<p6) is

well-ordered.

Finallv recall that all trees T are assumed to be countable.

E.5 Ranks of automatic trees

Our approach to proving facts about trees is to associate a linear order with a tree, in such a way

that the tree is aLttomatic if and only if the linear order is automatic. Then by Theorem E.2.7

the linear order has finite rank which it turns out implies that the rank of the tree is finite. More

precisely, in this section it is shown that every automatic tree has finite Cantor-Bendixson rank.

Given a tree 7, define a subset of ? as consisting of those nodes r € T with the property that

there exist at least two distinct infinite paths in the subtree of 7 rooted at r. It follows from

downwarcl closure that this sub-partial order, d,(T), is a subtree of 7 with the same root.

For each ordinal or define the iterated operation dP(T) inductively as follows.
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1. d,o(T) : T.

2. do+I(7) is d(d(T)).

3. If cr is a linrit ordinal, then d"(T) is ns.od7 (T).

Definition E.5.1 The Cantor-Bendixson rank ofa tree T, vvrinen CB(Z), is rh.e least ordinal
0: such rhat d(T): d!+t(T).

Remark 8.5.2 The Cantor-Bendixson rank of an arbitrary topological space ,{ is defined as
above,usingDgivenasD,Y : {P € I lpisnotisolated} insteadof d. Recall thatPis
isolated if iP) is an open set. So given a teeT : (T,J), consider the following topological
space' The set of elements are the infinite parhs in 7, writren [fl. For p e Uland r e T write
r < P if r e Pand say that.r ison P. The basic open sets are of theform {P €tT l" < p}
for every r € T. Then the Cantor-Bendixson rank of this ropotogical space, CBIfl, is just
the least ordinal a such rhar D"+1[j1 : D"ln. Given an infinite path p of T, the following
statements are equivalent:

r There is a node x I P such that P is the only infinite path of 7 going through r;
. P ( D(T):

r Thereisanodex<p withr f d(T).

It folf ows th^t DIT consists of exactly the infinite parhs of dV).It can be proven by transfinite
induction that also

D"U1: [d"(7)].
Assunre now that o : CBU1. Then d(T) and dP(T) contain the same infinite paths for all
p > a, but d"(7) might contain some nodes which are not on any infinite paths and therefore
not contained in d"+r(7). Thus the two CB-ranks might differ, but they differ at mosr by 1:

cB[7] <cB(r)<CB[fl+r.
A witness 7 with CBI71 + CB(T) is the tree where the domain consists of the root 0 and,
foreveryn>0'thestrings01at01a20...1on0witha1>a,2}...>
prefix-relation I restricted to this domain. One has for every node 01"101o20.. .1""0 € T
that010,01o20...1o"a e d*(T) <+ o,, ) m.. Sod,: {0i. ItfollowsthatcB[fl - krby
D"(T) : 0 while CB(n : crr * 1 by ff+t (T) : A + d,(T). This wirness is also robust
to smaf l changes in the definition of d. If one, for example, takes r1(T) to contain exactly
those nodes which are on infinitely many infinite paths of 7, then the resulting trees d (T) and
derived CB-ranks are the sanle.

Here are some basic properties of CB-rank.
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Property E.5.3 If T is a coutrtable tree u'i.rh CB(T) : a then

L a is a countable otdfual.

If d (T) I A ilrcn d (T) and T contain wtcotnilabh, nran)t infinire paths.

If d(T) : A ilten T contains only ssrrrtablv nuup infinite paths. Furthennorc, a is
either 0 or a successor ordinal.

Proof For each B let tp € dP(T) \ r/d+t(7). Since T is countable, and d + 13 implies that
ro f xp, the set of ordinals B such nat da (T) \ ap*t [) + 0 is also countable. Hence its least
upper bound, a countable ordinal, say c!, is CB(7). This proves (1).

lf d(T) is not the empty tree, then forevery r e d(T) there exisr U,z e d."(T) with r I U,z
and yllz. In particular the full binary tree ({0,1}", jo) embeds in dP(T). since d"(I) is a
subset of 7, the full binary tree also embeds in 7. This ploves (2).

lf d" (T) is the empty tree, then one shows that T has only countably many infinite paths
as follows. For every infinite path P of 7 therc is a minimum ordinal gp S a such that
P ( 4gr(7). Furthermore,thereisanode rpinPsuchthatrp 4 dBr(7). Since xp e d7(T)
for af l ^y I 0p, it follows rhat pp is a successor ordinal 6 + 1. Fulthermore, P is the only infinite
path of d6V) which contains rp. Thus the mapping P + (rp,0p) of the infinite paths of 7
to pairs of nodes and successor ordinals up to cu is one-one. Since the range of this mapping is
countable, so isits domain. Now forevelJ? ( a therootof 7is in alff). So if a > 0 then it
is a successor ordinal. This proves (3).

As a matter of convenience we introduce a variation of CB-rank.

Definition E.5.4 Suppose that T lzas countably nzany infinite paths. Define tlrc CB*-rank of
T, written CB-(T), as th.e least ordinal a so that d(T) has finitely rnan), nodes.

This is well defined since d(T) : 0 for some c!. Note that CB*-rank is non-increasing in
the sense that if x I U then CB.(7(a)) < CB-(T(r)). Also since finite ilees have no infinite
parhs, CB-(T) < CB(7) < CB. (T) + t.

Lemma E.5.5 Suppose T lms countably many infinite paths and that T isfinitell, branching.

/. CB. (T) X 0 ar a successor ordhzal.

2. If CB.V) > 0 +ttlrcnthereis sorner €T v,irhCB*(T(I)): p +I.

2.

3.
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Proof Say CB- (T) : o and o' > 0 is a linrit ordinal. Then d"(7) conrains an infinite path as
follows. The root of T, call i1 rs. is in d"(T) for otherwise d1(T) is empty for sonre 1 < a.
Since x:0 has finitely many inrmediate successors in 7, there must be one, call it 11, with the
property that r:1 € d(T) for otherwise the maxinrunr of the CB.-r'anks of the immediate
successors of r:6 is ( or 6nd so CB* (T) < c. proceed in this way to build an infinire path
jl'o, rl , 12,'" of d" (T). In particular then the CB.-rank of 7 is not o,. This proves (1).

Let CB.(T) > [] + t. rnen dfl(T) is an infinite finitely branching rree and so conrains some
infinite path P. Moreover there nrust be sonre infinite parh of P c tt,F (T) so that p ( d.P+t (T);
for otherwise we could embed a copy of the infinite binary tree in d.s6) and so conclude
that 7 has uncountably many infinite paths. Hence pick z e P with t: ( d7+t(T). Then
CB- (7(r)) : p + i. This proves (2).

For the first lesult one associates the Kleene-Brouwer ordering KB7 : (7,<36) with a tree
7 (see section E.4). In words, $ (rt y if and only if either e is above y in the rrce or r
is to the left of y (with rcspect to (rree restricted to imnrediate successors). For exanrple if
Ar {u", !J2 {u"", ' ' ' (1". !11 are the inrnrediate successors of the root r of T then KB7 :
KBrk,l * "' + rcBT (s,)* 1. Recall thatT(r) denotesthesubtree of Twith rootr and thar its
domain is written T(*).

Theorem 8.5-6 The CB-rank oJ'an autontatic finitely bran.ching tree with countabll, nzany in-
finite patlzs is.finite.

Proof Suppose 7 is finitely branching with countably many infinite parhs. We now prove (t)
that KB7 is scattered and CB.(T) : VD.(rcB"). Consequenrly if Z is automaric rhen so
is KBr, which by Theorem E.2.7 has finite VD-rank and hence finite VD--rank. Then the
CB.-rank of 7 must be finite as required.

To prove (t) proceed by induction on CB* (T). If T has CB.-rank 0 then KBy is finite and so
has VD*-rank 0. Before proceeding to the general case, we make some observations. Suppose
7 contains an infinite path 11 ,'.2,r.8,- . -. For a given z list ^g(r;) as follows: ur {ue, . . . 1il",
U* {uet ri+t 1u"s zt (tLex... (tt"r;1. Define the set L6 CT as U?(37r) and define & CT as
uT (zi) ' So .C; and Ri are forests of disjoint subtrces of 7. Abuse notation and define KB 1, as
the linear order KB7(s' ) * KBrfui + " ' + KBr<uo).Similarly define 68 ni as rhe linear order
KBrki * KB71"r1 * '' . * KBv",1. Then by definition of (ru,,

KBr- (KButKB7,*KBy,+...) + (...*KBp,*1r* KBn,*tz* ftBnt+fr), G.l)

where 1; has order type 1 and reprcsents the element r;. In particular suppose 7- contains
exactly one infinite path. Then every KB7" and KBan is a finite linear order. So depending on
whetherthere are infinitely many f such that KB1, (or KBil is the empty linear order, KB7
has oneof thefollowingscattered ordertypes: &r*, n*r,,r* forsomen € N, or w1-u*. Note that
these orders have VD--rank l.
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For the general case, suppose the CB--rank of 7 is not 0. Then by Lemma E.5.5 (1) it is B + 1

for some ordinal [3. Ler.y : {r € r I CB-(T(.r;)) : [3 + 1]. Then,\ is adownward ctosed
subset of 7, and so ,Y is a tree.

The tree .Y has infinitely many nodes. Indeed for every r € X, the finitely branching tree
d0 (T@)) is infinite and so contains an infinite path (ti,;). For every z' the trce T(*u) has CB--
rank p * 1 and so r.ur is in f . So Jf, also being finitely branching, has at least one infinite path.
Now if ff has infinitely many infinite paths then since Z is finitely branching we can construct
an infinite path (zi) of .lf such that forevery i there are infinitely many infinite paths in X(z)
(the subtreeof X with root z;). For infinitely many I there is ay € S(21) \ {ro*,} with g € X.
So 7 contains the infinite path (4) with CB. (T(ro)) : 0 + 1 and for infinitely nrany i there is

a e T that is in S(z;) \ {"0*r} with CB-(7(y)) : 0 + 1. So dp+r(7) contains rhe infinite path
(z;) contradicting that CB. (T) : P + I.We conclude that ,t contains a non-zero finite number
of infinite paths.

Let (z;) be some infinite path of X and define Li c T and Ra C 7 as above. The foresr ,C1

(or R1) consists of finitely many disjoint subtrees of 7; list these as T(*r),. . . ,T(.), where
uti e S(x1). Then CB"(T(ui)) S p * 1. Moreover since X has only finitely many infinite
paths, there exists c e N such that forevery i ) c,every treeTQui) of .Ci and Ra has CB.-rank
a 0. By induction KBr@) is scattered and CB. (T(*)) - VD, (KBrw,).So for every i ) c

the linearorder Li@nd ?1) being a finite sum of such 7(T.u3) is scattered and has VD.-rank
equal to the supremum of YD.(T(U1)), . . .,VD* (T(**)) which is at mosr B. Moreover by
Lemma E.5.5 (2) there arc infinitely many nt ) c for which there exists a tree T(r) in L^
(or R*) that has CB.-rank 0. We conclude that there are infinitely many KB r,, (or infinitely
many KBn*) with VD.-rank exactly B. Hence using Equation E.I and Lemma E.2.3 the linear
order KBr@) has VD*-rank B * 1.

Pick n < c so that L, (or R") contains a trce T(wi) of CB*-rank 0 + 1. Argue as before with
T(*i) in place of T. To this end define X' as fu e T(wj) | CB.(7(")) : B + 1]. Then
as before X' is a subtree of T(wi) with finitely many infinite parhs. However since ,t' does
not contain the previous infinite path (a;1), the tree X' has fewer infinite paths than ,T. This
gllarantees that after a finite number of iterationS c : 0.

Since .{ has a finite (non-zero) number of infinite paths, we can write KBr as a finite (non-zero)
sumoflinearordersofVD-_rank0+1.Thiscompletestheinduction'<

Theorem E.5.7 The CB-rank of every finite\, branching autotnatic tree is finite.

Proof Let T be a finitely branching automatic tree and KBr the Kleene-Brouwer ordering of
T. Call a node a e T scalterecl if T(a) contains countably many infinite paths. By the proof
Theorem E.5.6, KBrk) is a scattered linearordering and CB.(7(o)) : VD.(rcB"(ot). But
applying the proof of Theorem E.2.7 to the automatic linear order KBy, there exists e € N such
that VD([r,a]) < e forevery scatter€d closed interval [z,g] of KBr. In particularforevery
scattered a. €T, \/D-(rcBr(")) < vD(rcBro) ( e. So CB(7(a)) ( e and d(T) contains no
scattered nodes.
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weclainr thatd(T) - d,c+t (7). It isalwaysrhecasethardu+1 (T) c d,(T).If Ihascountably
many infinite paths then d'(T) is empty. Otherwise suppose r e d,(T). Then r: is not a scat-
teled node since all the scattered nodes have been removed, and so 7(r:) contains uncountably
n]anyinfinitepaths.Inpanicu|al.t:ede+l(7).So,I"(T)Cde+|(7),asrequired.<
Next we rcnove the condition that the tree be finitely branclring.

Definition 8.5.8 Given a tree (7, <), deJine a ltartiar order x 1' y ort T bt,

t 1y V (-u, u' €T) [r;,ur € S(r') n r, 11",,,,w nu:!g];
v'ltere (11u. is lhe length lexicogratrtltic order antt S(u) the set qf intmediute successors of u utith
tespecl to <.

Recall the set S(r) is the set of <-immediate successors of t: € T. Then since (11"" restricted
to.9(r) has ordertypet.l if S(r:) is infinite, (7,<') is indeed a tree which we denore by T'.
Let s(r) be the length-lexicographically least elenrenr of .9(r;) for the case S(r) * A and let
s(z) : ufor adefault value u e T ff^9(r) : fl.

Note that J/ extends 3. For r e T let S'(z) be the set of successors with respecr to {r. Then
.9'(z) contains s(:r) whenever s(r) * u and the length-lexicographically nexr sibling y of x
with respect to < wheneverthis y exists. Recall that g is a sibling of t^ with respect to J if there
is a node z with x,U ( ^9(z). HenceT' : (7,<') is a finitely branching tree that is auromatic
if 7 is auromaric.

Theorem 8.5-9 The cB-rctnk of an autornatic tree T : (7, <) is finite.

Proof Let u and (J' be the sets of infinite paths of T : (7, <) and T, : (7, r,), respectively.
Since evel) infinite path of 7 generates an infinite path of T', there is a one-one continuous
ntappingqfromU toLlt. Thismappingsatisfiesforall P e LI andall r e T: r € piff
s(r) e (I(P)' Furthermot€, U' contains besides the paths of the form q(P) for some p e U
also the paths generated by those sets S(z) where .9(r) is infinite. Since there are countably
many of these additional paths one has the following equivalence for all r: {P € lJ : r e p}
is uncountable iff {P' e U' : s(r) € p,} is uncountable.

Now one shows by induction over n. that the following implication holds for all r € ? with
s(r) * uand n € N: x e d(T) =+ s(c) e d(T'). Thepropertyclearlyholdsfor n:0.
Now assunle the inductive hypothesis for n and consider any r € d+t(T).There are two
distinct infinite paths P, Q e U such that r € Po Q and P u Q c d!(T). It foltows that
s(z) e (t(P) n q(Q).By induction hypothesis and by g being one-one, s(r) is a menrber of the
two distinct infinite paths q(P) , q(e) of dr(T') and thus s(c) e d*t (7,).This completes the
proof of this properry.

By Theorem E.5.7, there is a natural number n such that d" (T') contains exactly those nodes of
the folm s(r) which are in uncountably many members of U' . Then all r € d," (T) sarisfy thar c
is in ttncountably many members of tl. On the other hand, every r being in uncountably many
nrembers of [/ is in d(T). So d(T) contains exactly the nodes z which are in uncounrably
manymembersofUandd!+,(T):d,,(T).TheCB-rankofTisatmostn.<
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CHAPTER E. AUTOMATIC LINEAR ORDERS AND TREES

Automatic versions of Kiinig's Lemma

Kcinig's Lenma says that every infinite finitely branching tree has at least one infinite path.
This section consists of automatic versions of this and sinrilar resulrs, all of which will be
referred to as automatic versions of Kcinig's Lemma. We briefly sunrnrarise the computable
analognes. Herc a tree is a conrputable set ? C N* that is prefix-closed, partially ordered by
prcfix. Here are a sample of results that show the faih.rre of computable versions of Konig's
Lemnra. Therc is an infinite computable binary branching trce without computable infinite
paths, thottgh this tree has uncountable many infinite paths, see [Odifi'eddi - 1989, Section 5].
There exists a computable finitely branching tree witlr exactly one infinite path, and that path is
not computable. Finally there exists a computable infinitely branching tree with infinite paths,

none of which is hyperarithmetical, see Rogers U9671. Contrast these with the fact that Kcinig's
Lenrnra and its valiants have automatic analogues in the strongest possible sense. For instance,
every automatic tree (?, <), not necessalily finitely branching, either has a regular infinite path

or does not have an infinite path at all. Also if an automatic tree has countably nrany infinite
paths then ever] infinite path is regular.

Proposition E.6.1 It is decidable whether an autornatic tree lns an infinite path.

Proof Let (7, <) be an automatic tree and recall that (7, <*r) ir an automatic Iinear order. By
Proposition E.3.1 it is decidable whether this order is isomorphic to an ordinal. And this is the
case if and only if (". <) has no infinite path. To prove this last statement recall that a linear
order is isomorphic to an ordinal if and only if it has no infinite decreasing chain. So suppose
(T, <) hasan infinitepath ;r1 :.r2 I rs.... Then 11 )*u rz )*t rz... isan infinitedecreasing
chain in (?, <rr,), and so (?, <rr,) is not isonrorphic to an ordinal. Conversely, suppose (?, <rr,)
is not isomorphic to an ordinal and let r1 )16 rz ) *r, rs . . .be an infinite decrcasing chain. We

define an infinite path (p;) of (7, <) as follows.

Leti:1and j:1.

Repeat

(a) Define pt: rj.
(b) Replace j with the smallesr k > j for which there is a u €,S(p;) with u I 11 for

every I > k.

(c) Replaceiwithi+7.

End Repeat

If such a A exists in step 2(b) of every stage of the repeat loop, then the resulting sequence (pr) is
an infinite path in (7, 3). So suppose that the algorithm has compu ted p1 , p2, . . . ,qtn with p1 <
Pz 1 "' I pn. So i : n and j € N. Forevery m > j define u(r^)as the immediate successor

l.

2.

3.
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of p1 that is 3 rnr. Then this sequence satisfies tt(r.nr) )11"r. tt.(tt:,n+r) )rr"., u(t,r*2) )tkr. ...
sinces:,,, )&0rnr+r )kbrnt+2)1.1,"'.Butsince(11"-iSisomorphictoanordinal(of typea,,)it
can not have an infinite decreasing sequence. Thus the sequence is eventually constant; that is,
thereisa(smallest)A'> j such thatforeveryl Z l: onehasu(r1,) :u(x:i { rr asrequired. <

Finitely branching automatic trees

An infinite tlee is pruned if every element is on some infinite path. Nore that for a tree I
the set of elements EV) above which there are infinitely many elenrenrs is definable as {r €

"l(l*g) 
t <uj. Soif Tisfinitelybranching rhenE(T) consisrsof thosenodes of Tthat

at'e on some infinite path. Indeed, if r € EV) then by Kcinig's Lemnra it is on an infinite path.
Conversely if x / E(T) then there are only finitely many elemenrs above it (in I) and so it is
not on an infinite path- Hence the subtree (E(T), <) is pruned and conrains every infinite path
of 7. Further if T is automatic rhen so is E(Z).

Theorem E.6.2 (Automatic Ktinig's Lemma l) I.f r : (7, <) is an infinitefnirell b,orrrornr
autonxalic tree then it ltas a regular infinite path. That is, rlzere exists a regular set p C T so
that P is an infinite path of T.

Proof By the previotts remark replace 7 with the pruned automatic tree (E(T). {), and call
the resulting tree 7. Recall that the length-lexicographic order <11", on I* is automatic and
therefore one can extend the pr-esentation of z to incrud€ (,1u",, namery (7,1,<p"") is an
automatic structure. Now define the leftmost infinite path P with respect to the length-lexico-
graphic order of the successors of any node. P contains those nodes r for which every y < x:
satisfies that vz, z' < s(il[, < * ] z --ps' z,l, atrd so by proposition 8.1.22 p is regular.
This means, that the unique node e e ,S(y) which is below c is just rhe lengrh-lexicographically
least element of .9(3/). Since the length-lexicographic ordering of X. is a well-ordering (of type
r,,'), this minimum always exists.

We brieffy check that P is an infinite path. Firstly P is closed downward. Indeed, given x € p,
let a 1 r. Then for every a < a, if z. z' e s(y) and z < a < r so by hypothesis then
z lttex z', as required. Secondly P is linear'ly ordered- For otherwise if c, a € p with rlla,
then fet e be their <-maxinral common ancestor. Consider two successors of z say u and u with
'u < r' and u < a. Without loss of generality suppose that u 1y", rn. Then z, u and tu form a
counterexample to a's membership in P. Finally P is infinite (and lrence maximal with these
properties). Indeed if r € P, then the (11""-smallest elemenr in .9(r) is also in P. Hence p is
an infinite regular path in I, as required.

If in the hypothesis above 7 contains finitely many infinite paths, rhen every infinite path is
regular since after defining P, one considers the tree on donrain f \ P to find the next infinite
path. The next theorem generalises this to the case when 7 contains countabty many infinite
parhs.
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Theorem E.6.3 (Automatic Kiinig's Lemma 2) If T : (T,l) is an autrnntic tree rlmr is
.finitelv branching and lms cowfiably mant infinite paths, Ilrcn every, infinite patlz in it is regular

Proof As before replace 7 with the alrtomatic pruned tree (E(T), <). Then the derivative
d,(T) is definable and so the elements of the tree T \ d(7) form a regular subset of T, call it R.
Then R consists of countably many disjoint infinite pafhs, each definable as follows. For every

<-nrinimal a € Rdefine the infinitepath Po as {:r € T | *. <o,V (a { z A r € n)}.

Now replaceT by d(T) and repeat the steps in the previons paragraph. Since CB(7) is finite,
these steps can be iterated at most CB(7) times; after which tirne the lesulting tlee will be

emptyandeveryinfinitepathintheorigina|7wi||havebeengeneratedatson]estage.<

The assunrption that 7 has countably nrany infinite paths can not be dropped, since otherwise
7 necessarily has non-rcgular (indeed, uncountably many non-con'lpLrtable) infinite paths.

The general case

It turns out that autonraticity allows one to remove the condition tl'lat 7 be finitely branching,
under the assumption of course thatT has at least one infinite path. This can be done if given
an automatic trce T, one can effectively construct an automatic copy of the pruned tree E(T),
the set of elements of 7 that are on an infinite path in 7. Then as in the finitely branching case,

Theorem 8.6.2, the (11u*-least path is definable and hence regular.

Theorem E.6.4 (Automatic Kiinig's Lemma 3) If an autonmtic tree has an infinite patlx, tlxen

it lms a regular infinite path.

This follows imnrediatelv fi'om the following construction.

Lemma E.6.5 If T is an outomatic tee then E(T) C T is a regular language.

Proof LetT : (7, <) b. an automatic tree. Writing T'for E(T), it is requircd that the set

T' C E" of all nodes in ? that are on an infinite path is a regular language.

The idea is to construct a Btichi recognisable languagel B over the alphabet A : E1 x X so that
its projection (onto the first co-ordinate) is of the form f'.{-L} .W' for some regularW c E\.
Then 7' is regular since Biichi automata are closed under projection and an automaton for T'
can be extracted from one fol B.

Say that a word r is ort cye . .,, wher€ each c1 is (a;, b1) e X1 x X, if and only if there exist
rn,n € N such that

either rn: 0, r : e,se1 . . .an and ar.-1-1 : -L

lRecall that a (non-deterrninistic) Biichi automaton (S, r, A, F) over X accepts an infinite string a e X' if it
hasarun (ql);ervsuchthatthereissomestate/ e Fwith J = qi forinfinitelymany j € N.
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ol' tl ) m > 0, r : Dol)t . . .brr,._1en,ant+1 . . . or,, or'_t : _L and an+t : I.

In tlre first case we say that ir; is thefrsr worcl on coh.... Consider the set of all sequences
(ao, Do)(ar, Dr) "- € A such that therc arc infinitely nrany words on rhe sequence and the words
on the sequence generate an infinite path of ?. More formally,

o l*n,(ar, : a);

o if U,:areon(oo,Do) (a1,b1) ...and lyl S l;l theny i;and,y,z€T.

There is a Biichi alltomaton 6 accepting suclr sequences because the orderings I and length-
conrparison are automatic and 7 is regr.rlar. Further using that 7 is transitive, one need only
check that adjacent words y1z on the sequence satisfy A < z.

To complete the proof we prove that r; e T' ifand only if r: is the first word on some sequence
cocr - .. satisfying the two conditions. The reverse implication is clear. For the forward implica-
tion let x € T be given and P be an infinite path witnessing that z € ?'. Define rhe seqlrences
aoo.t .. . and bob, . .. described below.

l. Choose tt,eg,e1,...,en such that r.: a1at...an. Let arr*, : 1.

2. Letnt:0.Lelg-x.

3' Find b,nbm+t. . .bn+r such that infinitely many nodes in P extend bob, . . .bm-t as strings.

4. Update nt: n, * 2.

Findanewvaluefornande,ram*r...ansuchthatn>n"LlthepathPcontainsthenode
z : bobt .. .bm-temanr+r ... an and g I z. Leton+l : a.

Letg: z. Goto3.

Note that it is an invariant of the construction that whenever the algorithm comes to Step 3,
either m : 0 or infinitely many nodes in P extend the string bobt . . .b^-t. As there are only
finitely many choices for the new paft bmbmil . . . bn+r, one can choose this parr such that still
infinitely many nodes in P extend boh . .. Dn41 os a string. In Step 4, m ischosen such that the
precondition of Step 3 holds again and b- is the first of the b-symbols not yet defined. For every
a e P it holds that all but finitely many nodes z in P satisfy U 3 z. Furthermore, for every
finite length l, almost all nodes in P are represented by strings longer than /. Thus one can find
a node z as specified in Step 5 and the algorithm runs forever defining the infinite sequence
(a6,116)(41,b,).'. in the limit. In particular; such a sequence exists. It is not required that the
SequencecanbeconstructedeffectivelysincethepathPmightnoteVenbecomputab|e.<

From Theorem E.6.4, we see that if an automatic tree hasfinitellt many infinite paths, then each
is regular' The next theorem generalises this to trees with countably nlany infinite paths.

93
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Theorem E.6.6 (Automatic Kiinigos Lemma 4) If an autonwic tre e l:r.r's cotuilablv nmnv infi-

nite patlw lhen evet)t in.ftnite parh in it is regulan

proof LetT -- (7,<) be an automatic tree with countably many infinite paths. Then the ex-

tendible parr of T, E(T) c ?. is regular by Lemma 8.6.5. So the derivative d(7) is automatic.

Write Et(T) C ? for the extendible part of the dornain of d.i(T). Then since 7 is atrtomatic

CB(T) is finire, say ??.. And since 7 has countably many infinite paths, d! (T) is the empty trce-

So the structure (7,80(T),8 (T), . " , En (7)' J) is autonratic.

Now for every r € T there exists an ??1 < n such that e is in the donrain the tree cl"'(T) and

not in the domain of the tree d^+L (T).ln particular if P is an infinite path of 7 then there is a

largest tn < nsuch that P C E"'(7). Ttre path P is isolated on (E'o(7), J) since otherwise

P would also be an infinite path of d*+r(T) and a subset o;6nr*r(7). Define Ip € T to be

rhe leasr, with respecr ro {, elenrent of P which is not in E',+1(7). Then P is the only infinite

path of E*(T) containing rp. So P is the set of all y € E'" (T) which are comparable to rp

with respect to <. Hence P is regular

If f is an automatic tree with countably many infinite paths, then there is a fornrula specifying

alf these paths which is built from the parameters n, E0(T), El(T),- - . , E"(T) defined in the

prcvious proof. The fornrula is the following one:

o(o,,b) : Vl; laeE"(T)^a4Ei*'(T)n b€ E'(T))n

[(b f a) v (a < bn (Vc, d,,e € EtV))

lo < 
" 

A d',ee S(c) A d < b + d<rru' e])]'

The formula 4p and each set P" defined as {b e ? | O(a, b)} satisfy the following conditions:

o If a € E0 then Po is an infinite path of 7;

e If a ( .Eo then P' is emPtY;

o For every infinite path P of 7 there is an a, with P - Pu'

Most of the content of this chapter appears in Khoussainov et al. [2003a].



Chapter F

Classifying automatic structures

This chapter addrcsses two foundational problems in the theory of autonatic str.r.rcturcs. The
first probleni is that of classifying classes of autonratic structures, namely determining each
elenrent of a class, ttp to isonrorphism, in ternrs of relatively sinrple invariants. To this end
we classify the autontatic boolean algebras, and develop techniques ro pl'ove that some Fraiss6
limits, such as the infinite randonr graph and the universal par-tial order, do not have automatic
presentations. Typically this involves bounding the growth of some aspect of a possible presen-
tation - for instance the lengths of strings encoding the elements of the structure.

The second problem concems the isomorplrism problenr, nanrely deciding whether two au-
tomatic structures are isomorphic or not. We prove that the complexity of the isomorphism
problem for the class of all automatic structures is rl-cornplete.

Although the results in the first section imply that certain classes of automatic structurcs are
lirnited, the Xl-completeness implies that the class of all autoniatic structures is rich. and we
should not expect to be able to classify all automatic structures.

Rl Growth level of string lengths

This method bounds the lengths of strings in an automatic presentation of a structure. A relation
R C Ak+t is called tocallyJiniteif forevery tuple a (of size k) there are at most a finite number
of tuples b 1of size /) such thar (a, D; e n. Ifb : (b,, . . .,01) then write D € 6 if b : brfor some
1 < i < l. Simitarlywrire be BI if br e Bforevery 1< i S /. Note if f : Ak -+.4isa
function then its graph is a locally finite A -F l-ary relation. A structure is called locally finite if
each of its atomic relations ft is locally finite for some choice of ,t; and 11, written R,r C Aki+t;.

Definition F.7.1 Ler A : (A, Rt,' .' , ft.) be an rtutomatic local.ly.finite structure. Let G be a
fnite subset oJ'A.
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l. Define EoG) : G and.forn € N /er

E,+t (G) tb € .{l (lt' e -4/', 
=n 

€ E*'(G))[b e l.r 

^ 
(a,t) e R,]].

2. Define LoG) : Eo (G) antl .for ri € N ler Lnal (G) : L"(G) U E 
'*r 

(G).

So.L,,(G) is the set of elements that can be formed by at most n applications of tlre atonric

relations star.ting from G. A structurc ,4 is called fniteh generated if there exists a finite set

of generarors G C y' such that ,{ : U,eru L,(G). The function rr, H lL"(G)l is called the

gtoutth of the structute "4 based at G.

The result then says thar the growth (based at G) of a finitely generated locally finite autornatic

structure is bounded above by a single exponential. The proof rests on the following observa-

tion, which appearc in a simpler case in Elgot and Mezei t1965].

Proposition F.1.2 Supltose that R C Ak+t is a locally finite M recogrisable rclatiott. Tlterc

exisrs a constant p, that depends onh on the aulonmton for R, such that

max{lalla €T} - nra-x{lrl l" er.} < P

for every, @,9) e R.

proof Let g be the number of states of the automaton recognising S(fi). We will see that

the required constant p may be taken as g x /. Fix (T,il e R and say u' € X" has length

urax{l,I I"€Z}.Thereissomelalgestnumberm<-l,sothatat,a2,''',amaredistinctindices
with the property that yon has length at least l*'l for evet] 1 < i < nz. Without loss of generality

we may slrppose that lgo, l3la'rL < "' 1 lAo,,l. In particular lyo,"l : max{lAllA € V}'

Define cl1 as lgo, | - l"'1, and d; as l9o, | - lgo'-, I for I < i 3 m.

Suppose by way of contradiction that lllo-l - lt'l > q x l.Then there is some i so that d; ) Q

since lyo,, I - lr'l : dt * . ' . * d,, and m < l. Let n be lr'l if i : 1 and lgon-, I if , > 1' Now

we can pump the string 8(1:, t) between positions ru and n * d;. Here the essential property is

that if lArl >n then lyil 2 n* d.t. So forthese yi, write 3t, : uiui whete lril : n' Then

by rhe Pumping Lemma partition tui into aibici and conclude that for every t € N the string

(",,...,rx,a\...,y') €@(n) whereu'iisyrif luil <n.andaibiciif lgjl >n..Thiscontradicts

that R is locally finite.

We introduce some notation.

Definition F.1.3 Suppose D is a structute over alplzabet D. Write y1n .for the strings of 2 of

Iength at nxost n. Ler Xo(") denote 23k" .for some k. Write Dnfor DaES"; fiat is the el.emenls

of tlrc donmin D of len.gth at most n'

The following essentially appeared in Khoussainov and Nerode il 9951 and later in Blurnensath

I r eee].

:U
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Proposition F.l.4 Let D be an alttonlatic structltre conraining locallt,finire arcntic rzlation.s
ftr,"',Rrand generatingsetG: {g,,...,gi} c D. Then thercisa lin.ear-function f : N -+
N srrcft tlwt L,,(G) rs a subsel of all those worcls in D of length nor exceetling t,Ql. Hence, if
iIl : 7 rlrcn lL"(G)l: O(n), and otlrcrv,ise lL,,(G)l : lllo(").

Proof Suppose Ri C Dhi+l'. Let i; : max{A,} and / : max{lr}. Ler r4 be an auton.raton over
X thatrecognises those (r1,...,ufr, Ut,....y1) such that

V1[.R;(r1 ,"',rki,!11,".,Ut,) At <a<.k,r,<b1t (ro - A nAr: ,\)].

Note tfrat :r € Ln(G) with rcspect to R1, . . ., ft, if and only if r € Ln(G) wittr respect ro rhis
A: + l-ary relation.

Define I : Inaxi lgll and let p equal the number of states in ,4. We show by induction on n
that -8"(G) c Ds+np.For the base step, Eo(G) c Dn by the definitions. For the induction
step, assume that E"(G) C Ds+n1,. Then y € En5 (G) if and only if therc exists z and g so
that,Q(n,g) where7- (:rr,'",nk;) hasry € E,(G) forevery jandy e y.Bytheproof of
PropositionF.l.2,lyl < nrax{l"il I rj € r} *p. So E^nr(G) c Db+n)*,,whichcompletes
the indnction. That L"(G) c Ds+np follows from the definition of L,(G).
Forlxl :l,sincelD*l:rn*r,lL"(G)l <g+ttp*lasrcquircd.otherwise,lD,-l:ltl*
and so lL"(G)l < 1X1r*"o as required.

Exampfe F.I-S The free group on k > 7 generators is not aulonxatical\, presentable.
Indeed, for G : {gr,' ' ' , gx} , L"(G) contains all words of length, in the generators, at most 2n.
So l.L"(G)lis at leasr fr(2")

Using this method Blumensath tl999l proves that the following structlrres do not have automatic
presentations:

I . (N, x ) where x is usual multiplication, and

2. (N, p) where p is a pairing funcrion (namely p : NJ2 -+ N is a bijection).

The next section contains new proofs of these results.

We now apply Proposition F.1.2 to classify particular classes of algebraic structures, namely
integral domains and Boolean atgebras.

Recall that an integral domain is a commurarive ring with identiry (D,*,0,., l) with the prop-
efiy that if r . y : O then z -- 0 or g - 0.

Theorem F.l-6 There is no infinire auto,natic integrar domain.
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Proof Suppose by way of contradiction that (D,+,0,.,1) is an infinite automatic integral
donrain over alphabet X. Sr.rppose that 1 € I and identify (1., .) with (N, +). Recall thar
Dn:.D n Xsu. Define a relation A.I(n,,r),forn € 1* and r,€ D, by

(Va.D, e.',b' e D")lo . :r: * lt : o' . n + b' -+ (o - a,' Ab: b')].

We show that for every rz therc exists an lli € X* such that ,4.[(n,r:) holds. Suppose for some n
thattherewercno:rwith AIQt,e). Thenforevery:u € D thereexist a,b,o,',b'€ D,, suchthat
(4,,0) and(a',b')aledistinctpairswiththepropertythatthara.:t*b:a'.r*D'.SinceD,'is
finiteand D is infinitethereexistsuchdistinctpairs (rr.D) and (o!,b') witha.A+b: a.'.A+b'
for infinitely nrany g's. So (o. - a!) .A -- (b'- b) for these E's. Now a f a.' for otherwise also
b: b',contradicringtheassumptionrhar (o,,b) * (o',b'). Also (a -a.')-a: (a-a').a' :b,-b
forsomeA*A'.Rewritingonegetsthat(a-o').fu-a'):0andsinceafa'thepropertyof
being an integral donrain inrplies that g -- U', a contradiction. This completes the proof of the
existence of such an e;.

Now define a relation F(n, n) by

A4(n,r) n (Vy) lA[(n,A) + r 1tu, U].

Then F(rz,z) if c is the length-lexicographically least z such that ItI(n.z). Now define a
relation E(n, fl by

(3a € D)(=b e D)flal < l,rl n lal S l"l Ar: a. F(n,r) + bl.

Butforevery (o,b) # (a!,b') with(a,D) and (a',b')inDnXDn,iristhecaserhar a,.F(n,r)+bt'
a' . F(n,r) + b'. So {r € D l,E(n,r)} is at least lD"l,.Note rhat E(n,{ is a locally finite
relationandsobyPropositionF.l.2thereisak€Nsuchthat{r€DlE(n,r)}CD,+x.
Hence lD"l' < l{t e D I E(n,,r)}l S lD"+*l : O(lD"l) and so lD"l = O(1). Hence D is
finite,contradictingthat2presentsaninfinitestructure.<

Coroffary F.1.7 Tlrcre is no infin.ite automatic field.

Automatic Boolean Algebras

Recall that aBoolean algebra B: (B,u,n, \) induces apartial orderr c gdefined asx;r.tg:
r.Wlite0forthebottomelementandlforthetopB.Writef.fort\r. IfScBthenwrite
U,5 for the element Uses. Say that a € B splits r € B tf r aa I o and r ag + o. Anon-zero
r € B isanatont if y C u impliesthat y:0 or U: fi. Then B iscalled atontles.s if it has no
atoms. Also 6 is called atontic if for every fr € B there exists an atom y C r.Note that atomless
implies not atomic, but the converse does not hold. Indeed tf B is not atomic then there is an

element r e B such that there is no arom below it. In rhis case ({y e B lA C r}, i, U, \) is an

atomless Boolean algebra, which is unique up to isomoryhism. Note that this atomless Boolean
algebra is first order definable in B with parameter e and hence is automatic if B is automatic.
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However we will shortly prove that there is no automatic prcsentarion of the atomless Boolean
algebra and so conclude that if B is an automatic Boolean algebra, then it has no aromless
subalgebra. Such an algebra is called superato,ttic.

The following lemnra is useful.

Lemma E1.8 .sappose B is an rtulornatic boolean ulgebra. There exisls o co,tstant e € N, tlal
depends only on lhe aulontata .for B, such thar for s1,411, .ftnite set S of n elenrcnts of B, rhe
lengtlt o.f US is ctl ntosl

tl.T{ ltl} + e log n.

Proof We calculate a bouncl on I u ^Sl by considering a 'con'lplrtation tree' computing u.9. Let
A be the least integer grcater than or equal ro log rz. Denote by Bn the firll binary tree of height
h. It has at least n leaves. Labelthe nodes of 87, as follows. The leaves are labelled by elements
of .9 in such a way that every element of .S is the label of at least one leaf. Suppose we have
labelled all the elements on e-th level of the tree, ir)1,' . ., r:y.,, identifying the nodes of the trees
with their labels. Label the i - 1'st level as follows. Forevery oddT < A, label rhe parent of c3
andzj+r byr;Uz7*1- Thiscompletesthelabellingof thetreeBl. Notethatthelabel of the
rootcrf thetrceisUS. ByPropositionF.l.2thereisaconstantdsuchthatforevery a,b € B
itholdsthatlaubl <rnax{lol, lbl}*d.Thenbyinductionifr€Bisatabel ofanodeon
the z-th level of the tree B,,then lrf ( max,es{lsl} + d,(h - z). Sening f : 0 and noting that
h<I*lognitholdsthatlUSl(ma'r,."{|'|}+d(1*logn).asrequired'<
If 6 is a Boolean algebra and G c B then write 6(G) for rhe subalgebra generared by G,
namely the smallest (with respect to set inclusion) subalgebra of B containing G. If G is a
fi'ee set of generators of size n then lB(G)l : 2,,. A property that distinguishes the atomless
Boolean algebra 6 is the following: for every d. e B (that is not the minimum element 0) there
exists r € B such rhat n i d I O and i a d + O.

Proposition El.9 The countable atonzless Boolean algebra has n.o outomatic presentatiort.

Proof Suppose by way of contradiction that 6 is an automatic prcsentation of the countable
atomless Boolean algebra over alphabet X. For every binary string o, define an element bo
inductively as follows. Set b1 : 1. Suppose bo has been defined and consider the length
lexicographicallyleastelementr € Bthatsplitsbo. Define bol: rf\boandbo.l : iObo.
Note that for e € {0, 1}, bo. is first order definable from bo using the (11u, ordering. Hence by
Proposition F.1.2 there exisrs a constanr A: such that lbool < lb"l + A.

For every n € N define f", : {b. I lol - n} .Then by repeated application of Proposition F.l .2,
r € x" impliesthat lrl < lrl+kn. Howeverforevery r,a € x, itholdsthatr oa:0and
so B(-fn), rhe Boolean algebra genelated by &, 6ur 2lx"l atoms. Ler )' € B(X") and note thar
l' € B is a union of at most 2" elemenrs of )f,,. so by Lemma F.l.g, l)'l < ltl+ kn* enfor
some e € N independent of )/. Hence B(X") C Xo("). However there are 2(2") elements in
B(X"), which exceeds lXo(n)1, a contradiction.
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Hence every autontatically prcsentable Boolean algebra is superatomic. We now classify the

autonratic sltperatomic Boolean algebras. Call two elements a, b € B F-equit,alent if (a n ll) u
(b n A) is a finite union of atoms. This is a cotrgruence relation on B, and so write BIF for the

quorientalgebra. Forr: € B, write :rf F for the F-equivalenceclass of r. Call r € B largeif
rhere are infinitely many atoms of B below r:. Call t e B extra-large it nlF is large in B lF;
thar is if there are infinitely many atoms of BIF below r/F. Recall that A € B splirs n e B
if r:O U + 0 andr ng + 0. Notethat if I e B isextra-largethenthereexists y € Bthat
splits / such that I O y is extra-lat'ge and I fl y is large. Suppose that B is automatic.Then BIF
is first ordel definable in B, and so is autonratic. Sinrilarly the sets of large, and respectively

extra-large, elenrents of B are regular.

Proposition F.1.10 If B is a superototrxic auto,natic Boolemt algebra then B f F is finite.

Proof Suppose that 6 is autonratic and that B/F is infinite. Forevery rz € N \ {0} we will

constrllct a finite binary B-labelled tl'ee [. The tree will be a prefix-closed subset of {0, 1}*.

Its labels will consists of n * 1 extra-large elements, ?? large elenrents (that are not extra-large),

and n,(rl - I)12 atoms. Denote by I the set of large elements of 6, by X.L the set of extra

large elements of B, and by ,4 the set of atonrs of B. The following operations will be used. The

ftrncrion f : XL -+ LxXLwhere l@): (rtla,cnd) whercaisthelength-lexicographically

least element of B that splits r such that r fla is large and r|ra is extra-large. The function

g : L -+ y' where /(r) is the length-lexicographically least elenrent of B that is an atom and

isbefowu.Thefunctionh:LxA-+Awhereh(r,y)isanatombelowsandisthelength-
lexicographically least such that it is length-lexicoglaphically greater than the element E. Since

6 is automatic, these functions are FA recognisable.

Define 4. as follows. Its domain is

U l'oj'
0<i+j<n

Note that fi is prefix-closed and each node has depth at most ??. Now label the tree with

elements of B. The root ) is labelled with L. Note that f. is extra-large. Suppose we have

labelled lt for some i < n as g and let /(g) : (l,r). Then label 1i+r with the extraJatge

element r and l'0 with the large element I and 1i00 (for f ( n - 1) with the atom g(l). Now

suppose we have labelled 1t0r with the atom a for some 2 < i < 1't, - i. Then label 1t0'+r

with the atom h(l,o). This completes the definition of 4.. Note that the n* 7 nodes li for

0 S i l narelabelledwithextra-largeelements;then,nodesl'0forS ( ri < n,arclabelled

with large elements (that are not extra-large); and the remaining nodes are labelled with atoms-

The assumption that BIF is infinite and B superatomic implies that f, exists for every n.

Recall that the projection flrnction zrr, that extracts the value at co-ordinate €, is FA recognis-

able. Apply Proposition F.1.2 to the rcgularfunctions ruf , J',g and /r, yielding comesponding

constants. Let k be the maximum of these constants. Now let o be a node of the tree [r, with

Iabel z say. Then z canbe produced by exactly lol applications of the functions, starting with 1.

Henceforevery nandeverylabel e of T,,,itholds thar lzl < lf l+ kn.Inparticulat;let)f,, c B
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Figr'rre F.l : The trce 75. The black nodes are extla-lalge, the grey nodes are large, and the white
nodes arc aton'ls.

be the set of atoms labelling nodes in the treeTn. Then -X, q s'o(zr). However since atoms are
disjoint, the nunrber of elements in B(I,,), the Boolean algebra generated by the elements in
r",r, is 2l'r"1. gensider an element )'' : or u . . . u a^ of B(x^). By Lernnia F.l.g there exists a
constant ft'such that l)'l < lrl+ kn+ k'lognz. since m.: O(nzI it holds that l),1 : o(n) and
lrence B(X") C Xo("). However there are 2n(n-t)/2 elenrents in B(Xr) which exceeds lXo(",)1,

r0r

a contradiction.

Fact 8,1.11 [see
isomorplzic to an

Goncharov - 1997, Corollary 1.6.1] Etter),superatomic Boolean algebra is
interval algebra of some ordinal.

Theorem Rl.f2 [Khoussainov, Nies, Rubin, and Stephan - 2004] A Boolean algebra is auto-
nmtically presentabl.e if and only iJ'is isontorphic to the interval algebra of afor some orclinal.
a<u2.

Proof The interval Boolean algebras of ordinals an are automatically presentable as in Exam-
ple B.2.18' Conversely suppose B is an automatic Boolean algebra. Then by Proposition F. 1.9
and the first paragraph of this section it is superatomic. So by Proposition F.l.l0 the quotient
B /F is finite. Note that ar2 is the least ordinal a such that the quotient of the interval algebra of
cl is not a finite Boolean aleebra.

Corolfary R1.13 The isontorph.ism problent for autontatic Boolean algebras is tlecidable.

Proof If ,4 is an auromaric Boolean algebra then
since it is definable from ,4 (using 3*). Hence
B, construct (uniformly in A and 6) rhe finite
isomorphic to B if and only if ,4 and B have the

the congruence relation F is a regular predicate
given two automatic Boolean algebras, A and

Boolean algebras A/F and BlF. Then "4 is
same number of elements.
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F.2 Growth level of finite subsets of the domain

A theorenr of Cantor states that every countable linear order is isomorphic to a subordeling of
the usual ordering of the rationals, 4. This is expressed as saying that 4 is urtiversal for the
class of countable linear ordem. The structure r7 also has the propefty that every isonrorphisnr
between finite substructut€s of 17 extends to an autonrorphisrn of r7. This property is called
ttllra-lz.ontogenein,. Sirnilarly, there exists a countable partial order, ?, which is universal for
the class of countable partial orderings and is also ultra-honogeneous. These two properties
can be used to prove thatP is unique up to isonrorphisnr. Moreover these are both exanrples of
a ntote general phenonrenon called Fraiss6 limits. The airn of this section is ro prove that unlike
t1,P and certain other Fraiss6 lirrrits are not alrtomatically presentable.

Examples of Frai'ssd limits

Herc is a brief introduction to Fraissd lirnits taken fronr Hodges [ 993, Chapter 7.1].

Let K be a class of finite structures over a fixed signature, closed under isomorphism, with the
following properties:

HP For every ,4 e K all substructures of "4 are also in K.

JEP Forevery A,B e K thercexists C e K such that Aand8areembeddableinC.

AP Forevery 14, B,C eK with embeddings e : A-+ 6 and f t A-+ C therc exists D e I{
and embeddings g : B -+ D and It : C -+ 2 sr.rch rhat ge : A -+ D equals h,f : A -+ D.

These are rcspectively called the lzereditarv prcper71,, joittt embedding property and atnalgann-
tion property.

The age of a structure 2 is the set of all finite substructures of 2. The age of any structnre 2
has HP and JEP. If a class of structurcs K satisfies all three conditions above then therc exists a

countable structLtre D6 such that the following holds.

I . K is the age of D x and D y is unique up to isomorphism with this properry.

2. D x is ultra-homogeneous.

3. The first otdertheory of Dy is u.r-categorical. This means that every countable stntcture
6 with the same first order theory as "4 

is isomorylric to .,4.

4. D x admits qlrantifier elimination.

Hete are some examples of classes K that satisfy HP, JEP and AP, and the corresponding uni-
versal structures 27r.
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Exampfe F.2.1 The rdtiotlol ordering q.

Let K be tlre class of all finite linearorderings. Tlren 26 is isomorphic to rhe usualordering of
the rationals.

In the following two examples, all graphs are undirected.

Example F.2.2 The random graph.

Let K be the class of all finite graphs. Then 27; : (D,.8) is calledthe random graph and
is characterised by the following 'extension' property. For every finite subset F c D and
everypartitionxr,rrof F,thereexists a e D suchrhat(o,",) € Eand(o,rr) y' Efor
€ver):lr1 € Ir and z2 € ,\2. It is called the random graph because it is with probability
one isonrotphic to the graph formed by placing an edge berween two vertices with independent
probability j. tt is also isomorphic to the graph on vertices N and an edge between t: and y if
andonlyifthereisa1inther-thpositionofthebinaryexpansionofg.<

A gmph is contplete if there is an edge between every pair of vertices. Write C, for the complete
graph on p vellices.

Exampfe F.2.3 The ranclom Cr-frce graph.
For p ) 3 let K be the class of all finite graphs tlrat do not contain a conrplete subgraph on
7r vertices. ThenDx : (D,E) is calledthe ranclontCr-free graph.It is characterised by the
properly that for every finite subset F c D, and every Cp-r-free subset X c F, there exists
aeDsuchthat(a,z)eEforeVeryu€Iand(o,.il/,Eforevery9€F\x'<

LetD: (D,<) beapartial orderandlet.f c D. Then-Xiscalled ach.ainif theelements
of,\arepairwiseconrparable;tharisforall x:,ue,yeitherrauoraar.xiscalledan
arzti-chain if the elements of X are pairwise inconrparable; that is for all r, U e X neither r < a
nor g < r, written rlly.

Exampfe F.2.4 The randont partial onlen
LetKbetheclassof all finitepartialorders. ThenDy iscalled therandontpartialorcler.Ithas
the following properties.

l.If F is a finite anti-chain of Dy and;l and B partition F then there exists an element r € Drc
such thatforevery a € A,r > aandforevery b e B,llb.
2. If F is a finite chain of D11 wirh least element a and largest element b then there exists an
e|ementx€Dysuchthato,<I<bandforallc€Fwithc<c<bitholdsthatr||c.<

Example F.2.5 The atonzless Boolean algebra.
Let K be the class of all finite Boolean algebras. ThenDy is isonrorphic to the countable
atomless Boolean algebra. This Boolean algebra is characterised by rhe properry rhar for every
I+othereexistsg+owithystrictIybelowr.Here0istheminimalelement.<
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Non-automaticity of some Frai'ss6 limits

We now develop a technique that will be used to prove that the Flaissd linrits introduced aboveo

with the exception of 17, are not automatically presentable. It will also be used to prove the non

autonraticity of tlre pairing algebra (N, p) and the stl'ucture (N, x ).

Definition F.2.6 Suppose D is a stntcture ot)er alplmbet Z. RecaII tlrct Dn is the set D n XS";

thatistheel.ementsqfDoflengthatnrcsln.WriteSnfor{r€X"Ilz€LArzeD};tlzat
is the set of strings of Iength n tltat are prcfixes of w'otds in D.

Lemma F.2.7 If D C X* is a rcgular language then

It. 1,9"1 : o(lD"l) and

lD",+r,l : O(lD"l) for even' cottstctrtt /c e N'

Proof Suppose the automaton recognising D has c states. Then fol r € .9,, there exists e € X*

withlzl Scsuchthatrz€D(i). Ifn)cthenls"l Slll"*lS"-"1 sincethemapassociating

r € S" with the word consisting of the first n - c letters of s, is lXl"-to-one. But by using (t)

we see that 1,9,,_.1 < lD,l. So lS,,l < Itl" x lD"l. This contpletes the first part.

Fix k e N. The mapping associating r € D4.,6 to the prefix of r of length n is lXlk-to-

one. Hence lD*+rl < ltlk x ls"l S ltl* x lll" x lD"l. Since Dn C Dn+* one has that

|D"|<|Dn'+t|:o(|D"|).Thiscomp|etesthesecondpart'<

Definition F.2.8 Suppose that the structure D contains an atom.ic binan' relation E and D C
D*. Forrz € N ancl y € D define tlzefunction cFr,u: D,, 1{0,1} as

2.

c1,n@): { ;
D I E(r,E)
D | -'E(r,y).

if
il

Write ftcf; for the cardinality of the set {r|* | A Q D\. If there is no ambiguity we drop the

superscript.

In general fc,, is at most 2lD"l, 15s number of subsets of lD"l. But in the case that 2 is

automatic we can say morc.

Proposition 82.9 If D is automatic then ffcn: O(lD"l).
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Proof Suppose 2 is autonlatjc over alphabet X. Ir is sufficient ro prove thar the cardinaliry of
theset Cr: {c,,,ala e nnrtn} iso(lD,,l) sincetlre y's in D,,rcan supplyat mosr lDnlnrany
additional functionsc,,,r. That is,ffc,, S lC"l +lD,l. Let (e,L,p,F) be az-tapealtonaron
recognising 8E. Fix n € N. For y € D n I>" we will associate with each c,r.u two pieces of
infornration,Jr: Dn -+ Qand/io c Qasfollows. Letg(ur,g) :oto2...oA.,where u e D,
and oi € l1-. Then define Jo(ut) :: p(r,o-1...o,,). Define Iin c e as those srares.s € e such
that p(s, otr+7 .. . o*) € F. Note that o,,*1 . . . o1, : g(), z) for sone ; € X*.

Consider the mapping sending cn,e to the pair (,1".,Kr). lf c,,,o * cn,v,then there is some
IL, € Dn such that without loss of gener-ality D I E(tn,y) and D F -E(u,A,). So if J, : Jr,
then there is a state q which is in /i, and not in /io,. Hence the mapping is one-to-one. So the
cardinalityof theset C,, is lessthan orequal to lIJrla € Daxt")l x2d fortl,: lel. Now J,
dependsonlyonthefirstnlettersof yinthesensethatforlr.rl :randtu,u,€D*, J.,,_:Ju.,.
Hence {Jrla € Dnx>"} = {Ju lu e s"}, where.gn istheser {g € t" l(lu,') [to € x*Ayur €
D]]. By the first part of Lemnra F.2.7 , we ger rhal

lC"l : O(lg'l) : O(lD"l).

Hence #cn : O(lD"l) as required.

Corolfary F.2.10 [Stephan - 2AO4 [also Delhommd - 2001b] The rarzdonz graph has no auto-
matic ltrcsentation.

Proof Strppose by way of contradiction that (D, E) is an automatic copy of rhe random graph.
Applying the extension axiom to Dn we get that for every ,I( c Dn there exists & e D such
thatcfl*(r):1ifandon|yifg€1{.Hence#"f:2|D"|contradictingPropositionF.2.g,<

Ploposition F.2.9 can be weakened to give a purely algebraic condition that is sufficient for
prcving non-automaticity. If o(u, E) is a D-formula,'g € D and F c D, then define e(F,a)
as the set {r € r I D I Q(r,y)}. Also write #co(F) for lto(r, il | a € D}1. we drop the
superscript if there is no ambiguity.

Sutppose thatD is automatic and let (D(r,g) be a D-formula. In what follows O may be a FO
formula (with parameters) and possibly using the additional qurantifiers l* and l(fr,-). Recall
one can expand every automatic presentation of D to one that includes OD, by Theor-enr B.l.26.

So Proposition F.2.9 says that

l{o(D", y) I'a e D}l : O(lD"l).

In particular there exists /r e N such that for infinitely many m € N (namely those lD,l for
n € nJ), there exists an F (namely some D,,) with lFl : rn such rhat f c(F) < km.

The contrapositive is summarised as follows.
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Proposition F.2.1| Let D be a srructure v,ith dontain D. Suppose there exists a D-fonnula

O(r:. y) so thor Jbr evett k: e N it lrclds rhar

#c(F) > ,klFI

for alntost all.finite subsets F C D. ThenD is nol aulomalicallv presentable.l

Example F.2.12 For rhe random graph choose Q(t, g) as stating that there is an edge between

r:andg.Then#c(F)_2|n|foreveryfinitesubsetFofthedonrain'<

The following is part of an old conrbinatorial result known as Dilworth's Lemma.

Lemma F.2.13 Ler D be a finite partial order of cardin.al.ity tt. Let a be th.e size of largesl

anti-chain in D and let c be the size of the largest chain in D. Tlten n S ac.

Proof Let c be the size of the largest chain in 2. For 1 < i S c define X; as the set of all

efementsrsuchthatrhesizeof thelargestchaininthesubpartialorder(f r): {a e Dlr < g}

is rl. Then the Xr's parrition D. Moreover if o, < b and b e ,{i then the size of tlie largest chain

in (f a) is > i. Hence each f; is an anti-chain. Thus D can be partitioned inlo exactly c many

anti-chains.Ifaisthesizeofthelargestanti-chainin2thenr^t"1acasrcquired.<

Coroffary F.2.14 P : (P,1) has no aulonratic presentatiort.

Proof LetO(a,g) bethefornrula ft <av y < r and fix afinite F c P.

Let A be an antichain of F. By property 1 in Example F.2.4, map each X C A to an element

X' € P such every o e X satisfies .{' > a and every b e A\ X satisfies X'llD. Note that

if X + )/ then O(f, X') + A,F,)"/). Hence ther€ are at least 2lAl distinct sets of the fornr

O(,F,r) where r e. P. That is, #c(F) > 2tet.

Ler C be a chain of F. Then by ploperty 2 in ExampleF.2.4, map each pair (o, b) with a' < b e

Ctoanelement r6,q € Psuchthat$1a,r,; ) aandrlo,u; ( bandevery c€C witha < c <b
satisfies x6,allc. Then if (a,b) * (e, /) then O(4 rt',r,1) + A@,u tu,l)) and so #c(F) > lcl''
Now if ,4 is an anti-chain of F of maximal size, and C is a chain of F of maximal size, then by

Lemma F.2.13, (#c(F))l,ogz(#c(F)) > lFl'.So by Proposition F.2.11, 2 is not automatically

presentable

In what follows, let f be a finite graph. For a vertex u, write E(u) for the set of vertices adjacent

ro u. The tlegree of a vertex is the cardinality of E(u). Write A(.F) for the maximum degree

over all the vertices of F. Call a subgraph f with no edges an independent graph. Let a(f) be

the number of vertices of a largest independent subgraph of f.
Recall thal Co denotes the complete graph on p vertices; that is, there is an edge between every

pair of vertices. A graph is called Cu-free if it has no subgraph isomorphic to Co.

rThis observation arose in conversation with Leonid Libkin and MichaelBenedikt.
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LemmaF.2.15 Forevet),p> 3, tlrcre isa polvtontiat QoQ:) of degrcep-1sothat if f isa
finite Co-fiee sraph rhen Qrftt(F)) > lFl.

Proof We firsr prove that for evely finite graph f,

rt(-r) > lrli (.1(f) + r). (F.l)

Let 0 be an independent subgraph of J| with a maximal nunrber of vertices. That is, a(F) : lgl.
For evety d. e G let //(d) : E(d) u {d}, where E(d) is the set of vertices in f adjacent to rJ.

Thensince$isnraxintal,forevetyr{-Fthereissorne(notnecessarilyuniqr-re)deGsuchthat
r € //(d). Hence ? : naecN(d). But lA/(d)l equals the degree (in f) of dplus one, and so
the largest cardinality amongsr the N(d)'s is at most A(f)* 1. Hence lFl < lGl x (A(r)+ r)
as rcquired.

The lenrma is proved by induction on Jr. We will show thar eo@) : Xf=ir,r. For rhe case
P : 3 note that for evely venex u, the subgraph on domain E(u) is independent. For otherwise
if t',y e E('u) were joined by an edge then the subgraph of f on {r,a,u} is C3. In particutar
then a(f) > A(r). Combining this with Inequarity F.r, we get o,(F)[a(F) + 1] > lFl as
required.

For the inductive step, let T be a Cr-free graph with p ) 3. For every vertex u, the set ,6(u)
is Co-r-fiee for otherwise rhe subgraph of f on E(u) u {tr} has a copy of Cr. Applying
the induction hypothesis to E(u) we get that E(u) must have an independent ser X so that
Qp-t(l-{l) > lE(u)1. But,{ is also independentin f so ep-r @VD > A(f). combining
this with Inequality F.t, we get that *(f)[eo_r@VD + 1] > lFl. Hence er@VD > lFl as
required.

Coroflary F.2-16 For p ) 3, the random Co-free graph is not alttonxaticalltt presenlable.

Proof Fix p ) 3 and let (D, E) be a copy of the random Cr-freegraph. Ler f'be a finite subset
of D. Then for evely C,pt-free subset I{ c F there exists an r € D that is connected to every
vertex in .Ii and none in F\If . So let g be an independent subgraph of f so that eo|Gl) > lf l

as in the lemma. Then g has 2lcl subsets and so #c(F) is at least 2lcl which is not linear in lFl.HencebyPropositionF.2.Il,2isnotautomatica|lypresentable.<
The next result was observed by Leonid Libkin, though originally proven in Blumensath [1999]
using the method of growth levels of string lengths. Recall that a pair-ing function is a bijection
of the form p : D2 -+ D. The resulting structure (D , p) is called a pairing algebra.

CoroflaryF.z.lT [Blumensath - 1999] No pairing algebra (N,p) has an auromatic presenta-
tiotz.

r07
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Proof Let (D(r,9) be the fornrula (32)[p(r. z) : E Y p(z,r) : y]. Note that for every pair

(a,, b) e F x F,there is ay e D so that p(a,b) - y. That is, O(4, y) holds and O(b, g) holds and

since p is one-to-or'le, there is no other c for which O(", y) holds. So in general O(F, g) defines

every two (and one) element subset of F as y varies over N. Hence #c(F) > (';l) for every

finitesubsetFcNandsobyPropositionF.2.ll,(N,2)isnotauton1aticallypresentable.<

The following was also originally proven in Blumensath [999] using tlre method of growth

levels of string lengths. In fact, there the divisibility structtlt€ (N, l) was proven to have no

automatic presentation.

Corollary R2.18 [Bh.rrnensath - 1999] Tlrc structurz (N, x) ftas no outonlalic presentatiort.

Proof Let (D, x) be an automatic presentation of (N, *) over X. Expand this presentation to

one that includes the following.

l. A function sqr : D -+D where sqr(a) : a x Q.

2. The divisibility predicate r + A defined as (lz) h): r x zl.

3. The locally finite relation uid(r,y) defined 3s ! . !):.

4. The identity l definable as {r | (VA), + y}.

5. Tlresetof pdmesPdefinableas ir e Dlx / 1A (VE + n)lA:1V y: r])'

The setof prime powers R isdefinable as {n e D I (lp e P)(Va + ")lp+ av g: 1]}.

A function nert" : P -+ P where nert(p) is the length-lexicographical least prime length-

lexicographicatly greater than p; that is, the graph of nert is the inrmediate successor

relation of 1trc, restricted to the primes P.

ByPropositionF.l.2appliedtofunction next,lpial l 5 lpol +efor someconstante € N. So

lp,*rl < lprl+ e,iorinotherwordsDprl+"acontains {pt,"',Pt+t}. Sothenumberof primes

in Dn, denoted by p(n), is at least nf d,for some constant d e N that depends only on lpll
and e. Similarly by rcpeated application of Proposition F.l.2 applied to the function sgr', there

isaconstantk'€Nsuchthatifa{- Dnthenforevefyr€N,o(2')15inD,,a6,'.Alsoby
PropositionF.1.2appliedtotherelation u'idlhereisaconstantk't € Nsuchthatif ae Dnthen

every divisor of a is in Dnq1r,,. Let k be the larger of A' and k". In particular then for every

r € N, the set Dn+kx, contains every number of the form p(z') for every prinre p in Dn and

a3r.
For ever.y prime p,let rr(p) be the largest exponent such that the number P''"(p) is in D,,. Then

applying Proposition F.2.9 to the relation +, we have that for every 1., n € N,

p(")
1 ,, - 

qrP(n) -t ryxnltlrn+kr\p) 2 Ir i

in Dn 'r=l

7.

2o(n+kx) ) #cr;+*, )_

pp
T

rime
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whichisacontr.adictionsinced,keNareindependentofrandn,.<
Finally, here is an alternative proof that the atomless Boolean algebra is not alrtomatically pre-
sentable (see Proposition F.1.9), Recall that if B is a boolean algebra and G c B then B(G)
denotes rhe subalgebra of B generated by G.

Coroflary F-2-19 The atontless Boolean algebra has no autctntatic presentatiotx.

Proof Let (D, n, u, \) be an automatic copy over I of the countable atomless Boolean algebra.
Recall that Dn is defined as D f-t Xs" so that lD, I as a function from N to N is non-decreasing.
Suppose that 1 € X. Expand this presentation to an auromaric one that includes the following
rclations wherc rz € 1* and r € D.

o the minimum element 0 satisfies (Vr € D) [, U 0 : r].

r the partial order.z C g defined as s f-) ,A : x:.

o Atom(n,r) definedas (ty)[lyl < lrzl n r ca]n (vy)flEl < Inl _+ (r cav x cill.
o A'IatAtom(n.r) defined asAtorn(n,a') n (vy)[(Atom(n,,il Aa c r) -+ s : y]. so

AIatAtom(n,r) holds if r is an atom of the finite Boolean algebra generared by the set

{aenllyl <l"l}.
o Gen(n,r) defined as (Va)[Ar!acAton-t(rya) -+ (a C ry a C t,)].

o A,Ii.nGen(n,r) defined as

Gen(n,r) n (Vy)(Vr)[Ge,n(n,y) n I,IarAtom(n,a)] _+

[(acr <+ 0cil+@ca)1.

Spli,t(n,z) defined as (Va)[,421a rAtom(n, a) + (a n s l0 A a, f] -1) + O)1.

A'Ii,nSpli,t(rz, u ) defined as Spti,t(n, r) A (Vg)[Setit(n,A) -+ n .tu, Ul.

Identifying (1*,') with (N, f ) we may write n e N. Then MarAtornQz,r) holds if and only if
z is a free generator of B(D"). So A,linGen(n,x) holds if and only if r is in B(D,). Note that
AIinGen(n,r) isalocaltyfiniterelationandsobyPropositionF.l.2thereexistsaconstantk
independent of n such that B(D^) C Dn+x for every n € N.

The property of being atomless implies that for every n there exists a unique r e D with
AdinSplit(n,x). Since r ( B(D,) and using Proposition F.1.2 one has that rhere exists a
constant 'independent of n such rhat n ( lrl 1 n+ k'. Let c : kt+ k. Then Dna"
contains B(D"+r') which in turn contains at least twice as many free generators as B(D"). So

lD^*,| > lB(D"**,)l > lB(D,)1, > lD,lr.However using the second part of LemmaF.2.7
one has that lD,,_;.1 : O(lD^l). So Dn : O(1) which implies thar D is finite which contradicts
thatD presents an infinite structure.
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F.3 The isomorphism problem

The isontorphism problem for a class of autonratic strlrctLlr€s C is as follows: Given automatic

presentations of two structrurs A and 6 fronr C, is A isoniorphic to B 2 Recall the isomor-

phisnr problenr for autonratic ordinals or for autonratic Boolean algebras is decidable (Corol-

laries E.3.3 and F.l.l3). Recall also that it is undecidable whether two automatic permutation

strLtctures are isomorphic or not (Theorem D.2.1 I ). In measuring the conrplexity of the iso-

morphisnr problern, we follow the standard notation, see Rogers [967]. The proof of Theo-

rem D.2.ll says that the isomorphisnr problem for automatic permutation structures is at least

n?.

Call a directed graph localh.finite if the degree of every vertex in the underlying undirected

graph is finite. A (connected) contponen.t of a directed graph is a maximal set of vertices that

are connected in the underlying r"rndilected graph.

Proposition E3.l The contplexin, of tlze isomorphisnt prcblenr for autonuttic locttllv finite di-

re ctetl graphs i s fI!-contplete.

Proof Let A and B be autonratic locally finite directed graphs. If r. € ,{, and n, € N, write

L(r,n) for the set of r' < A such that there is a path of length at n'lost n between t and r'.
Note that since -4 is locally finite, L(r,n) is finite. And moreoversince "4 

is automatic, the set

L(r,n) is computable from r and n. So for r € A and 'A € B the property that there is an

isomorphism fronr L(x,n) to L(y,n) that extends x + A is computable since there are only

finitely many maps to test for isonrorphism.

Let r € ,,{ and A € B and consider the following sentence O. 'For every n, € N, L(t,n)
is isonrorphic to L(A,n)'. Whether this senlence holds is n!. Write C for the component

containing r and D for the conrponent containing'y; so C and D are directed graphs' We claim

that C is isomorph ic to D if and only if this sentence holds. Indeed, if C is isomorphic to 2, then

the isomorphism witnesses the truth of the sentence. Conversely, sttppose the sentence holds.

Define an isomorphism / : C -+ D inductively. At stage /c we will define an isomorphism /6

from l(r:, k) to L(g,k) extending,fir-r. By assurlption choose r € C and y e D and define

,fo(s) :9. Denotetheisomorphismfrom L(r,n)to L(y,n)by gnand letGs bethesetof all9"

for n € N. This completes stage 0. The inductive hypothesis is that in stage k, ft bas domain

L(r,k) and range L(a,k), and G* is an infinite subset of G*-r such that every isomorphisnr

gn in Ga extends /r. Now extend f p to L(n,A + t) as follows. Denote by gi the restriction of

gn € Grto L(r,/c + 1). Then since the graphs are locally finite, thete are only finitely many

distinct such gl, and so at least one, say gj, is equal to gf, for infirritely many 9n € G*-Define

Gp11 to be the set of all g, € G6 such that 9; : g'r, and let .f611 - 9j. This completes stage

A+1.

The predicate 'o and b are in different components' is II! since checking whether therc is a patlr

(in the underlying graph) of length n from a to b is computable. Consider the following sentence

V: 'Forevely k e N, forevery rr,"',:rA elements of ,4 there exist At," ' 
'yk 

elen"lents of B

with the following properties:

CHAPTER F CLASSIFY]NG AUTOMAT]C STRUCTURES
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' Foreachrl lk,xtand:r'rareindiffercntcomponentsof ,4if andonlyif piand!.i arein
different componenrs of B.

o For every n € N and i ( fr there is an isomorphisnr from L(ri, n) ro L(gi, n.).,

Denote by V' the same sentence but with ,4 and 6 interchanged. Then whether the sentence
\P n lF' holds is in II! and expresses whether ,4 is isomorphic to 6. Indeed that the sentence holds
follows immediately from the existence of an isonrorphisnr. Conversely, snppose the sentence
holds' If "4 were not isonlorphic to B therr there exists a connecred locally finite directed graph
C' such that the number a, I u of components of ",4 isomorphic to C is not eqnal to the number
b { u of conrponentsof B isornoryhictoC. Say b < a ( o and let.r; bean elenrentof ,4
from the ith component isomorphic to c,for i, { a. Then apply t[ to get at,...,ao jtr B, all
in different components, each component isonrorphic to C, contradicting that b < a. The other
cases a < b < u, b < a : u)and o ( b : u aresinrilar. This completes the proof that the
isomorphism problem is tI!.
For hardness, recall that the set of Turing Machines that diverge on infinitely many inputs is fI$-
complete. We reduce this set to the isomorphism problem for tocally finite graphs. In fact the
graphs will be injection structlrres. Define an automatic injection structure f as consisting of
infinitely many Z-orbits, infinitely many N-orbits, and infinitely many orbits of every finite size
and type, see Example 8.2.3. For a deterministic Turing machine y!,1, construct an equivalent
reversible machine R. Let the configuration graph of R be C(R) : (C,E) over !. Make the
following two alterations to c(R) that preserve autonlaticity.

For the first change, for every configuration c wirh indegree 0 that is not an initial configurarion,
define a graph '7. with domain {t} * 1", here 1 is a new symbol not in x, and an edge from
1n 1o 1a-l for every n > 0. The union of all such J.'s is automatic. Now identify (c,,\) with
c' Similarly for every configuration d with outdegrce 0 that is not a final configuration, define
a graph f,6with domain {d} * 2*, here 2 is a new symbol, and an edge from 2" to 2"+l for
every n ) 0. Now identify (d, A) with d. These changes transform non-valid computations into
Z-orbits.

Take the resulting automatic structure and form its union with the automatic structure consist-
ing of infinitely many Z-orbits and infinitely many orbits of every finite size. Call the resulting
autonratic structure T(R).Then R diverges on infinitely many words if and only if T(R) con-
tains infinitely many N-orbits if and only if I(R) is isomorphic to f. Hence the isomorphism
problem for automatic injection structures, and hence automatic locally finite graphs, is fI!-
complete.

Wenowmakesomenamingconventionsregardingtrees. Recall that(f,<) isatreeif Iisa
partiaf orderon Twithaminimumelementsuch rhateveryset {a €Tlx < y} for y €Tis
a finite linear order. In this case write ,S1 for the immediate successor relation induced by <;
namely S.(r,g) holdsif r < yandthere is no e in Tsuch thatr < z < A.

Definition F.3-2 Ler E c T x T ancl I be the t.ransitive closure of E. Then call the directed
graph (7, E) a successor tree if (7, <) i.s a rree and E - S<.
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Note that if (7, <) is a tree then (7. ^9a) is a successor rree.

Denote the set of finite strings fronr N by N.. Then (N-, Ju) is a tr.ee while

(N, {(tu, wn) | u, € 
^J*. 

m e Ni)

is a successor tree that equals (N",,91").

The successor tree (N.,5:") is computably isonrorphic to tlre autonratic successor trce with
domain N : {0,1}.1 U {)} and edge relation

Er,, - {(t, y) | u 1, E A (-lz) lt <, z <p'A]}.

The computable rnapping sending nr... np to 0'rr1 .. .0"^'1 and the root to ) establishes the
isonrorphism.

Definition F.3,3 Let T c N and l.et E7 denote EN ,'estricted to T. Call (7, Eil a downward
closed subtree of (N, EN) iffor every x:,A € N,f x . A € T then r € T. Note tlmt (7, E7) is
a sltccessor tree. Call (7,E7) computable if there is a Turing nmchine tltat decides on input
r € //, u,h,etlrcr or tlot r € T.

Lemma F.3.4 The conzplexity of tlrc isontorphisnt problent for contputable downward closed
subtrces of (N,Eru) fo Dl-complete.

Proof From rccursion theory a subset 7 of N is called a trce if it is downward closed, namely
for every r,A € N, if r . A € T then z € ?, and is called contputable if T is computable.
Recall that (N, <o) and (N, Eru) arc computably isomorphic. This isomorphisnr shows that if
X c N. is a computable tree in the sense just defined, then it is computably isomoryhic to a
downward closed sltccessor subtrce of (l/,.8N), and vice versa.

Hence there is a computable rcduction fi'om the isomorphism problem for computable subtrees
of N* to the computable downward closed subtrees of (//,,E1,,).

Now apply the following rcsult whose proof can be found in Goncharov and Knight l2OO2,
Theorem 4.4b.1: The complexity of the isomorphism problem for computable subtrees of N* is
Xrl-complete.

The following theorem is joint with A. Nies and B. Khoussainov.

Theorem F.3.5 Tlrc complexit-v of the isomorphisnr problem for autonntic structures is Xl-
complele.

Proof First note that the problem can be expressed as 'there exists a function / from ,4 to
B such that fol every atomic symbol fi, for all a, it holds that A 

= 
d, e RA if and only if

B 
= 

f (a) e. RB'. Since automata for RA and .RB are computable from (an index for) ,R, this
sentence is in XJ.
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We now establish that the isomorphism problem for conrputable downward closed subtrees of
(N' Eru) is Turing reducible to the isomorphisnr problenr for alrtomatic structures. lt is sufficient
to prove that for every computable downward closed subrree (7, Er) of (//, .Ery) there exists an
alrtomatic graph ',4r wjth the following property: fi and T2 arc isomorphic (as successor trees)
if and only ,4n and Ar" are isomorphic (as graphs).

So given T let M7 be a reversible Turing machine rhat conrputes ? moclified so that it only halts
in an accepting state; that is. instead of halting in a rejecting stare, it loops forever. LetC(Mr)
be its configuration space over alphabet X. Assunre rhar rhe input alphaber is {0, 1}. Recall thar
configurations arc of the form (q, (rt,rz),(ar,a)) where 1112 is rhe content of the first tape,
'aflz of the history tape and g is the state of Jvlr. For ru € N, the initial configuration of Mr
with u on the first tape is (r., (u, )), (^, ))). If u € T, then the corresponding computarion is
finite, otherwise by the modification it is infinire.

We now define some graphs ending with the definirion of Ar. A chain is a graph isomorphic
to an initial segment of (N, S) and nray be of finite or infinire length. Nore rlrat a chain is a
successor tree. The base of a chain is its unique element with no predecessot. An isolated chain
witlt base ur in a successor tree ? is a chain P c Tstarring with .rr., € T such that for every
r € lf if ut' € 7 then utr e P. Note that since Mt- is reversible, the configuration space
consists of chains.

The graph T. l-et f be the graph consisting of infinitely many chains of every finite length.
Then f is automatically presentable as follows. The ser consisting of one chain of every finite
length is automatically presentable with domain 0*01* and an edge from r to a if and only if
l'l : lal and g is the least string lexicographically greater than r. Take the u,,-fold disjoint union
of this structure to get f.
The graph I. LetZ be the graph consisring of infinitely many chains of every finite length and
exactly one infinite chain, all joined at a single vertex. Then I is autonratically presentable as
it may be formed as the disjoint union of f and a single infinite chain, and rhen identifying the
bases of the chains. Note that the resulting graph is a successor tree.

The graphs f .. For each u, € ly', define an autonratic graph as follows. Assume the graph f
is automatic over a new alphabet. The domain is {url I f e p} and there is an edge from u/
toLug incasethereisonefrom f tog inf. Finallyidentifythebasesof eachchainandcall the
resulting gmph Fr. Note that F* is a successor tree; and we may suppose that its root is ur.

The graph O. Let V be an automatic copy of the successor tree (N, Jr) over a new alphabet
and let Z be automatic over a new alphabet. Assume that the root of I is ). For every u € V
define the automatic successortreel, as consisting of domain {ul | / e f} and an edge fronr
u f to ug in case there is one from .f to g in Z. Now form the union (not disjoinr union)of V and
all the I','sfor u e V. Call the rcsulting automatically presentable graph (?. Note thar (? is a
slrccessor tree.

The graphs O.. For each ar € AI, define the automatic graph O, asfollows. Assume that (? is
automatic over a new alphabet. The domain of (9, is {u/ | f e O} and there is an edge from
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Figure F.2: Partial sclrenratic of the successor tree 87 above a node zu. The dotted path repre-
sents the computation of My on input Tl.

wf towgincasethereisonefroml'togin(?. NotethatO* isasuccessortree; andwemay
suppose that its root is ru.

Tlre graph C'. Let C be an automatic copy of the configuration space C(Mil with inputs r,u € l/
identified with their conesponding initial configuration (r., (tr.,, )), (), ))). Define C' as the union
(not disjoitzt union) of C with the fr's for w € ,A/. Then C' consists of the configuration space
and attached to every initial configuration tl is a copy of f.
The graph 6a. Define 87 as the union (n.ot clisjoint union) of the aLlton"latic graphs C' and each
O-fot 'r, € .lf . The resulting graph is automatic and is a successor tree.

The graph .4r. Now take the disjoint union of 87 and an automatic copy of infinitely many
chains of every length, finite and infinite. The resulting graph is automatic.

This completes the definition of Ar.

Property F.3.6 For €velt tu € /f, w is rejected by Jvlr if and only if there is an infinite isol.ated

chain in Ar with base w. Hence T is exactly lhose elentents of A7 thrtl are not the base of an
infinite isolated chain but are the base of itzfinitely nzany fiizite chains of every length-

Indeed, let tr € .lf be a node in the successor tree T. Then u is accepted by Mr and so there is
a finite computation, say of length n, in C(M7) staning at the initial state , : (t, (,r, )), (), ))).
Hence 87 contains a finite chain of length n with base tl. But there are infinitely many finite
isolated chains of length rz with base tu by construction, namely those in f ,, and in particular
therc is no infinite isolated chain with base tr.r. Conversely suppose e is an element of Ar that is
not the base of an infinite chain, but is the base of infinitely many finite chains of every length.
Then by construction r must be in N. Moreover, u is in 7 since the computation of Mr on x;

is finite. This completes the proof of the property.

Property 83.7 Say u € lf is not inT. Then the successor tree above w is isomorphic to O.

A
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Indeed suppose trr € l{ is not in ?. Then since 7 is downward closed, for every u € ,N above
tu it holds that u is not in T. Hence for every .tr € -ly' in the successor tree above r.l, by the
ptevious property' u is the base for infinitely many finite isolated chains of every finite lengrh,
and exact'ly one infinite isolated chain. The properry now follows by the construction of 67 and
o.

It l'enrains to prove the following property.

Property R3.8 71 is isontorpltic to Tz if and onlt, if Ay, is isomorphic to Ar..

Snppose @ is an isomorphisnr between A7, and,47,. Note that forevery & { ar, 1u is the base
of an isolated chain of By, of length fr; if and only if qr(u) is the base of an isolated chain of 87,
of length fr:' Hence by the first property d is an isonrorphism between successor tr€es Tt and
Tz.

Conversely suppose d is an isonrorphism between T1 and 72, considered as subgraphs of Av
and 47, rcspectively. We extend / to an isomorpliisnr fiom A7, to Ay, asfollows. First extend
d to the elements of A7, \ Br,. Indeed, each such set consists of the disjoint union of infinitety
many isolated chains of every length (finite and infinire), independenrly of the chains of the
configuration graphs that do not correspond to initial configurations. Now we extend 6 ro an
isomorphism from the successor tree 87, to the successor tree By, as follows.

If u € 7r then there is an isomorphism between all the isolated chains with base .ur and all
the isolated chains with base d@) Indeed each consists of finitely nrany chains of every finite
length and no infinite chain, indepenclently of the possibly different lengths of the computation
of u in M7, and $(w) in Mro. Hence extend / to the isolated chains defined by elements of
fi to the isolated chains defined by elements of ?2.

Now strppose u € 7, and let 51 be the set of inrmediate successors of .u., that are initial config-
urations (namely in N) bllt not in fi. Similarly write 52 for the set of immediate successors of
$(w) that are initial configurations but not in 72. It may be the case that the cardinalities of ,gr
and 52 are different' Howeverboth u and $(w) each have infinitely many immediate successors
that arc not in .91 and 52 respectively. Moreovereach such successor is the root of a copy of the
successor tree O. Hence, by the second propefty, extend / fi om the immediate successors of ur
that are not in fi (and the successor trces above them) ro the immediate successors of /(tr) that
arc not in T2 (and the successor trees above them). This completes the proof of the property and
the theorem is proved.

Corolfary F.3.9 The contpl.exitl, of the isomorphism problent for autontatic successor trees is
D!-complete.

Proof Adapt the construction of the previous theorem as follows. Consider the graph Ar and
recall that it a forest of successor trces; namely 87, with root .\, and infinitely many isolated
chains of every length. The roots of the isolated chains are definable in Ar. So identify them

u5
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and fornt a successor tree; call the root r. Now place an edge front r to,\. Call the resulting
structure D7 and note that it is an autonratic slrccessor tree. Finally note that ,47, is isontorplric
to 47, if and only if D7, is isonrorphic to Dr
Most of the content of this chapter appears in Khoussainov er al. [200a].



Chapter G

Intrinsic regularity

This chapte, inulrrigu,es the rclationship between regularity and definability in automaric srruc-
tures. A relation is called intrinsicalll,rcgttlar in an autonratically presentable structure Aif it
is regular in every autonratic presentation of ,4. Although the definition of inu-insic regularity
is new, the topic previously received much attention in some specific cases. Of particular note
is the work of Cobham, Semenov, Muchnik, Bruydre et al. that investigates the relationship
between regular relations of (coded) natural numbers and definability in certain fragments of
arithmetic; see B'uyBre er ar. tr994l for a good exposition.

The definition of intrinsic regularity mintics that of intrinsically computable relations fronr Ash
and Nerode Il93l]. This is concerned with understanding the relationship between definability
and computability (see Ershov et al. [ 1998, Chapter 3] for rhe current state of the area). For a
computable structure ,4, that is one whose atomic diagram is a conrputable set, a relation ,R is
intrinsically cotttputably enunterable if in all computable isornorphic copies of ,4 the rclation
'R is computably enunrerable. Ash and Nerode tl gs ll show that under some natural conditions
on A, the relation -R is intrinsically computably enumerable if and only if it is definable as an
effective disjunction of existential formulae. one may therefore r-egard the topic of this chapter
as a refined version of the Ash-Nerode program in which the class of automatic structures is
considered rather than the class of all computable structures.

G.1 Preliminaries

Definition G'l'r A relation R on the clonnin of an autonzatically presenrable structure A is
called intrinsically regular in -4 tf the inmge of R nncler evet), isomorphism ftont A to an
aulo'natic structure B is finite automaton recognisable. Write IR(A) for the class of intrinsicallt,
rzgular relations in A.

In order to show that a particular relation
sentable structure, one needs to provide a

is intrinsically regular in a given auromarically pre-
mechanism for extracting an automaton recognising

t17
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the relation from autonratic presentations of the stt'Lrctut€. A perfect illustration of this is the

snbset like construction of Theorenr 8.1.26 which is restated in tlre present ternrinology in the

next theorenl.

Proposition G.l.2 If R c ln ,r .first otder de.finable u,ith the atlditional quantifiers 1* artd

!(A''m) in an outotnaricallv presentable structure A, then R is intrinsicallt, rcgular in A.

Proof Let B be an autonlatic presentation of A. Then use the definition of R to extract an

automaton,fromtheat|tomatainthep|€sentation6,thatr.ecogrrisesR.<

Forinstanceeverysetofthefornr{reNlr:k(moclrn) }isintrinsicallyregularin(N,<)
since each is definable as (l(ft'n')r) [y < 

"].
Write OOo""''od(.,4) for the class of relations that are first order definable with l* and l(&''') in
A. Then the previours proposition can be summarised as

ooo"'-od1,4) c IR("4).

Proposition G.l.3 If A is aulontatically prcsentable then IR(r4) is cl.osecl under union, cont-
p I etn ent at i on and p tqi e ct i on.

Proof Suppose Ro, Rt C A" are n-ary intrinsically regular relations in "4. Let 6 be an au-

tomatic presentation of "4, and let z be the isonrorphism from A to B. Then the structure
(B,u(Rs).z(frr)) is automatic. Since regular relations ale closed under finite trnion, comple-
mentation and projection, we have that the images u(Rs U R1) , u(A \ R) and the projection of
thei-thco-ordinateuQri(R))arealsoregu|arin6.<
If B is a reduct of ,4 and every relation in ,4 not in B is pgm'mod definable in B, then call A a

p6oo'mod tleJinitional expansion of B.

Proposition G.I.4 Suppose A is autottratically presentable.

I. If B is a reduct of A then IR(6) C IR("4).

If A is a FO*'-od defi.nitional expansion of B thenlR(A): IR(B).

Proof First note that the property of being automatically presentable is preserved under taking
reducts and FO*"'od definitional expansions.

item 1. Let ,R be a relation on B(: A) and suppose E € IR(B). Let C be an automatic

presentation of A, with corresponding isomorphism u : A -+ C. By foryetting the automata that

recognise those atomic relations that are in .4 and not in 6, produce an auton'ratic presentation C'

of B, and note that the corresponding isonrorphism is the restriction of v to 6. Since ,l? e IR(B),
the relation z(J?) on C'(: C) is regular. But since C was arbitrary, ,R € IR(r4).

2.
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item 2. By the previoLrs item it is sufficient to establish that

IR(,4) c rR(B).

Let -R be a relation on .l(: B) and suppose R e IR("4). Let C be an automatic presenrarion
of 6, with corresponding isomorphisnr z : B -+ C. Extend C to an automatic presentation C'
of Aby producing aLttomata for the missing atonric relations using rhe FO*,.od definitions as
in Theorem 8.1.26. Note that the corresponding isonrorphism from A to C'is the one induced
byu:B-+C(:C')'Sinceft€IR("4),therelationu(R)onCisregular.ButsinceCwas
arbitrary, R € IR(B).

For instance we have the following:

IR(N) c IR(N,,9) c IR(N, <) : IR(N, (, (=n )"enr) C IR(N, +) c IR(N, *, lz).

The equality holds since =,,€ OOm'n,od(N. <) as follows:

r =n r' s V f1l{,,',)u) [a < ,]A (i(i,")u,; [a, < *,]l
0(i(n

119

G.2 Some characterisations of IR

In this section we characterise the intrinsically regular relations of certain fragments of arith-
metic. Each result can be summarised as saying that the intrinsically regular relations in A are
exactly those that are first order definable with J* and 3(&,m) in .4. Recall that FO-,-o.l(,4) C
IR("4) for A auromatically presentable.

Foreach m> l considerthepresentationA,,of Noverthearphabetx- - {0,... ,m-r}.
Herp the natural numbern € N is representedin A^as the shortest least significant digit first
base rn-representation- The structure A*: (A*,1^,1-) is automatic and is isomorphic to
(N, *, l-).
Denotethe unary relarion {r e N I e : 0 (modm) } by mult,.

Proposition G.2.1 For every rn > I,

IR(N, *, l_) - Fom,mod(N, *, 1",,).

Proof Fix rn > 1. Ler F e IR(N,*,|*) and R(-) be the image of ,R in A*. Then by the
definition of intrinsic regularity E(rn) Ir FA recognisable over X,r,. Then since (N, +, l-) is
complete for the regular relations (Theorem C.2.6), p(m) 15 first order definable in A^. Hence
R € FO(N, *, l-).

Proposition G.2.2

IR(N, *) : FO*'-od(N, +).
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Proof Let ,R c N" with R e IR(N, +). Then rhe inage 4(ni) o; ^R in (A,n, *r,,) is regular.
The Cobham-Senrenov Theorem (see Bnrydre et al. [994]) states that if both.R(&) and R(t) are

regular for nrultiplicatively independent A; and /, then .R is definable in (N,+). Here k and 1

are nrultiplicatively independent if there are no integers nt,.rt, ) I such that k'n : l'. Hence
l? e FO(N, *) and so IR(N, +) : FO(N, +).

Note that in both of the previous cases, IR(r4) : FO(/).
quantifi ers are essential.

Proposition G.2.3

Here is an exanrple where 16.3(m'lr:)

IR(N' S) : FO*""oo(N,S)'

Proof It is sufficient to establish that

IR(N, <) c nO1X, (, (E,r),,ex) C FO-''"od(N, <).

For the first containment, writeU for the prcsentation of (N, S, (:,,),,6p) over the alphabet
X : {1}, narnely the one induced by coding n € N by 1'. Recall Theorem C.2.9 that says that
7 is cornplete for the unary automatic structLrres. Let R € IR(N, <) and write -R' for the image
of ,RinU.By intrinsicregularity, (U,R') isautomaticover{t}. So.r?isfirstorderdefinablein
(N, (, (=")"em).

Forthesecondcontainnrentnotethat:n€pgoo'mod(N,<).<
Although we conjectur-e that IR(N, S) : FO*'-oo(N, S), we only have the following results.

Theorem G.2.4 For everyr li > 2, there is cm autonxatic presenlation of (N, ^9) in whiclz the
inzage of the set mult;, is not regular-

Proof Fix A, ) 2 and let E : {0,1,. ..,k - 1}. We construct an automatic structurc (D*,,f)
isomorphic to (N, S). To do this, for any given string r, € D*, we introduce the following
auxiliary notations: ep(a) is the string represented by bits of z at even positions; op(r) is

the string reprcsented by bits of r at odd positions; n and n1 are the lengths of strings ep(r)
and op(r),:€spectively. We may also treat ep(r) and op(x) as natural numbers written in
least-significant-digit-first base k, and in particurlar perform addition on them. For example,
if r : 0111001 then ep(r) : 0101, op(r) : 110, n : 4 andm : 3; note thatrn < n S
m*7 and lcl : Trrj- n. We may regard the string r as the ordercd pairof strings, written
("p(r),op(x)), and think of op(r) as a paranleter. Call strings r for which ep(x) - kn-l
ntidpoittts and strings for which ep(r) : 0 modulo kn startpoirtts. Now we describe rules
defining the function .f . In brackets [[ like this ]l we explain the meaning of each rule if needed.

We note in advance that all arithnretic is pedormed modulo k". Define an auxiliary function
nert(r) : ep(t) + (ft x op(r)) * lc - 1 modulo ft".

l. If n ( 2 then /(r) is the successorof r with respect to length-lexicographic ordering.
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Figure G.l: Schematic of the function /.

2. If (next(r),op(il) is neither a nridpoinr nor a srarrpoinr then f (t) : g, where ep(il :
next(r) and op(y) : op(r).fiThis is the generic case according to which rhe successor
of the string e, regarded as the pair (ep(x),op(x)), is (next(r), op(r)).Jl

3. If (next(x),op(il) is a midpoinr then f (t) : y, where lVl : lxl, ep(a) : ep(r) +
next(next(r)) modulo k and op(il : op(r). [lThis case says that if adding next(r)
to ep(x) produces a midpoint then the midpoint should be skipped. Note that ep(y) :
ep(r) + 2next(z).ll

4. If (next(r),op(r)) is a startpoint then f (n) : g, where lgl : lrl, ep(il: &o-r and
op(y) : op(x).tt The successor of the endpoint is the midpoint. ll

5. If (ep(r),op(r)) is a midpoint and op(x) < k* _ 1 then l@) : y, where lyl : l*1,ep(y) : 0 and op(a) : op(r) * 1 modulo ft,. [[This is the case when the parameter
op(t) isincrementedbyl,andthestring ep(r)isinitialisedtothestringconsistingof n
zeros.ll

6. If (ep(x),op(r)) is a midpoinrand op(x): k* - l then f (r) :On+n+r. [[This is the
only case when the lengrh of string c increases by one.ll

Now we explain how / acts. Fix b e Ncongruent ro k - 1 modulo k. Forevery a e N there is
auniquenumberc e {0,1,...,k - I} such that a: b.cmodulo k". In otherwords, every
element c e {0, 1,--., /r" - 1} appears exactry once in the sequence 0, b, 2b,8b,...,,(k - 1)0,
where eJements are taken modulo ft'. Moreover, fta-l| equals k"-l modulo k'. Hence, kn-tb
appears in the middle of this sequence. Let us assume rhat s is such that ep(r) : 0 and let
b-kop(x)+fr-l.Thenbyrules2,Sand6,thefunction/consecutivelyappliedk-1 

times
to (0, op(r)) produces the following sequence:

(O,op(r)| (b,op(x)) (k"-t - b,op(r)) q/c"-r + b,o1t(r)) ...
(k - b,op(r)) (k"-t, op(r)|.

l2l
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Note that the midpoint (l-?'-r, op(e)) has been removed from the rniddle of the sequence

(0, op(r)) (b, op(r:)) . . . (4"' - b, op(n:)),

and placed at the end. Finally rules 3 and 4 inrply that / applied to the last string tr in the

sequence produces the string (0, op(;r) + 1) if op(r) + k^ - l;otherwise./(u) - On+m+r. This
completes the description of .f .

The fr,rnction / is FA recognisable because all the rules used in the definition of ./ be can tested

by finite automata. It can be checked that (Xn,,f ) is isomorphic to (N, S), say via nrapping
ri:X*-+N.
Our goal is to show that the image of the set nrult* : {z I z is a multiple of /t'} is not regular in
the described automatic presentation of (N, S). For this we need to have a finer analysis of the
isomorphism a'from (X-, /) to (N, S). Denote by r/the string (0, op(c)). One can inductively
check the following for the case that n ) 3.

l. The nunrber zr(r') is congtuent to 0 modulo /c for all non-enrpty strings r.

2. There isaunique u 1k -l suchthatep(r) : u.(kop(x)+R'-1) moduloft". Moreover:

(a) If u < k-t then n(c) = n(r!) + u.

(b) If u>k?t-t thenzr(z) :r(r') *u-1.
(c) If u - k-l then r(r) : n(r') + kn - 7.

3. lf ep(y) : 0 and op(a) : op(r')+ 1 < k' - rthen zr(g) : r(r') + l{.

Thus, from the above it is easy to see that r is in the image of mult; if and only if either
u < k-t and u is congruent to 0 modulo k ol u ) l{-t and a is congruent to 1 modulo k. In
order to show that the image of rnult6 is not regular, consider all the strings z such that n is odd,
ep(x) : 1' (its numerical value is kn+r - \, op(r) - 0'l-?'1'' (its numerical value is k'+l - I,
so that kop(r) + h - \ - kr+2 - 1), and n > r * 4. Then underthese premises forevery r € N
the minimal n e N for which z € zr(mults) is when n -- 2r * 5:

Indeed,(k-r+l{+2+1).(k'+2-1) :7t2r+a-kn-1 -lmodulok".Soundertheassumption
that n : 2r 15, this is equal to -1 : ep(r) modulo k'. Hence,u - kn-l + kr+2+ 1 > k"-l
and so by item 2b above conclude that n(r) : r(r') + kn-l + frr+l and so r e zr(mtrlt6).

Fortheconverse, (k'+2 + 1) .(tr'+z - I) : k2r+4 - l modulo/c". Henceundertheassumption
thatn <2r* S,thisisequal to -1 : ep(r) modulo,kn. Nowif furtherr*3 < n- 1,then
u - kr+2 + 1 < k'-1, and so by item 2a above conclude thatn(r) : n(r!)* 7tr+2 * I and so

x / r(multp).

Now we can check that n(mult6) is not rcgular. Note that in the prcsence of n : 2r * 5 the

assumptionthatn>r*4isredundantsincen( r+4impliesthatr<-1 whichcontradicts
that r € N. So consider the non resular set

t' : {r € X. I ep(x): 1", op(r) - 0-'-'1', n = 21+ 5}.
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It can be defined fronr r'(nrultp) as the set of all :r € !* such that ep(e) - 1,,, for some odd
n, op(t) - 0'?r-''1r for sonre n7,r € N, rr > r- * 4, r € zr(nrult1.) and if r * 4 < s < 2 then
(1',op(l))/n(nru|tp).Butsince)'isnotregular'neitherisn(nrutti),asrequired.<

So we have established that the sets nrultp are not intrinsically regular-relations in (N, S). Since
multp is in FO*"'oo(N, <), it is the case rhat ( is also nol intrinsically regular in (N.,S).

Tlre theory Fo(N,.9) admits quantifier elinrination, see for instance Enderton [lgTz,Theorem
32A1. Hence -R c IV is first order definable in (N, S) if and only if R can be formed using rhe
operations of union, intersection and conrplementation from sets of the form

{(*r,' ..,rn) l r, + k: : y 7, ft e N.

In particular nore that if R c N then R is either finite or co-finite.

AsetRCNise'ventuall),periodicifthereexistsp€NI(theperiod),andt€N(thethreshold)
sirchthatforall rn) f,m€ R (g 7n, +p€,R. Incasethatl:0,-Riscalled perioclic.And
if ft is peliodic with period p then -R is periodic with period pk for every integer A ) l.

Coroflary G.2.5 A unartt relation R c N is inrrinsicallv regular in (N, S) if and on\t if it is irt
FO-''od(NI, 

^g).

Proof The reverse direction is immediate. For the forward direction it is sufficient to prove
that if R c N is intrinsically regurar in (N. ^s) then it is finite or co-finite; in this case it is
in Fo(N,S) and so cenainly in pgoo'mod(N,^9). We will shortly prove if R is an eventually
periodic set, and if it is infinite and co-infinite, then there is some perio d p of .R such that mulh
is first order definable (N,.9, R). Assuming this for now proceed as follows. Let ,R c N be
intrinsically regular in (N, S). Since (i., 6){(1", 1",+r) | " e N}) is an automaric presentation
of (N, ^S), R must be eventually periodic. If R is finite or co-finite we are done. Otherwise .R is
regular in every presentation of (N,.9) and using the fact there exists a period 1t of R such that
multo is first order definable in (N, 

^9, R) we ger that multo is also intrinsically regular in (N, S)
conh-adicting the previous theorem.

So all that is left is to prove the required property. Let .R C N be an eventually periodic set
with period p and threshold r. Let {rrr,. . . ,nn} be .R n ft,t +p - 1]. consider the periodic set
R' :u;[nr]o c Nwhere [n6]r:: {r e N l*: nnmodulop}. NoteihatR,isequal to,Eexcept
possibly on finitely many elements (namely those less than or equal l). Hence .E is first order
definable in (N, ,S, fi') if and only if ,R' is first order definable in (N,^S, R). Also .R is infinite
and co-infinite if and only if .R, is.

Hence we may assune without loss of generality that ,R C N is an infinite and co-infinite
periodic set with period p. We aim to establish the exisrence of a period q of Rsuch that multo
is first order definable in (N, S,.R).

Firstwefindtheperiod.WriteR:[n,JoU...U[rr.1]owithI1nl{n21'..<
andl S k <p. Givenl ( r (pdefine R+ras[n1 *r]pu...U [rr^+r]0. Considerrhe
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equation .R + u : R. Note that a is a solution if and only if evety elemenr in [a]o is a solution.
It has t: : p as a solution. Suppose that 1 ( g < p is also a solution. Then y € ft if and
onlyif'g+qeJ?..Soj?isperiodicwithperiodq<p.RewriteP.:[ntlru...U[rn;]owith
1 ( rn,r

/? + z : .R in the range [t, q] is r : Q. The resulting g is the required period. Note that since ,R

is infinite and co-infinite 1 ( I < q.

Nowmulto: [0]o: {:rr€ N lR+r - n}. Indeed0andhenceeveryelemenrin [0]o isa
sofution of the equation. Conversely, if R + r = Rthen every y e [r],1 is also a solution and

inparticularsoisysatisfyingl<y(q; thenbyminimalityofgwehaveA:qandhence
2: € ntllltq.

We claim that multo is first order definable in (N,^9,.R) as

ij

where {*\,- . ' ,n7'1,} : [t, q] n (N \ R). (Note that the rn;'s and mj's in this for-nrula are fixed
arrdthereareonlyfinitelymanyof thenr). Indeedif R+ r: R thenm. +fi € R ++ m€ R
foreverytn€N,andinparticularforeverym<-q.Converselyifzissuchthatmi*r€R
for every I < i, ( I then l*]n + r C Rforevery z and so R+ r c R. Similarly if r is

also strch that m', + r e.R for every 1 < j S /' then lrillq + r A R: 0 for every j and so

(N \ n) * r C (N \ n). This completes the proof.

Finally we provide an automatic presentation of (N, ^9) in which ( is not regular but all the
unary relations mult2, mult3,. . . arc regular. This shows that regularity of each of the sets mulq
and the successor relation ,9 do not imply that the relation ( is regular.

Theorem G.2,6 There is an autom.atic prcsentetion of tlze strltctu.re

(N, S, mult2, mult3, . . .)

in. which the relation I is not regulan

Proof We construct an automatic presentation (D, S n) of (N, S), where D : 0*1*. Define the
function ,So in the following manner:

Sp(0"1-) :

The function ,5p is automatic as all the four conditions defining ^9p can be tested by finite
automata. To understand the action of Sp consider the input 0". Applying,Sp to the input n + 2
times successively we produce the sequence:

( 0l if m:0;
) 0"-t 1^+z if m is odd and n ) 0;'f t-*t if rn is odd and n : 0i

I gn+i 1nt-2 if m is even and m. ) 0.

0". 0"1, 0r-tl', 0n-'\',g'-317, . . ., 1"*t,l,nn,
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Figure G.2: Schernatiq of the function .5'a-

AppJying.96 to th enactly n + 1 times we produce tbe next sequenee:

Ih*.Z ;0'1 lh, g21t*-2 6$12n-a, . .,, gr*f, ,

Nste that the function ,Ss defineS the,order (,p o0 0"1* as follows: 0n1m (p e 'Id if and Only
if, thsre exists a t such that g$(041*) = 0^f l.-n. Thits linear ordeq whioh is tlre imagp of the
order S on N; is not regular. For otberwise let r4 be an autornaroR rcco-gnising €l(Sa). Then
@(12",04) is aceepted by ;4 for ev:ery n. trr particular far n greater thaR tae nutrhil of states
af .4, there exists j' such rhat 61(1a"+r*, 0r) is accepted by ,4 for every & e N. Thris contradicts
that there rare onl! finitely mally strings asuch that a 1p 0 .

lryc need to show that eaeh se.[ rTrutti fs a regular relation under thi.s presentation of (I{, S). Let
zr be the isomolp-hisrn from (D, Se) to (N, .9). The lengtJrs of c and Sp(a) differ by I. Thus"
n(trrn) is sdd if and only if the length n + rn of the string is odd. So, mulra is a regular
language in this presentarion of (N,,S).

Trr shew that mults irs a regular language in rhis presentation of (N,,S) we argue as follows,
Conside the table belsw ttrat lists all tlre elernents of the domain D ordered by,the nelation S.1e;

Strings ordered,by (o
),
I,
I I,0
0J, lll
llll,0ll,00
00l,0lll,lllll
il I 1l l, 0l I I t,001 l,000,
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This table shows that the equalities n'(0") : n . (n. + 2) and n(12"') : nt.. (rn * 1) for all
n,nr e N hold true. Hence for 0 < J < A, the sets Aj : {0" l n(0") : .i (moclk) } and

B'i : {1'"' | 7r(72"'): 7 (rloclk) } are regular. Indeed for'fixed 7 and l;, A} is definable as the
disjunction overthe finiteset {n l0 < a < k, a(a. + 2) : j(modh) } of theregularpredicates

l0"l = a (modlr) . By similar reasoning Bf is regular. This table also shows the following.
For any string ru € 0*1*, if ut - gr112m then ,5ff+1(0'*-) : ?r)i and if .u, : 0,'12'n then
,Sf,(12"'+:") : ,r.

Here is a procedure that decides the set mult; for any given fixed i:. The correctness of the
procedure can be proved by using the facts in the preceding paragraph. So, given an input"ur do
the following:

Case l: Assume that 'ur : 0"'112"' (in this case Sfr+r1g*+n') : ur.)

(a) Calculate r * m. modulo /i:.

(b) Calculate z (0't'+m; + m, + 1 nrodulo l;.

(c) If the last value equals 0 modulo A then rrr ( p1g11*' otherwise tl / rnurltp.

Case 2: Assume that ,r.r.r - 6c12n (in this case Sfi(12m+2r1- ru.)

(a) Calculate2m + 2r modulo k.

(b) Calculate n(I2m+2") + * modulo k.

(c) If the last value equals 0 modulo k then r.o € mult6; otherwise ru / multl.

As the sets ,rtf and Bf are regular, the procedule described can be carried out by a finite au-
tomaton while processing the string tu. We conclude that multl is a regular language. Finally
note that automata for mult6 can be constructed uniformly in k. Hence (N,,S, mult2, mult3, . .-)
is automatically presentable.

Each of these characterisations seem to require mote or less ad hoc proof techniques, and so it
would be interesting to know whether there is a more general principle. The general problem
is to characterise the intrinsically regular relations in 

"4 
as those that are definable in a suitable

logic in ,4. A natural conjecture at this point is that the logic is pgm'mod.

Some applications

The proof of Theorem G.2.4 can be used to construct automatic structures with pathological
propefties. The first application of the results concerns the reachability relation in automatic
graphs. The reachability problem for automatic graphs is undecidable (Theorem D.2.1 I ). Such
automatic graphs necessarily have infinitely many components. In fact for automatic graphs
with finitely many components the reachability problenr is decidable. A natural question is

whether or not the reachability relation for automatic graphs with finitely many components
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ean be recognised by finite autolnata To answer rhis question, consider the f-o-llo.wing graph
9 = ({0, L}r, Ed'se), where Edget(t,1y) if and only if l"(a") - g and / is rhe function defined
in the proof of,Theorem G.2.4 for k = 2. The graptr g is auromatic with eractly,two infinite
eomPoneilts eaeh being isomorphic ro (N{i,S). One sf the. oomponenrs coincideg with mult2.
Hence, we have the following:

Corollary G,ZS There is an aurornafia graBh with exactly two campwl,ents eaeh olwhich is
nal regular,

The second aLpplication of this theor.cm is on the $ructure (2, S). A cwt isa set of the form

{x e% ls Z n},

where n,€% is fixed.

Corollary G3.S 'Tkere is an autontar[c presentation of (2, S) tn which na cut ig ,regular

Proof It is sufficienr to find a prcsentarion of (V;,S,O) in which fu e Z I * 2 0] is not
rergular sinee this eut is first ordo-r definable from every other cut. S/e modi;fy the presentation
({0,1}', /) of (N, S1 in the proo,f of Theorem G.2.4 for k - 2, and.con$rruct a }unction g :

{0-, 1}* J {0, l}* where g is defined using the sarne noration as before. All arithmetic below is
performed moduls2ft.

Figure G.3: Schematic of, the filnetion gr.

2 then g(r) is the length-lexicqgraphic successor of s.l. Ifn(
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2. If (e:p(r) + Zqp(s) + 1, ap(r)) is neither a midpoint nor a startpoint then g(s) : g with

fnrl ,= lyl and ep(y,) -- ep(u) + \ap(r) * 1 and op(il = op(n).

3. Xf (ery{c) + zap(*) + 1, op(r)) is a midpoint', then

(a) ifep,(s) < 2m'-1 ften9(r) = g with [sl : lgl and ep(y) - 0and op(U) = ep(e)+1.

(b) if ry(s) :Zft -Lthen g,fu)=uwithlgl : l*,1 *1and ep(u)- 0and op(n) -9.
4. It (,ep(u) + \ap(r\ + 1, op(c)) is a startpoint, then

(a) if op(t;) < 2't'- 1 then S@) - gr with Inl = lgl and ep?) :2"-r and op(U) :
W@)'+ L

(b) if oP(rJ - 2n - 1 then

i. if ru : 3 andrm:2 then 9@)' : e. Othelwise,

ii. if n, : r?,+Lthen 9(e) -- g with l"p(y)l : n-I,lop(g)l - ricand ep(g) -- ?j-2
and oP[Y') - 0'

iii. if n - rar ther1r g(c) - y with l'eBfu)l : ro and lop(g)l: m-t and ep(s) : )n-L

andoP(s) = A.

Thus, ({0, l}*, g, e ) is an autornatic presentation af (7',5, 0) in which the cut above 0 oonsists

ofexaetlythosesrringss€{0,U*suehthatw<7!-1(recallruistheuniquenurnberless
than 2@ that satisfies ep(s) = u. (2W(r) + 1)). But this set of strings is not regular since it can

beusedtogiveafirstor,derdefinitionoftheimageofmu|t2in({0,1}*'"f)'<
MoSt of t}le content of this ehapter aPpeafs in Khouss-ainov et al. [2003b].



Chapter H

Open problems

This thesis has only dealt with automata operating on finite words. One may replace finite words
with finite trees, for instance, and get the larger class of trce automatic structurcs. Although
some work has been done, a similar investigation for this class is wanting. However there are
still many problems in the word case. Here is a sanrple.

Problem I Which Abelian groups have automatic presenrafions ? For instance does rhe group
of rationals (Q, +) have an autonzatic prsentation ?

Problem 2 Investigate the complexity in the arithntetic hierarchy of the isomorphism problem
for classes of aulontatic structures- For instance, wlmt is the cornplexity of the isontorphism
problemfor automatic linear orders ?

Problem 3 Characterise the intrinsical.ly regular relations of A in a suirable logic. For in-
stance does it hold that

IR(.,4) : FO-'-od(.4),

for every automatically presentable stucture A ? Or even, is tlrcre an automatic presentation
of (2, *) in which 1 is not regular ?

Probfem 4 Whichw-categorical structures have automatic presentations ? In panicularwhich
Frai'ssi limits lzave autonratic presentations ?
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